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1.0

Introduction

Australian Gas Infrastructure Group and Engie (AGIG/Engie) are seeking to develop the Hydrogen Park Murray
Valley project (HyP Murray Valley) which will consist of a 10 MW electrolyser co-located with the Wodonga Waste
Water Treatment facility. The renewable hydrogen gas will be blended with natural gas at volumes of up to 10% to
decarbonise gas supply in the nearby twin cities of Albury (NSW) and Wodonga (Victoria), with the potential to
supply industry and transport sectors.

2.0

Project Overview

HyP Murray Valley is a world-first hydrogen blending project in terms of its market outreach to around 40,000
existing residential, commercial and industrial connections, and its co-location with the wastewater treatment
industry. From mid-2023, the project’s 10 megawatt (MW) electrolyser will produce renewable hydrogen for
blending with natural gas at up to 10% volume into regional Victoria and New South Wales (NSW) at the twin cities
of Albury-Wodonga, providing a stepping-stone to decarbonisation for more than 5.2 million gas connections in
Australia. HyP Murray Valley integrates gas, electricity and water facilities for the benefit of customers, delivering
jobs and growth to the region and commencing the decarbonisation of gas consumption.

3.0

Environmental Setting

The project area is located approximately 7.5 kilometres north-west of Wodonga. The project area encompasses
private land and the road reserves of Old Barnawartha Road, Bidstrup Road, Greenhill Road and Plunketts Road.
The Project area is within the:

• Victorian Riverina bioregion (in the central and northern parts of the construction footprint) and Northern Inland
Slopes (in the south).

• Kiewa River Basin (north-east catchment)
• Management area of the North East Catchment Management Authority (CMA).
• City of Wodonga (Wodonga Planning Scheme).
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The Project area is within a rural and semi-industrial setting on the edge of Wodonga. The landscape has been
highly modified and disturbed from farming purposes which has led to a lack of native vegetation cover and habitat
connectivity. The southern extent of the study area is bound by the Hume Freeway and the North East Rail Corridor
(Seymour line). To the east if the Wodonga Waste Water Treatment Plant and the heavily modified floodplain of the
Murray River further to the north. Physical habitat connectivity to larger patches of woodland vegetation to the
south is limited due to the major physical barriers caused by the freeway and rail corridor and the lack of vegetation
in patches or scattered trees.
The study area north of the rail reserve is generally flat, being on an alluvial terrace/plain above of the active
floodplain of the Murray River. The study area south of the Hume Freeway and Plunketts Road is more undulating
and raised above the alluvial terrace/plain to the north. This is recognised in the DELWP bioregional mapping, with
the southern part of the study area being in the Northern Inland Slopes bioregion, and the northern part of the
study area being in the Victorian Riverina bioregion.

4.0

Environmental Effect Act 1978

In Victoria, environment assessment of the potential environmental impacts or effects of a proposed development
may be required under the Environment Effects Act 1978 including the preparation of an Environmental Effects
Statement (EES). The former department of Sustainability and Environment published “Ministerial guidelines for
assessment of environmental effects under the Environmental Effects Act 1978” (the Guidelines).
The guidelines set out criteria for when referral of a project to the Minister is required based on the potential for
significant effects on the environment. Where referral is required the Minister will then make a determination as to
the need or otherwise for an EES to be prepared.
For the purposes of the HyP Murray Valley project, an assessment against both the individual and the combination
criteria has been undertaken and is set out Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, respectively.
The assessment has been undertaken with reference to the following documents:

• Hydrogen Park Murray Valley: Hydrogen Production Plant, West Wodonga – Flora and fauna assessment, Biosis,
September 2021.

• Hydrogen Park Murray Valley: Connections – Flora and fauna assessment, Biosis, September 2021.
• HyP Murray Valley (draft) Construction Environmental Management Plan, Attexo, October 2021.
• HyP Murray Valley Energy Use and Greenhouse Gas Emissions for pipeline, Attexo, October 2021.
Table 4.1

EES Referral Criteria – individual potential environmental effects

Referral Criteria

Assessment

Referral
Required?

Potential clearing of 10 ha or more of native
vegetation from an area that:

Total native vegetation removal associated
with the project is 0.078 ha. Given the minor
areas of native vegetation to be removed as
part of the Project referral is not required
based on vegetation impacts.

No

• is of an Ecological Vegetation Class

identified as endangered by the
Department of Sustainability and
Environment (in accordance with Appendix
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Referral Criteria
2 of Victoria’s Native Vegetation
Management Framework); or

Assessment

Referral
Required?

Refer to reports prepared by Biosis attached
to this memo.

• is, or is likely to be, of very high

conservation significance (as defined in
accordance with Appendix 3 of Victoria’s
Native Vegetation Management
Framework); and

• is not authorised under an approved
Forest Management Plan or Fire
Protection Plan

Potential long-term loss of a significant
proportion (e.g. 1 to 5 percent depending on
the conservation status of the species) of
known remaining habitat or population of a
threatened species within Victoria.

Given the limited extent of vegetation
No
clearing proposed the project will not result in
the loss of a significant proportion of known
remaining habitat or population of a
threatened species within Victoria.

Potential long-term change to the ecological
character of a wetland listed under the
Ramsar Convention or in ‘A Directory of
Important Wetlands in Australia’.

The nearest Ramsar site is 150-200 kilometres No
from the study area. The study area does not
drain directly into these Ramsar sites and the
development is not likely to result in a
significant impact.

Potential extensive or major effects on the
health or biodiversity of aquatic, estuarine or
marine ecosystems, over the long term.

There are no permanent or semipermanent
No
waterways in the study area. The project site
is located to the south of the heavily modified
Murray River floodplain.
The proposed development does not involve
construction or maintenance activities that
will affect the health or biodiversity of
aquatic, estuarine or marine ecosystems.

Potential extensive or major effects on the
health, safety or well-being of a human
community, due to emissions to air or water
or chemical hazards or displacement of
residences.

There will be no major effects on the health,
safety or well-being of human community, as
a result of emissions to air or water or
chemical hazards. There will be no
displacement of residences as a result of the
proposed development.

Potential greenhouse gas emissions
exceeding 200,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalent per annum, directly attributable to
the operation of the facility.

A key premise of the HyP Murray Valley
No
project is the abatement of greenhouse gas
emissions by the displacement of natural gas
in the gas distribution network with
renewable hydrogen. In total the project is
expected to displace up to 79TJ of natural gas
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Referral Criteria

Assessment

Referral
Required?

usage per annum which is equivalent to 4,582
tonnes of CO2-e or removing approximately
1,431 passenger vehicles from the road.
The total greenhouse gas emissions for the
construction of the proposed pipeline were
estimated to be 49 t CO2e. All these emissions
would occur during construction of the
proposal. The estimated greenhouse gas
emissions for the construction of the pipeline
represent just over 1% of the annual
abatement in greenhouse gas emissions that
is estimated to be achieved as a result of the
development of the HyP Murray Valley
Project through the displacement of existing
natural gas usage with hydrogen.
Table 4.2

EES Referral Criteria – combination of potential environmental effects

Referral Criteria

Proposal assessment

Referral required?

Potential clearing of 10 ha or more of native
vegetation, unless authorised under an
approved Forest Management Plan or Fire
Protection Plan

Total native vegetation removal associated
with the project is 0.078 ha. Given the minor
areas of native vegetation to be removed as
part of the Project referral is not required
based on vegetation impacts.

No

Refer to reports prepared by Biosis attached
to this memo.
Matters listed under the Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Act 1988:

• potential loss of a significant area of a
listed ecological community; or

• potential loss of a genetically important

The project will not result in significant impact No
to any matters listed under the FFG Act.
Refer to technical reports prepared by Biosis
attached to this memo for further details.

population of an endangered or
threatened species (listed or nominated
for listing), including as a result of loss or
fragmentation of habitats; or

• potential loss of critical habitat; or
• potential significant effects on habitat

values of a wetland supporting migratory
bird species
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Referral Criteria

Proposal assessment

Referral required?

Potential extensive or major effects on
landscape values of regional importance,
especially where recognised by a planning
scheme overlay or within or adjoining land
reserved under the National Parks Act 1975

The HPP site, proposed gas pipeline and
electricity corridor are not contained within
the Significant Landscape Overlay of the
Wodonga Planning Scheme. Additionally, the
Project sites does not adjoin any land
reserved under the National Parks Act 1975.

No

Potential extensive or major effects on land
The project areas is considered to be of
No
stability, acid sulphate soils or highly erodible No/Low risk for ASS given the elevation of the
soils over the short or long term
Project area is between 150-160m AHD. ASS
are generally found at elevations below 20m
AHD.
Given the site and surrounding area are
generally flat impacts in relation to land
stability are not anticipated. The Project
elements will be constructed with best
practice ESC protocols in place.
Potential extensive or major effects on
beneficial uses of waterbodies over the long
term due to changes in water quality,
streamflows or regional groundwater levels

There are no permanent or semipermanent
No
waterways in the study area. The project site
is located to the south of the heavily modified
Murray River floodplain.
The proposed development does not involve
construction or maintenance activities that
will affect the water quality, streamflows or
regional groundwater levels.

Potential extensive or major effects on social
or economic well-being due to direct or
indirect displacement of non-residential land
use activities

The proposed development will include the
No
construction of the hydrogen processing
plant on Freehold property included in the
Public Utility zone (PUZ1). This land is
currently held by North East Water and forms
part of the Wodonga Waste Water Treatment
Plant site. NEW are proving access to this land
on the basis of potential synergies between
the two facilities.
The proposed gas pipeline has been designed
to be located where it will cause least
interference to the current and future
operation of the land for agricultural
purposes and/or future industrial
development.
The construction of the plant and pipeline
may result in some localised access and
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Referral Criteria

Proposal assessment

Referral required?

amenity impacts to those properties directly
affected. Overall, there will be minimal effects
on social or economic well-being due to
displacement of non-residential land use
activities as a result of the Project.
Potential for extensive displacement of
There will be no displacement or severance of No
residences or severance of residential access residential access to community resources as
to community resources due to infrastructure a result of the proposed development.
development
Potential significant effects on the amenity of
a substantial number of residents, due to
extensive or major, long-term changes in
visual, noise and traffic conditions

There is a single rural dwelling, located within No
75m of the proposed pipeline alignment
which may be subject to some short term
amenity impacts during the construction of
the pipeline. This residence is located
approximately 470m from the proposed
hydrogen plant. No other residences are
located within 750m of the development and
therefore there is no potential for significant
effects on the amenity of a substantial
number of residents.

Potential exposure of a human community to
severe or chronic health or safety hazards
over the short or long term, due to emissions
to air or water or noise or chemical hazards or
associated transport

During construction of the Project, the air
No
quality impacts would result from the creation
of dust. Certain construction phases are likely
to generate slightly more dust than others.
Trenching activities for the pipeline have the
higher potential for dust and would require
mitigation measures where sensitive
receptors exist.
The air quality impacts from construction of
the Project can be appropriately managed
through implementation of the
recommended environmental management
measures, which are generally in line with EPA
and industry (i.e. APGA CoEP) guidelines,
including dust suppression measures and
measures to ensure appropriate storage of
excavated material. Relevant mitigation
measures and controls have been
incorporated in the draft CEMP.
During construction and where works would
occur in proximity to sensitive receptors,
construction activities will likely result in
short-term noise and vibration impacts.
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Referral Criteria

Proposal assessment

Referral required?

The performance standards set out in Chapter
6 of the CEMP have been identified to
address the key environmental risks, effects
and legal requirements for the Project. The
standards are a collation of the management
and mitigation measures, environmental
monitoring and contingency plans for the
Project.
Assessments regarding the potential hazard
and risk, noise and air quality impacts
associated with the operation of the
Hydrogen Production Plant and Hydrogen
pipeline have either been completed or are
planned during future design stages. Given
the nature of the proposed development and
site location, no unacceptable risk to public
safety or amenity are anticipated.
Potential extensive or major effects on
Aboriginal cultural heritage

The project is located outside of mapped
No
areas of Cultural Heritage Sensitivity as
defined in the Aboriginal Heritage
Regulations 2018. The greatest risk to
Aboriginal cultural heritage relates to
potential impacts on previously unregistered
Aboriginal places present within the pipeline
corridor during ground disturbing works of
the construction phase of the Project.
AGIG is committed to best practice
management of potential impacts to Cultural
Heritage and has therefore committed to the
preparation of a voluntary Cultural Heritage
Management Plan (CHMP) for the project in
accordance with the Aboriginal Heritage Act
2006.
The preparation of a CHMP (ID #18210) for
the Project will allow the nature, extent and
significance of Aboriginal places within the
pipeline corridor to be accurately determined
in accordance with Section 60(1)(b) of the
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006. The final
approved CHMP (#18210) will also provide
processes by which the discovery of unknown
Aboriginal places during the construction
phase of the pipeline will be managed.
Whilst there is no Registered Aboriginal Party
for the project area preparation of the CHMP
has been informed by consultation with
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Referral Criteria

Proposal assessment

Referral required?

Traditional Owners including involvement by
representatives of the Duduroa Dhargal
Aboriginal Corporation in both standard and
complex assessment of the pipeline corridor.
Potential extensive or major effects on
cultural heritage places listed on the Heritage
Register or the Archaeological Inventory
under the Heritage Act 1995.

5.0

Searches of the Victorian Heritage Register
and Victorian Heritage Inventory did not
identify any known historic places that may
be directly or indirectly impacted by the
pipeline and the Project.

No

Conclusion

Based on the assessment set out in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 above, there is not considered to be the potential for
any significant effect on the environment resulting from the HyP Murray Valley Project that would necessitate
referral under the EE Act.
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Summary
Biosis Pty Ltd was commissioned by Australian Gas Infrastructure Group (AGIG) to undertake a flora and
fauna assessment of an area of land proposed for a hydrogen production plant, as well as the land where a
hydrogen pipeline and electricity connections associated with the production plant will be installed. These
assessments are being undertaken as two separate investigations due to the different approvals pathways
for the production plant and the associated gas/electricity connections. This report deals with the production
plant site only.
This assessment is part of the approvals for the Hydrogen Park Murray Valley (HyP Murray Valley), which is a
world-first hydrogen blending project in terms of its market outreach to around 40,000 existing residential,
commercial and industrial connections, and its co-location with the wastewater treatment industry. From
mid-2023, the project’s 10 megawatt (MW) electrolyser will produce renewable hydrogen for blending with
natural gas at up to 10% volume into regional Victoria and New South Wales (NSW) at the twin cities of AlburyWodonga, providing a stepping-stone to decarbonisation for more than 5.2 million gas connections in
Australia. HyP Murray Valley integrates gas, electricity and water facilities for the benefit of customers,
delivering jobs and growth to the region and commencing the decarbonisation of gas consumption.
Ecological values
The hydrogen production plant study area is highly modified from past and current land use and, as the study
area contains little to no native vegetation, there are no direct or indirect native vegetation and biodiversity
impacts likely to occur associated with the proposed hydrogen production plant in the construction footprint
or the broader study area.
Key ecological values identified within or immediately adjacent the study area are as follows:


Low to moderate quality small patches of Plains Grassy Woodland, an endangered Ecological
Vegetation Class (EVC), located adjacent to the hydrogen production plant site in the Bidstrup Road
reserve. This native vegetation is outside of the study area but some trees overhanging the western
edge of the study area, with a larger patch of the same EVC along the roadside further to the north.



Two scattered trees, including hollow-bearing specimens located adjacent to the hydrogen
production plant site in the Bidstrup Road reserve. Although appearing to be within the study area on
the project maps, these trees are actually located just outside the south-west corner of the study area
in the road reserve.



Planted eucalypts that provide foraging habitat for woodland birds and common mammals, located
outside but immediately south of the study area.



Native vegetation that occurs in the broader landscape setting and contains floristic elements
characteristic of threatened woodland and wetland vegetation. This vegetation does not occur in the
study area and adjoining areas do not qualify as the White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely’s Red Gum Grassy
Woodland and Derived Native Grassland or the Seasonal Herbaceous Wetlands (Freshwater) of the
Temperate Lowland Plains threatened ecological communities, due to lack of native vegetation and
high levels of modification and fragmentation.



Foraging habitat for two significant woodland birds and three significant wetland birds, including:
–

Little Egret Egretta garzetta (FFG listed as endangered)

–

Plumed Egret Ardea intermedia plumifera (FFG listed as critically endangered)
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–

Eastern Great Egret Ardea alba modesta (FFG listed as vulnerable)

–

Little Eagle Hieraaetus morphnoides (FFG listed as vulnerable)

–

Black Falcon Falco subniger (FFG listed as critically endangered).

Government legislation and policy
An assessment of the project in relation to key biodiversity legislation and policy is provided and summarised
below.
Legislation / policy

Relevant ecological feature
on site

Permit / approval
required

Notes

EPBC Act

No habitat for EPBC listed

Referral not deemed

No matters of national

species or threatened

necessary.

environmental significance

ecological communities.

recorded or likely to occur, or be
significantly impacted, in the
study area and minimal to no
impacts to native vegetation.

FFG Act

Habitat for FFG listed

Protected flora permit not

Site is freehold land owned by a

woodland and wetland birds,

required as study area

public authority (NE Water).

but no FFG listed threatened

does not contain any

However, the study area does

communities are located

protected flora species.

not contain threatened flora or

within or adjoining the study

fauna or important habitat, and

area.

as such, the FFG Act’s public
authority duty will not need to be
addressed in detail. If land
ownership changes in the future
this will also influence the
application of the FFG Act public
authority duty.

Planning &

Applies to any native

Planning permit is

No native vegetation occurs on

Environment Act

vegetation to be removed,

required in Victoria to lop

the hydrogen production plant

destroyed or lopped.

or remove native

site and no direct or indirect

vegetation

impacts to native vegetation are
likely to occur. The permit
application for site development
is likely to be exempt from the
need to address provisions of
ESO5, as works are being done
by/on behalf of the WWTP
operator (North East Water).

CaLP Act

Four regionally controlled
noxious weeds
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Comply with requirements to
control/eradicate these weeds.
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Legislation / policy

Relevant ecological feature
on site

Permit / approval
required

Notes

EE Act

Biodiversity values

Referral not required for

Given the lack of native

potential significant effects

vegetation in the study area, the

on biodiversity values

individual potential effects
criteria or the combination of
potential effects criteria in the
Ministerial Guidelines would not
be triggered for biodiversity
impacts.

Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation (the Guidelines)
Based on the current design, the proposed hydrogen production plant development will not have any direct
or indirect impacts on native vegetation, and does not require the removal of native vegetation. There are two
scattered trees just outside of the study area’s south-western corner, and patches of low to moderate quality
native vegetation located adjacent to the study area’s western boundary, some of which is overhanging the
north-western part of the study area. Site design for the hydrogen production plant has factored in retention
of these trees and no works will be undertaken within the Tree Protection Zones (TPZs) of scattered trees or
within 15 metres of patch vegetation. Therefore, Clause 52.17 of the Victoria Planning Provisions will not be
triggered and any application for site development under other permit triggers will not require assessment
under the Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation.
Recommendations
The results of this assessment should be incorporated into the project’s design, by adding the flora and fauna
mapping information into the planning maps and implementing development and construction options to
ensure the hydrogen production plant development and associated infrastructure does not impact on the
adjoining mapped vegetation/habitats, the TPZs of scattered trees or the 15 metre patch protection zones
around nearby remnant native vegetation. All areas of vegetation/habitat nominated in the overall design
plan as 'retained' (also see connections report) and the TPZ and 15 metre protection buffers of vegetation
adjoining the project study area are to be treated as no-go zones. Adequate barriers, fencing and signage are
encouraged to ensure compliance with this recommendation. These vegetation protection measures should
be captured in a Construction Environmental Management Plan.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Project background

Biosis Pty Ltd was commissioned by Australian Gas Infrastructure Group (AGIG) to undertake a flora and
fauna assessment of an area of land proposed for a hydrogen production plant, as well as the land where a
hydrogen pipeline and electricity connections associated with the production plant will be installed. These
assessments are being undertaken as two separate investigations due to the different approvals pathways
for the production plant and the associated gas/electricity connections. This report deals with the production
plant site only located on land to the west of the West Wodonga Wastewater Treatment Plant on Old
Barnawartha Road, West Wodonga, Victoria (Figure 1).
This assessment is part of the approvals for the Hydrogen Park Murray Valley (HyP Murray Valley), which is a
world-first hydrogen blending project in terms of its market outreach to around 40,000 existing residential,
commercial and industrial connections, and its co-location with the wastewater treatment industry. From
mid-2023, the project’s 10 megawatt (MW) electrolyser will produce renewable hydrogen for blending with
natural gas at up to 10% volume into regional Victoria and New South Wales (NSW) at the twin cities of AlburyWodonga, providing a stepping-stone to decarbonisation for more than 5.2 million gas connections in
Australia. HyP Murray Valley integrates gas, electricity and water facilities for the benefit of customers,
delivering jobs and growth to the region and commencing the decarbonisation of gas consumption.
The key components of the project are as follows:


Hydrogen Production Plant consisting of a 10MW electrolyser and balance of plant located on the
corner of Bidstrup Rd and Old Barnawartha Rd, West Wodonga (addressed in this report).



A new Hydrogen Pipeline connecting the Hydrogen Production Plant into the existing gas distribution
network. Two small surface facilities will also be required on the existing Wodonga Lateral (Pipeline
Licence 219) to provide for the blending of Hydrogen into the existing gas distribution network
(addressed in a separate Biosis report).



Provision of a new 66kV power connection from the existing Ausnet electricity network to the
Hydrogen Production Facility (addressed in a separate Biosis report).

1.1.1

Hydrogen Production Plant

The hydrogen production plant consists of the following key elements:


Electrolyser package (including water treatment, 10 MW electrolyser, process cooler, dryer and
chiller).



Hydrogen compression packages to compress the hydrogen into the onsite storage tanks at 30,000
kPag pressure.



Hydrogen buffer tank and storage installed as a manifolded system within a shipping container
housing.



Plant control system for production, flow, pressure, storage and pipeline injection.



Remote monitoring and control by AGIG Perth Control Centre.



Ausnet Switching Station and electrical supply transformers, switchgear, distribution boards, and
switchroom.
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Utilities including connections to telecommunications, potable water and wastewater.



Buildings including Electrolyser, Administration, MCC, and equipment room.

Initial project planning has allowed for future expansion including the development of a Hydrogen
mobility/refuelling station adjacent to the proposed plant. By-product oxygen gas may also be piped to the
nearby Wodonga Waste Water Treatment Plant for aerobic wastewater treatment processes. Neither of these
components form part of the current approvals scope.

1.2

Scope of assessment

The objectives of this investigation are to:


Describe the vascular flora (ferns, conifers, flowering plants) and vertebrate fauna (mammals, birds,
reptiles, frogs and fishes).



Map native vegetation and other habitat features.



Conduct a vegetation quality assessment (where required).



Review the implications of relevant biodiversity legislation and policy, including Victoria’s Guidelines for
the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation ('the Guidelines').



Identify potential implications of the proposed development related to biodiversity protection
regulations and provide recommendations to assist with development design.



Recommend any further assessments of the site that may be required.

1.3

Location of the study area

The 4.56 hectare study area is located approximately 7.3 kilometres north-west of Wodonga (Figure 1). The
study area is located on a property encompassing approximately 23.6 hectares of freehold land, which is
currently owned by NE Water (a public authority). The northern boundary of the study area is the high voltage
electricity transmission line easement, the southern boundary is just north of the row of planted trees along
Old Barnawartha Road, the western boundary is the cadastral boundary running along Bidstrup Road, and
the eastern boundary is located in the freehold property approximately 200 metres east of the cadastral
boundary along Bidstrup Road reserve. Although not part of the study area, broad ecological values in the
adjacent public road reserve of Bidstrup Road (outside the study area’s western boundary) and the plantation
along Old Barnawartha Road (outside the southern boundary) will also be discussed in the report.
The NE Water owned land is zoned Public Use Zone (PUZ1) and the adjacent roadsides are part of the
Industrial Zone (IN1Z). The land is covered by an Environmental Significance Overlay – Schedule 5 (ESO5). This
ESO relates to the Baranduda and West Wodonga wastewater treatment plant buffer areas. The objective of
the ESO is to protect the treatment plants from encroachment of development and associated uses which
may adversely impact on the ongoing operation of the treatment plants. The ESO will be addressed in a
future planning permit application for site development.
The study area is within the:


Victorian Riverina Bioregion



Kiewa River Basin (north-east catchment)



Management area of the North East Catchment Management Authority (CMA)



City of Wodonga (Wodonga Planning Scheme).
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2. Methods
2.1

Database review

In order to provide a context for the study area, information about flora and fauna from within 10 kilometres
of the study area (the ‘local area’) was obtained from relevant biodiversity databases, many of which are
maintained by the Victorian Government Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) or
the Australian Government Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment (DAWE). Records from the
following databases were collated and reviewed:


DELWP’s Victorian Biodiversity Atlas (VBA), including the ‘VBA_FLORA25, FLORA100 & FLORA
Restricted’ and ‘VBA_FAUNA25, FAUNA100 & FAUNA Restricted’ datasets



DAWE’s Protected Matters Search Tool for matters protected by the Commonwealth Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act).

Other sources of biodiversity information were examined including:


DELWP’s NatureKit mapping tool



DELWP’s Native Vegetation Information Management (NVIM) system



Planning Scheme overlays relevant to biodiversity based on http://planningschemes.dpcd.vic.gov.au



Biosis 2020. Wodonga Waste Water Treatment Plant: Capacity and Emissions Reduction Flora and
fauna assessment. Report for North East Water. M Looby. Biosis Pty Ltd. Wangaratta office. Project no
34046



Biosis 2021. Preliminary Flora and Fauna Assessment for Gas Connection at West Wodonga Waste
Water Treatment Plant. M Looby and M Terry. Biosis Pty Ltd. Wangaratta office. Project no 34432.

2.2

Definitions of threatened species or communities

The conservation status of a species or ecological community is determined by its listing status under
Commonwealth or State legislation / policy (Table 1).
Table 1

Conservation status of threatened species and ecological communities

Conservation status
National

Listed as nationally critically endangered, endangered or vulnerable under the EPBC Act

State

Listed as extinct, extinct in the wild, critically endangered, endangered, vulnerable or conservation
dependent in Victoria under the FFG Act

Lists of threatened species generated from the databases are provided in Appendix 1 (flora) and Appendix 2
(fauna) and the species have been assessed to determine their likelihood of occurrence based on the process
outlined below.
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2.3

Determining likelihood of occurrence of listed threatened species

Likelihood of occurrence indicates the potential for a species or ecological community to occur regularly
within the study area. It is based on expert opinion, information in relevant biodiversity databases and
reports, and an assessment of the habitats in the study area. Likelihood of occurrence is ranked into the
categories of negligible, low, medium, high or recorded. The rationale for the rank assigned is provided for
each species in Appendix 1 (flora) and Appendix 2 (fauna). Those species for which there is little or no suitable
habitat within the study area are assigned a likelihood of low or negligible and are not considered further.
Only those species listed under the EPBC Act or the FFG Act (hereafter referred to as ' threatened species') are
assessed to determine their likelihood of occurrence. The habitat value for threatened species is calculated by
the Habitat Importance Modelling produced by DELWP (DELWP 2017a). Where threatened species are
recorded in the study area, this is noted in Appendix 1 (flora) and Appendix 2 (fauna).
Threatened species which have at least a medium likelihood of occurrence are given further consideration in
this report. The need for targeted survey for these species is also considered.

2.4

Study area investigation

2.4.1

Flora assessment

The flora assessment was undertaken on 24 August 2021 by Matt Looby (Senior Ecologist) and Stuart
Mendham (Consultant Botanist). A list of flora species was collected and this list will be submitted to DELWP
for incorporation into the (VBA). Planted species have not been recorded unless they are naturalised.
Native vegetation is defined in the Victoria Planning Provisions as 'plants that are indigenous to Victoria,
including trees, shrubs, herbs, and grasses' (Clause 73.01).
The Guidelines classify native vegetation into two categories (DELWP 2017a):


A patch of native vegetation (measured in hectares) is either:
–

An area of native vegetation, with or without trees, where at least 25 percent of the total
perennial understorey cover is native plants.

–

An area with three or more native canopy trees where the drip line (i.e. the outermost
boundary of a tree canopy) of each tree touches the drip line of at least one other tree,
forming a continuous canopy.

–

Any mapped wetland included in the Current wetlands map, available in DELWP systems and
tools.

Patch vegetation is classified into ecological vegetation classes (EVCs). An EVC contains one or more floristic
(plant) communities, and represents a grouping of broadly similar environments. Definitions of EVCs and
benchmarks (condition against which vegetation quality at the site can be compared) are determined by
DELWP.


A scattered tree is defined as a native canopy tree that does not form part of a patch of native
vegetation.

A canopy tree is a mature tree that is greater than three metres in height and is normally found in the upper
layer of a vegetation type. Ecological vegetation class descriptions provide a list of the typical canopy species.
A scattered tree is defined as either small or large, and is determined using the large tree benchmark for the
relevant EVC. The extent of a small scattered tree is the area of a circle with a 10 metre radius (i.e. 0.031
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hectares), while the extent of a large scattered tree is a circle with a 15 metre radius (i.e. 0.070 hectares). A
condition score is applied to each scattered tree based on information provided by DELWP's NVIM.
As there was little to no native vegetation located within the study area, a Vegetation Quality Assessment
(VQA) was not undertaken.
Where relevant, notes were made on specific issues such as noxious weed infestations, evidence of
management works, current grazing impacts and the regeneration capacity of the vegetation.
Species nomenclature for flora follows the VBA.
2.4.2

Fauna assessment

The study area was investigated on the evening of 12 August (opportunistic nocturnal survey for the
threatened Sloane’s Froglet Crinia sloanei) and on 24 August 2021 for general fauna survey to determine its
values for fauna. A list of fauna species recorded is provided in Appendix 2 (fauna). Fauna values were
determined primarily on the basis of the types and qualities of habitat(s) present. All species of fauna
observed during the assessment were noted and active searching for fauna was undertaken. This included
direct observation, searching under rocks and logs, examination of tracks and scats and identifying calls.
Particular attention was given to searching for significant species and their habitats. Fauna species were
recorded with a view to characterising the values of the study area and the investigation was not intended to
provide a comprehensive survey of all fauna that has potential to utilise the study area over time.
2.4.3

Permits

Biosis undertakes flora and fauna assessments under the following permits and approvals:

2.5



Wildlife Authorisation issued by DELWP under the Victorian Wildlife Act 1975 (Permit Number
10010119)



Permit to Take/Keep Protected Flora issued by DELWP under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988
(FFG Act) (Permit Number 10010120)



Permit to Take Protected Fish issued by DELWP under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (FFG
Act) (Permit Number 10010121)



Approvals 30.17 and 19.18 issued by the Wildlife and Small Institutions Animal Ethics Committee of
the Victorian Government Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources
(DEDJTR)



Scientific Procedures Fieldwork Licence issued by DEDJTR’s Wildlife and Small Institutions Animal
Ethics Committee (Licence Number 20020).

Qualifications

Ecological surveys provide a sampling of flora and fauna at a given time and season. There are a number of
reasons why not all species will be detected at a site during survey, such as low abundance, patchy
distribution, species dormancy, seasonal conditions, and migration and breeding behaviours. In many cases
these factors do not present a significant limitation to assessing the overall biodiversity values of a site.
The current flora and fauna assessment was conducted in late winter, which is a suitable time for surveying
land on and adjacent to a floodplain where seasonally inundated areas may be at their best condition state.
The survey timing and effort was considered appropriate to characterise the biodiversity values of the study
area and assess impacts likely to result from native vegetation removal.
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2.6

Legislation and policy

The implications for the project were assessed in relation to key biodiversity legislation and policy including:

2.7



Matters listed under the EPBC Act, associated policy statements, significant impacts guidelines, listing
advice and key threatening processes



Threatened taxa, communities and threatening processes listed under Section 10 of the FFG Act and
associated action statements and listing advice



Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation (DELWP 2017a)



Planning and Environment Act 1987 – specifically Clauses 12.01-2, 52.17 and 66.02 and Overlays in the
Wodonga Planning Scheme



Environment Effects Act 1978



Noxious weed and pest animal lists under the Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 (CaLP Act).

Mapping

AGIG supplied shapefiles of the indicative footprints for the proposed development across the study area,
including the 11,627 square metre compound site where the hydrogen production plant will be located.
Mapping was conducted using hand-held GPS-enabled tablets and aerial photo interpretation. The accuracy
of this mapping is therefore subject to the accuracy of the tablets (generally ± 5 metres) and dependent on
the limitations of aerial photo rectification and registration.
Mapping has been produced using a Geographic Information System (GIS). Electronic GIS files which contain
our flora and fauna spatial data are available to incorporate into design concept plans. However this mapping
may not be sufficiently precise for detailed design purposes.
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3. Results
The ecological features of the study area are described below and mapped in Figure 2.
Species recorded during the flora and fauna assessment are listed in Appendix 1 (flora) and Appendix 2
(fauna). Unless of particular note, these species are not discussed further.
Threatened species recorded or predicted to occur in the local area are also provided in those appendices,
along with an assessment of the likelihood of the species occurring within the study area.

3.1

Vegetation and fauna habitat

The 4.56 hectare study area supports very little native vegetation. There is, however, patch vegetation (native
terrestrial vegetation) immediately adjacent and overhanging parts of the western boundary of the study
area, and two scattered trees just outside the south-west corner of the study area. There is also a patch of
regenerating native Blackwood Acacia melanoxylon in the Bidstrup Road reserve just outside the south-west
corner of the study area. The remaining 11,627 square metre construction footprint area is predominantly
introduced vegetation (i.e. introduced pasture grasses). There is a small seasonally wet area in the northern
portion of the proposed compound site which lacks any native vegetation, but does currently support one
common native frog species (Common Froglet Crinia signifera). The majority of the study area has been
significantly modified through removal of original woodland vegetation and the study area has been
historically grazed by livestock.
The two scattered trees to the west occur as isolated individuals where the surrounding vegetation is nonnative. These two trees have diameter at breast height (DBH) measurements of 73 and 83 centimetres.
Hollow-bearing trees to the west on the roadside of Bidstrup Road provide habitat for native mammals, birds
and microbats. These habitats occur outside the boundary of the study area.
The study area is generally flat, being on an alluvial terrace/plain above of the active floodplain of the Murray
River. Seasonally wet depressions occur just outside the study area to the north and east, and support some
wetland vegetation made up of native sedges, grasses and rush-dominated areas with some cover of
inundation-tolerant weeds.
The study area features are described further in Table 2 and are mapped in Figure 2. Representative photos
of the study area are provided below Table 2 (Plates 1 to 5).
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Table 2

Summary of vegetation and habitat types within and adjoining the study area

Vegetation or habitat type

Description

Location

Significant values

Predominantly introduced
vegetation

Open pasture dominated by Toowoomba Canary Grass Phalaris

Majority of the

Provides foraging habitat for common

aquatica, Annual Rye-grass Lolium rigidum, Paspalum Paspaulum

study area.

woodland and wetland birds.

Species as above, with no native wetland vegetation observed. The

In the northern

Provides some seasonal habitat for common

site does provide intermittent habitat for at least one common

portion of the

frog species and occasional foraging habitat

frog species.

hydrogen

for wetland birds.

dilatatum and annual species. Native vegetation in these areas is
limited and consists of minimal scattered native grasses/sedges
and herbs.
Seasonally inundated wet
area

production plant
construction
footprint.
Other vegetation / habitat of note – But occurring outside of the study area
Plains Grassy Woodland
Structure: Open woodland to 25 metres tall on well-drained
EVC 55_61 (treed and
fertile soils on flat or gently undulating plains. Also occurs as
derived)
derived vegetation where the eucalypt canopy is absent and
Bioregional Conservation
Status (BCS): Endangered

In road reserves

Plains Grassy Woodland patches are small

situated west and

and highly fragmented but do provide habitat

south outside of

resources for fauna, particularly small

dense stands of Blackwood Acacia melanoxylon occur on Bidstrup

the study area

resident woodland birds and mobile species

Road.

boundary.

such as the threatened Superb Parrot Polytelis

Character species: Blakely’s Red-gum Eucalyptus blakelyi canopy

swainsonii. Large hollow-bearing trees in this

with occasional White Box E. albens supporting a number of

vegetation type may also provide habitat for

Mistletoes Amyema spp. over a highly modified understorey.

common possum species and microbats.

Where a midstorey is present, it is dominated by Blackwood,
however the midstorey is absent from most patches. The
understorey is highly modified, with the native component
reduced to scattered Rushes Juncus spp. and native grasses
including Copper-awned Wallaby-grass Rytidosperma fulvum and
Red-leg Grass Bothriochloa macra.
Weeds: Very high cover of annual and perennial weed species
including Great Brome Bromus diandrus, Oat grasses Avena spp.,
Toowoomba Canary Grass Phalaris aquatica, Small-flower Mallow
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Vegetation or habitat type

Description

Location

Significant values

Structure: Treeless, dominated by grasses, sedges and rushes

Isolated patches

Not within the study area. Highly isolated

Character species: Dominated by grasses, sedges and rushes

just outside the

small wetlands that provide seasonal habitat

including Common Swamp Wallaby-grass Amphibromus nervosus,

northern part of

for common frog species and waterbirds

Common Spike-sedge Eleocharis acuta and Little Club-sedge

the study area

occur just north and to the east of the study

Isolepis marginata with scattered herbs including Small Loosestrife

boundary and

area.

Lythrum hyssopifolia and macrophytes including Pondweed

outside of the

Podomogeton spp.

study area further

Weeds: High cover of introduced grass species including

to the east.

Malva parviflora and Barley grass Hordeum spp.
Plains Grassy Wetland EVC 125
BCS: Endangered

Wimmera Rye-grass Lolium rigidum and Paspalum dilatatum, and
herbs including Common Water-starwort Callitriche stagnalis,
Pennyroyal Mentha pulegium and Curled Dock Rumex crispus.
Scattered trees

Two scattered remnant trees occur immediately adjacent to and

Scattered

Not within the study area. Eucalypts in these

overhanging the study area along the western boundary, and a

throughout the

adjoining areas offer foraging, roosting and

number of locally indigenous eucalypt species occur outside the

surrounding area

nesting habitat for a range of woodland birds,

study area to the east and south. Some of the larger trees contain

but no trees

common possum species and microbats.

hollows.

occurring within
the study area.

Planted vegetation

This vegetation type is a single stratum tree plantation of various

Just outside the

Not in the study area. Planted eucalypts in

locally indigenous and non-indigenous eucalypt species, and is

southern

these adjoining areas offer foraging, roosting

subject to weed invasion and ongoing livestock grazing.

boundary of the

and nesting habitat for a range of woodland

study area.

birds, common possum species and
microbats. Planted Ironbarks and Yellow Box
trees may provide foraging habitat for the
threatened Grey-headed Flying Fox. No
hollow-bearing trees were recorded amongst
the planted eucalypts.
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Plate 1

Plate 2

Plains Grassy Woodland (treed) just outside the study area in Bidstrup Road reserve,
looking north (photo taken 24 August 2021)

Plains Grassy Woodland (derived) dominated by Blackwood regrowth outside the
south-west corner of study area, looking south (photo taken 24 August 2021)
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Plate 3

Plate 4

Construction footprint dominated by non-native species and pasture grasses, looking
west towards Bidstrup Road from the eastern boundary of the study area (photo taken
24 August 2021)

Two scattered Blakely’s Red Gum trees just outside the south-western boundary of the
study area, looking north along Bidstrup Road (photo taken 24 August 2021)
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Plate 5

3.2

Planted eucalypts just outside the southern boundary of the study area, looking east
towards the wastewater treatment plant (photo taken 24 August 2021)

Landscape context

The study area is located in a rural and semi-industrial landscape on the edge of Wodonga. The area is
surrounded by the Hume Freeway corridor, the north east rail corridor and light industry to the south, the
Wodonga WWTP to the east, a utility transmission corridor to the north and the heavily modified floodplain of
the Murray River further to the north. Physical habitat connectivity to larger patches of woodland vegetation
to the south is limited due to the major physical barriers created by the freeway and rail corridors. There is
some connectivity to the modified riparian and floodplain habitats to the north, and small patches of remnant
woodland and planted trees to the east. Waterbirds that are likely to use the treatment lagoons of the
adjacent WWTP may also use the small seasonal wet patch in the study area, as well as the seasonal wetlands
which occur just outside the study area to the north and further east.

3.3

Threatened species and ecological communities

Threatened species recorded or predicted to occur within 10 kilometres of the study area or from the
relevant catchment (aquatic species) are listed in Appendix 1 (flora) and Appendix 2 (fauna). An assessment of
the likelihood of these species occurring in the study area and an indication of where within the study area
(i.e. which habitats or features of relevance to the species) is included. A summary of those species recorded
or with a medium or higher likelihood of occurring in the study area is provided in Table 3.
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Table 3

Summary of EPBC and FFG Act listed species most likely to occur in the study area

Species name

Listing status

Area of value within the study area

Superb Parrot Polytelis

EPBC listed as Vulnerable and FFG

Recorded flying over from the Murray River

swainsonii

listed as endangered

floodplain during a prior Biosis site
assessment. No suitable habitat exists for this
species within the study area.

Plumed Egret Ardea intermedia

FFG listed as critically endangered

plumifera

May occasionally forage in the seasonally wet
patch and broader pastured areas located within
the study area.

Black Falcon Falco subniger

FFG listed as critically endangered

May occasionally hunt prey in the agricultural
area located within the study area.

Little Egret Egretta garzetta

FFG listed as endangered

May occasionally forage in the seasonally wet
patch and broader pastured areas located within
the study area.

Eastern Great Egret Ardea alba

FFG listed as vulnerable

modesta

May occasionally forage in the seasonally wet
patch and broader pastured areas located within
the study area.

Little Eagle Hieraaetus

FFG listed as vulnerable

morphnoides

3.3.1

May occasionally hunt prey in the agricultural
area located within the study area.

DELWP habitat importance modelling for threatened species

As there is no assessment being conducted under the Guidelines as part of this assessment, habitat
importance modelling is not applicable. During a previous site assessment in 2020, a Superb Parrot was
observed flying south over the study area from the Murray River floodplain in the north. However, as the
study area contains no native vegetation or any habitat features that would support this species, the
development is not likely to have any impacts on this threatened species or its habitat, or other threatened
species and their habitats.
3.3.2

Threatened ecological communities

EPBC Act listed communities
Six EPBC Act listed threatened ecological communities are predicted to occur in the 10 kilometre project
search area (Appendix 1). Of these, only three warrant further consideration based on the landscape setting,
vegetation communities and floristics recorded in the study area, these are:


White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely’s Red Gum Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland



Seasonal Herbaceous Wetlands (Freshwater) of the Temperate Lowland Plains



Native Grasslands of the Murray-Valley Plains.

The study area does not contain any native vegetation, but the adjoining road reserve of Bidstrup Road
supports two remnant tree species (Blakely’s Red-gum and White Box) indicative of the White Box-Yellow BoxBlakely’s Red Gum Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland community. The presence of these trees
as individual remnant specimens or in highly modified woodland patches was reviewed against the
determination criteria published by DEH (2006). It has been determined that due to the lack of intact stands of
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woodland vegetation, the high weed cover and lack of non-grass species diversity, that remnant trees and
patches in the study area do not qualify as the EPBC Act listed community.
There are no seasonally herbaceous wetlands in the study area and the only seasonally inundated area does
not contain native vegetation. Three small patches of seasonal wetland vegetation occur scattered across the
property just outside the study area and were previously mapped as Plains Grassy Wetland EVC 125 (Figure
2). These three patches are not hydrologically connected to each other or to other depressional wetlands or
native vegetation in the local landscape. The Seasonal Herbaceous Wetlands (Freshwater) of the Temperate
Lowland Plains threatened ecological community is restricted to plains and lower slopes to 500 metres above
sea level. This wetland community typically occurs on ephemeral drainage lines or depressions that are
seasonally filled, often closed systems. That is, the wetlands are not reliant on overbank flows from riverine
systems. The floristics typically include native wetland grasses and forbs. The key diagnostic characteristic and
condition thresholds stated in TSSC (2012) include a wetland size threshold of 0.5 hectares for a single
wetland patch to quality as the EPBC Act listed threatened ecological community. Although the three patches
of EVC 125 contain some wetland function and floristics representative of the listed community, all wetland
patches recorded to the north and east of the study area are well below 0.5 hectares. The three patches of
EVC 125 are 0.054 hectares, 0.027 hectares and 0.015 hectares respectively and therefore do not qualify as
the listed threatened community.
The key diagnostics of the Native Grasslands of the Murray-Valley Plains community, as stated in TSSC (2012)
is the absence of tree species and the presence of diverse grass and forb species. The study area contains
very few native grass and forb species and is predominantly pasture grasses and weed species. The
surrounding area also has a high prevalence of pasture and weed species, and the native species which do
occur are very scattered and have a low diversity of species present. The pre-1750 vegetation is also mapped
as a tree-dominated woodland community of Plains Grassy Woodland. It has therefore been determined that
due to the lack of native grasses and forbs persisting within or nearby the study area, the high weed cover
and lack of grass species diversity where they do occur outside the study area, and the treed EVC mapped for
the area, that the study area and its immediate surrounds do not qualify as the listed threatened community.
FFG Act listed communities
There are five FFG Act listed threatened ecological communities that are predicted to occur in the project
search area (Appendix 1):


Granite Foothills Spring Wetland (North-east Victoria) Community



Grey Box - Buloke Grassy Woodland Community



Northern Plains Grassland Community



Lowland Riverine Fish Community of the Southern Murray-Darling Basin



Victorian Temperate Woodland Bird Community.

The Granite Foothills Spring Wetland community does not occur as no groundwater discharge points with
characteristic wetland and woodland vegetation were recorded in the study area. As noted above, no
remnant Grey Box trees occur in the study area excluding the occurrence of the Grey Box-Buloke community.
Likewise, the lack of native grasses and forbs in and nearby the study area also exclude the Northern Plains
Grassland Community. While the distance from the Murray River and lack of aquatic habitat in the study area
excludes the Lowland Riverine Fish Community of the Southern Murray-Darling Basin from being present.
A range of threatened woodland birds may occasionally forage in or move through the study area using the
remnant and planted trees in the adjoining areas. These species, however, are unlikely to occupy the study
area due to the lack of native vegetation and suitable habitat. Species in this FFG community would be
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restricted to habitat areas outside the study area, which make up part of a network of remnant and planted
woodland habitats in the West Wodonga area. As such, the presence of the Victorian Temperate Woodland
Bird Community in the broader area is likely, but the study area does not qualify as contributing to this
vegetation community.

3.4

Further survey recommendations

No further surveys are considered necessary.
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4. Biodiversity legislation and government policy
This section provides an assessment of the project in relation to key biodiversity legislation and government
policy. This section does not describe the legislation and policy in detail. Where available, links to further
information are provided.

4.1

Commonwealth

4.1.1

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999

The EPBC Act applies to developments and associated activities that have the potential to significantly impact
on Matters of National Environmental Significance (MNES) protected under the Act.
Link for further information including a guide to the referral process is available at:
http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/index.html.
MNES relevant to the project are summarised in Table 4. It includes an assessment against the EPBC Act
policy statements published by the Australian Government which provide guidance on the practical
application of EPBC Act.
Table 4

Assessment of project in relation to the EPBC Act

MNES

Project specifics

Assessment against significant impact
guidelines

Threatened

38 EPBC listed species have been recorded or

Superb Parrot was recorded flying over the study

species

are predicted to occur in the project search

area during a previous survey and may

area. The likelihood of these species

occasionally forage in remnant eucalypts and

occurring in the study area is assessed in

planted trees surrounding the study area, or

Appendix 1 (flora) and Appendix 2 (fauna).

within paddocks of the study area. The study
area does not contain any native vegetation and
is considered unlikely to support an important
population of the species, therefore a significant
impact on this species is highly unlikely to result
from the proposed development.

Threatened

Six threatened EPBC ecological communities

No native vegetation occurs in the study area.

ecological

have been recorded or are predicted to occur

The surrounding site supports two remnant tree

communities

in the project search area. Only three of these species (Blakely’s Red Gum and White Box)
have been deemed relevant and were

indicative of the White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely’s

assessed as part of this report.

Red Gum Grassy Woodland and Derived Native
Grassland community. It has been determined
that due to a lack of intact stands of woodland
vegetation, the high weed cover levels and lack of
non-grass species diversity that remnant trees in
the study area do not qualify as the Box-Gum
threatened community.
One seasonal wet area occurs in the study area
but does not contain native vegetation. Three
small patches of seasonal wetland vegetation
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MNES

Project specifics

Assessment against significant impact
guidelines
occur just north and east of the study area (EVC
125). The three patches of EVC 125 are 0.054
hectares, 0.027 hectares and 0.015 hectares
respectively and do not meet the 0.5 hectare
single wetland size threshold to qualify as the
listed threatened community.
The study area does not contain native grasses
and is dominated by pasture and weed species.
The surrounding landscape is also lacking native
grass and forb diversity and what remains is very
sparse within a weed-dominant ground cover.
The lack of diversity and cover of native grasses
and the mapping of the area as a tree-dominated
EVC excludes the Northern Plains Grassland
threatened community from being considered
present.

Migratory species

Fourteen EPBC listed migratory species have

While some of these species would be expected

been recorded or are predicted to occur in

to use the study area on occasion, it does not

the project search area (Appendix 2).

provide important habitat for an ecologically
significant proportion of any of these species’
habitat requirements.

Wetlands of

The study area is identified as being within

The nearest Ramsar site is 150-200 kilometres

international

the catchment of seven Ramsar sites.

from the study area. The study area does not

importance

drain directly into these Ramsar sites and the

(Ramsar sites).

development is not likely to result in a significant
impact.

On the basis of criteria outlined in the relevant Significant Impact Guidelines it is considered unlikely that a
significant impact on a Matter of National Environmental Significance would result from the proposed
development in the study area. Referral of the proposed action to the Australian Government Minister for the
Environment to determine whether the action requires approval under the EPBC Act is therefore unlikely to
be required.

4.2
4.2.1

State
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (FFG Act)

The FFG Act is the key piece of Victorian legislation for the conservation of threatened species and
communities and for the management of potentially threatening processes. Under the FFG Act a permit is
required from DELWP to 'take' protected flora species. Permit exemptions under the FFG Act generally apply
to the non-commercial removal of protected flora from private land, unless there is ‘critical habitat’ that has
been declared on the land. Authorisation under the FFG Act is required to collect, kill, injure or disturb listed
fish on private or public land.
Link for further information: https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/conserving-threatened-species/victoriasframework-for-conserving-threatened-species
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The FFG Act defines public land as Crown land or land owned by, or vested in, a public authority, while private
land is defined as any land other than public land. A public authority is defined in the FFG Act as a body
established for a public purpose by or under any Act and includes:


an administrative office



a government department



a municipal council



a public entity



a state-owned enterprise.

The study area contains no native vegetation, but does contain some limited potential foraging habitat for a
range of threatened woodland and wetland birds. The adjacent public roadsides are public land, but no
threatened species or protected flora were identified on the roadsides and these areas are not included in
the study area for this project. A protected flora permit is not required.
The study area is currently located on freehold land owned by a public authority, NE Water. It is now a
requirement of the FFG Act that a public authority, in performing its functions, must consider the objectives of
the FFG Act and the impact on biodiversity. Public authorities are also required to consider the Biodiversity
2037 targets (DELWP 2017b), action statements, critical habitat determinations and management plans made
under the FFG Act. Despite the land being owned by a public authority, the absence of any native vegetation
and lack of habitat for threatened flora and fauna means the project will not need to be considered in detail
under the public authority duty section of the FFG Act.
4.2.2

Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 (CaLP Act)

The CaLP Act identifies and classifies certain species as noxious weeds or pest animals, and provides a system
of controls on noxious species.
Declared noxious weeds identified in the study area are listed in Appendix 1.
The land owner must take all reasonable steps to eradicate regionally prohibited weeds, prevent the growth
and spread of regionally controlled weeds, and prevent the spread of and as far as possible eradicate
established pest animals. The State is responsible for eradicating State prohibited weeds from all land in
Victoria. It is important that adequate consideration of biosecurity issues are considered during the
development process, and that measures are put in place to minimise the introduction of pests and diseases
to the site, or moving from the site, during construction stages of the project.
Link for further information: http://agriculture.vic.gov.au/agriculture/pests-diseases-and-weeds.
4.2.3

Planning and Environment Act 1987 (incl. Planning Schemes)

The Planning and Environment Act 1987 controls the planning and development of land in Victoria, and
provides for the development of planning schemes for all municipalities.
Of particular relevance to the development proposal are controls relating to the removal, destruction or
lopping of native vegetation contained within the Wodonga Planning Scheme (the Scheme), including permit
requirements. The Scheme (Clause 73.01) defines ‘native vegetation’ as 'Plants that are indigenous to Victoria,
including trees, shrubs, herbs, and grasses'. It is an objective of Clause 12.01-2 of the State Planning Policy
Framework (Native Vegetation Management) that removal of native vegetation results in no net loss in the
contribution made by native vegetation to Victoria’s biodiversity.
Clause 52.17 (Native Vegetation) requires a planning permit to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation
including some dead native vegetation. Decision guidelines that must be considered by the referral or
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responsible authority are contained in Section 7 of the Guidelines, and referred to in Clause 52.17-4. Clause
52.17 does not apply if a Native Vegetation Precinct Plan corresponding to the land is incorporated in the
Scheme. It should be noted that where native vegetation does not meet the definition of a patch or scattered
tree, as described in Section 3.1, the Guidelines do not apply. As there is no native vegetation in the study
area, and adjacent native vegetation on Bidstrup Road will be protected from direct and indirect impacts, a
planning permit under Clause 52.17 is not required.
Environmental Significance Overlay Schedule 5 (ESO5) covers the entire study area. This ESO is concerned
with buffers to the adjacent waste water treatment plant and does not have biodiversity protection
objectives. The ESO will be addressed in a future planning permit application for site development.
Victoria's Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation
The Guidelines are incorporated into the Victoria Planning Provisions and all planning schemes in Victoria
(DELWP 2017a). The Guidelines replaced the previous incorporated document titled Permitted clearing of
native vegetation – Biodiversity assessment guidelines (DEPI 2013) on 12 December 2017.
The purpose of the Guidelines is to guide how impacts to biodiversity should be considered when assessing a
permit application to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation. The objective for the guidelines in Victoria is
'No net loss to biodiversity as a result of the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation'.
Due to the lack of native vegetation in the study area, and the development having neither direct nor indirect
impacts on native vegetation, an assessment of the implications for the project under the Guidelines is not
required.
4.2.4

Environment Effects Act 1978

The Environment Effects Act 1978 establishes a process to assess the environmental impacts of a project. If
applicable, the Act requires that an Environment Effects Statement (EES) be prepared by the proponent. The
EES is submitted to the Minister for Planning and enables them to assess the potential environmental effects
of the proposed development.
The general objective of the assessment process is to provide for the transparent, integrated and timely
assessment of the environmental effects of projects capable of having a significant effect on the environment (DSE
2005b).
The ‘Ministerial Guidelines for Assessment of Environmental Effects under the Environment Effects Act 1978’
(DSE 2005b) provide a range of criteria that can be used to determine whether an EES may be required for a
project. These criteria relate to individual potential environmental effects and a combination of (two or more)
potential environmental effects.
Potential significant environmental effects according to the Ministerial Guidelines relate to impacts on native
vegetation, threatened species, wetlands and aquatic habitats. Given the lack of native vegetation in the study
area, the individual potential effects criteria or the combination of potential effects criteria in the Ministerial
Guidelines would not be triggered for biodiversity impacts.
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5. Victoria's Guidelines for the removal, destruction or
lopping of native vegetation
The Guidelines were introduced in December 2017. They set out and describe the application of Victoria’s
statewide policy in relation to assessing and compensating for the removal of native vegetation in order to
achieve the objective of ‘no net loss to biodiversity as a result of the removal, destruction or lopping of native
vegetation’.
This objective is to be achieved through Victoria's planning system using an assessment approach that relies
on strategic planning and the permit and offset system. The key policy for achieving no net loss to biodiversity
is the three-step approach of avoid, minimise and offset:


Avoid the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation to ensure that the important
biodiversity values of native vegetation continue to be delivered into the future.



Minimise impacts resulting from the removal of native vegetation that cannot be avoided.



Provide an offset to compensate for the biodiversity impact resulting from the removal of native
vegetation.

The steps that have been taken during the design of the development to ensure that impacts on biodiversity
are minimal and that no vegetation impacts occur include:


Avoiding all areas of native vegetation by placing the construction footprint in an area that does not
contain native vegetation.



Construction is designed to ensure works and facilities in the study area do not impinge on the TPZs
or the 15 metre protection buffers of nearby patch vegetation.



Locating temporary site storage and compounds on existing disturbed land to minimise impacts to
native vegetation.



Designing the proposed site access road in mostly cleared and the poorest quality section of Bidstrup
Road, to avoid scattered trees and patch vegetation.

Due to the lack of native vegetation within the study area, the avoidance measures being incorporated into
the design and the placement of the development not having direct or indirect impacts on adjoining native
vegetation, an assessment of the development under the Guidelines is not required. The impacts of the
connections component of the project, which will be approved under the Pipelines Act 2005 and a
development application rather than a planning permit, will be assessed under the Guidelines and is
addressed in a separate Biosis report (see project 35891).

5.1

Proposed removal of native vegetation

There are no direct or indirect native vegetation losses associated with this project.

5.2

Determining the assessment pathway

There are no direct or indirect native vegetation losses associated with this project.
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5.3

Offset requirements

Not applicable.

5.4

Proposed offset strategy

Not applicable.
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6. Key ecological values and recommendations
The study area is highly disturbed and is dominated by introduced pasture species. The small seasonally wet
area within the study area does not contain native vegetation and the better quality seasonal wetland areas
are located outside of the study area to the north and east. There is planted vegetation outside the study area
to the south, and two scattered trees and several low to moderate quality areas of remnant patch vegetation
from one EVC outside the study area to the west. This vegetation is in a highly fragmented and weeddominated landscape. The study area contains some foraging habitat value for woodland and wetland bird
species, including some threatened bird species, but the lack of native vegetation in the study area means it
does not provide habitat resources for most bird, mammal and reptile species. Planted eucalypts just outside
of the study area to the south may provide occasional foraging habitat for the threatened Grey-headed
Flying-fox and other woodland birds.
Development of the hydrogen production facility on the south-western portion of the study area will result in
no direct or indirect native vegetation losses for the study area. AGIG has also advised that planted trees just
outside of the study area to the south, will be retained as a visual buffer. The connections component of the
project, addressed in a separate report, is located outside of the current study area.
A summary of potential implications of the development of the study area and recommendations to minimise
impacts during the design phase of the project are provided in Table 5.
Table 5

Summary of key ecological values, potential implications of developing the study area
and recommendations to minimise ecological impacts during the design phase.

Ecological feature Implications of development
(No further
surveys are
considered
necessary.
Figure 2)

Recommendations

Native

There are no direct or indirect impacts to

No impacts from removal of native vegetation. In

vegetation

native vegetation expected from this

accordance with the Guidelines, the design of the

development.

hydrogen production plant construction footprint has
been done in a manner to avoid nearby scattered tree

The application will not need to be

TPZs and 15 metre protection buffers of adjoining

assessed under the Guidelines.

patch vegetation. TPZs and protection buffers of
retained vegetation should be fenced off, signed and
treated as no-go zones.

Threatened

Given the degraded condition of the study Avoid impacts to adjoining scattered trees, remnant

species and

area, the development is deemed to pose

patches and seasonally inundated wetlands and their

ecological

very little risk of impact on threatened

protection buffers. These areas should be fenced off,

communities

species and ecological communities (as

signed and treated as no-go zones.

identified in Table 3).
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Construction and post-construction management
Specific detail relating to preventing impacts to retained native vegetation and aquatic and terrestrial habitat
adjoining the study area should be addressed in a project-specific Construction Environmental Management
Plan. This will include issues relating to contractors such as environmental inductions, installation of
temporary fencing/signage, biosecurity measures, drainage and sediment control.
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Appendix 1 Flora
The following abbreviations and symbols are relevant to this Appendix:
Code

Meaning

Reference

National listings (EPBC Act)
EX

Extinct

CR

Critically endangered

EN

Endangered

VU

Vulnerable

PMST

Commonwealth Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act)

Protected Matters Search Tool

State listings (FFG Act and DELWP Advisory List)
x

Extinct

cr

Critically endangered

e

Endangered

v

Vulnerable

t

Threatened

Victorian Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (FFG
Act)

Weed status (CaLP Act)
SP

State prohibited species

RP

Regionally prohibited species

RC

Regionally controlled species

R

Victorian Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994
(CaLP Act)

Restricted species

Other
#

Native species outside its natural range
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A1.1 Flora species recorded from the study area
Table A1.1 Flora species recorded from the study area
Status

Scientific Name

Common Name

Indigenous species
Acacia melanoxylon

Blackwood

Amyema miquelii

Box Mistletoe

Amyema miraculosa subsp. boormanii

Fleshy Mistletoe

Bothriochloa macra

Red-leg Grass

Chloris truncata

Windmill Grass

Eucalyptus blakelyi

Blakely's Red-gum

Planted

Eucalyptus camaldulensis

River Red-gum

Planted

Eucalyptus melliodora

Yellow Box

Euphorbia drummondii s.l.

Flat Spurge

Juncus spp.

Rush

Lomandra filiformis subsp. coriacea

Wattle Mat-rush

Oxalis spp.

Wood Sorrel

Rytidosperma fulvum

Copper-awned Wallaby-grass

Introduced species
Acetosella vulgaris

Sheep Sorrel

Allium spp.

Garlic

Arctotheca calendula

Cape Weed

Avena fatua

Wild Oat

Avena spp.

Oat

Bromus catharticus

Prairie Grass

Bromus diandrus

Great Brome

Cenchrus clandestinus

Kikuyu

Chenopodium album

Fat Hen

Chenopodium murale

Sowbane

RC

Cirsium vulgare

Spear Thistle

RC

Echium plantagineum

Paterson's Curse

Galium aparine

Cleavers

Genista monspessulana

Montpellier Broom

Heliotropium europaeum

Common Heliotrope

Holcus lanatus

Yorkshire Fog

Hordeum (monospecific)

Barley

Hypochaeris radicata

Flatweed

Lactuca serriola

Prickly Lettuce

Lolium rigidum

Wimmera Rye-grass

Lotus uliginosus

Greater Bird's-foot Trefoil

Malva parviflora

Small-flower Mallow

Modiola caroliniana

Red-flower Mallow

RC
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Status

RC

Scientific Name

Common Name

Paspalum dilatatum

Paspalum

Phalaris aquatica

Toowoomba Canary-grass

Plantago lanceolata

Ribwort

Poa annua s.s.

Annual Meadow-grass

Polygonum arenastrum

Wireweed

Romulea rosea

Onion Grass

Rumex crispus

Curled Dock

Sonchus oleraceus

Common Sow-thistle

Trifolium subterraneum

Subterranean Clover

Verbena bonariensis var. bonariensis s.s.

Purple-top Verbena

Verbena bonariensis var. conglomerata

Purple Top

Vicia sativa

Common Vetch

Vulpia bromoides

Squirrel-tail Fescue

Xanthium spinosum

Bathurst Burr
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A1.2 Listed flora species
The following table includes threatened flora species that have potential to occur within the study area. The list of threatened species is sourced from
the VBA and PMST (accessed on 16 August 2021). Where years are specified for the most recent database records, these refer to records from the
VBA unless otherwise specified. Where no year is specified, the PMST has predicted that the species has potential to occur. A proportion of the flora
habitat descriptions have been reproduced with permission from the Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria (RBGV 2020).
Table A1.2 Threatened flora species recorded or predicted to occur within 10 km of the study area
Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

Most
recent
database
record

Other
records

Habitat description

Likely
occurrence
in study
area

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

2004

PMST

Swampy areas, mainly along the
Murray River between Wodonga
and Echuca with scattered
records from southern Victoria.

Low

2009

PMST

Open, grassy understorey in Box
Ironbark and dry foothill forests.

Negligible

PMST

Woodlands, typically in or
around the margins of springs,
soaks and water bodies; often
occurring in almost pure stands.

Negligible

Wetland habitats in the
study area are limited
to one wet depression
which is grazed and
highly fragmented, and
does not contain
native vegetation.
No suitable intact
woodland or dry forest
habitat within the
study area due to land
use history.
No records nearby.
Not recorded during
study area survey and
no suitable habitat
remaining on site.

National significance
Amphibromus fluitans

River Swamp
Wallaby-grass

VU

Caladenia concolor

Crimson
Spider-orchid

VU

e

Eucalyptus cadens

Warby Range
Swamp-gum

VU

e
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

Most
recent
database
record

Other
records

Habitat description

A variety of grassland, wetland
and floodplain communities on
finely textured soils; sometimes
in exposed, sparsely vegetated
sites, on dry and eroded clay
scolds.
Grasslands of the Victorian
Volcanic Plains, primarily on
acidic clay soils derived from
basalt, with occasional
occurrences on adjacent
sedimentary, sandy-clay soils.
Not know in Victoria,
Prasophyllum aff. petilum
(Murchison) is now regarded as
Prasophyllum argillaceum.
Relatively dry woodland
habitats. Taxonomy of this
species not determined within
Victoria, but possible population
of this species recorded within
Box Ironbark forest near
Chiltern.
Grassland, shrubland and
woodland habitats on heavy
soils subject to waterlogging
and/or drought conditions in
summer.

Lepidium
monoplocoides

Winged
Peppercress

EN

e

PMST

Leucochrysum albicans
subsp. tricolor

White Sunray

EN

e

PMST

Prasophyllum petilum

Tarengo Leek
Orchid

EN

PMST

Prasophyllum validum

Sturdy Leekorchid

VU

PMST

Senecio macrocarpus

Large-headed
Fireweed
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VU

cr

PMST

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

Negligible

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

No recent records and
only known from
further west in Victoria.
No suitable habitat
due to land use history
within the study area.
No recent or nearby
records. No suitable
habitat due to land use
history within the
study area.

Negligible

See notes on
taxonomy change.

Negligible

No recent records. No
suitable habitat for this
species within the
study area.

Negligible

No recent records.
Sole nearby record
located in Beechworth.
Due to land use
history, unlikely to be
suitable habitat within
the study area
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Scientific name

Swainsona recta

Common
name

Mountain
Swainson-pea

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

EN

cr

Most
recent
database
record
1887

Other
records

Habitat description

PMST

Open woodlands with grassy
understorey.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

Conspicuous species
not detected in the
study area. Due to land
use history, no suitable
habitat within the
study area.
No recent records and
due to land use
history, no suitable
habitat within the
study area.
Nearest records in
wooded hills well to
the south. Due to land
use history, no suitable
habitat within the
study area.
No suitable habitat in
study area. Remaining
seasonal depression
area heavily grazed
and disturbed.

No recent records of
this species, and no
suitable habitat due to
land use history within
the study area.

State significance
Acacia omalophylla

Yarran Wattle

cr

1988

Belah Casuarina pauper,
Rosewood Alectryon spp. and
Box communities occurring on
solonized brown earths.

Negligible

Brachyscome gracilis
subsp. gracilis

Dookie Daisy

e

1886

Sandy clay loams or shallow
rocky soils in open Eucalypt
woodlands and forests in the
north and north-east.

Negligible

Calotis lappulacea

Yellow Burrdaisy

v

2008

Dry rocky country, open
woodland, and fertile, loam or
clay soils.

Negligible

Cyperus leptocarpus

Button Rush

e

2004

Open, damp places such as
sandy stream-banks or drying
lake margins.

Negligible
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Daviesia genistifolia s.s.

Broom Bitterpea

e

Most
recent
database
record
2004

Digitaria
divaricatissima var.
divaricatissima

Umbrella Grass

e

2011

Mostly on heavier soils prone to
occasional flooding.

Low

Diuris dendrobioides

Wedge Diuris

cr

1770

In Victoria, confined to small
populations growing in remnant
grassy woodland near
Wodonga.

Low

Eriocaulon scariosum

Common
Pipewort

e

2004

Bog communities and drainage
areas, often where there is
running water.

Negligible

Gratiola pumilo

Dwarf
Brooklime

e

1994

Seasonally inundated
depressions, typically river flats
and lake margins, on alluvial
soils.

Negligible

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Dry sclerophyll forests.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

A conspicuous species
not recorded in the
study area. Due to land
use history, no suitable
habitat within the
study area.
Nearest records in
wooded hills well to
the south. Due to land
use history, unlikely to
be suitable habitat
within the study area.
No recent records. Due
to land use history and
dominant non-native
species, unlikely to be
suitable habitat within
the study area.
No suitable habitat
and past land use
make the study area
unsuitable for this
species.
No suitable habitat
and past land use
make the study area
unsuitable for this
species.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Indigofera adesmiifolia

Tick Indigo

e

Most
recent
database
record
1887

Pultenaea foliolosa

Small-leaf
Bush-pea

e

2014

Rytidosperma
richardsonii

Straw Wallabygrass

e

2006

Senecio garlandii

Woolly
Ragwort

cr

2012

Swainsona behriana

Southern
Swainson-pea

e

1907

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Rare and confined to drier hill
country in north-east Victoria.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

Confined to small areas in the
north-east, from the Warby
Range to Myrtleford and
Wodonga areas, and in
Gippsland near Briagolong and
north of Dargo, usually in dry,
open-forest.
The only specimens at the
Melbourne Herbarium are from
the grounds of Geelong
Grammar School at Corio, near
Springhurst, Rutherglen and
Dookie.
Dry forests and woodlands on
poor stony soil.

Negligible

Grasslands and grassy
woodlands.

Negligible

Low

Negligible

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

Conspicuous species
not detected in the
study area. Past land
use make the study
area unsuitable for this
grazing sensitive
species.
No suitable habitat
and past land use
make the study area
unsuitable for this
species.

Scant records for this
species and no close
by records. Past land
use make the study
area unlikely to contain
this species.
Recent record of a
single plant recorded
within 5 km of the
study area, but due to
land use history no
suitable habitat within
the study area.
No recent records and
due to land use
history, no suitable
habitat within the
study area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Swainsona galegifolia

Smooth
Darling-pea

cr

Most
recent
database
record
2011

Swainsona reticulata

Kneed
Swainson-pea

e

1884

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Densely timbered, Grassy Dry
Forest on steep, south-facing
slopes; more prominent in areas
where grass cover is low and
sparse.
Mainly in NW but with doubtful
eastern record from near
Wodonga. Usually growing on
alluvial flats in grassland or
grassy woodland.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

Negligible

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

No recent records and
due to land use
history, no suitable
habitat within the
study area.
No recent records and
due to land use
history, no suitable
habitat within the
study area.
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A1.3 Threated ecological communities
The following table includes the threatened ecological communities that have potential to occur within the project area. The list of threatened ecological
communities has been compiled with reference to characteristics of FFG Act threatened communities (SAC 2013) and predictive output from the PMST
(accessed on 16 August 2021).
Table A1.3 Threatened ecological communities predicted to occur within 10 km of the project area.
Ecological community

Status

Comments

Buloke Woodlands of the Riverina and Murray-

EPBC

No Buloke trees were recorded in the study area.

EPBC

Remnant Grey Box trees or woodland were not recorded in the study area.

EPBC

Remnant Blakely’s Red-gum and White Box trees were recorded adjoining the study area do not meet the

Darling Depression Bioregions
Grey Box (Eucalyptus microcarpa) Grassy
Woodlands and Derived Native Grasslands of
South-eastern Australia Endangered
Community
White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely's Red Gum

condition thresholds to be considered part of this community.

Grassy Woodland and Derived Native
Grassland Critically Endangered Community.
Weeping Myall Woodlands

EPBC

Weeping Myall does not occur in the study area or in this part of Victoria.

Native Grasslands of the Murray Valley Plains

EPBC

Land use history has impacted negatively on native grasses in the study area. The study area contains no
native grass species. What remains in the adjacent road reserve is very sparse and not species-rich, and does
not meet the condition thresholds to be considered part of this community.

Seasonal Herbaceous Wetlands (Freshwater) of
the Temperate Lowland Plains

EPBC

Landforms and wetland floristics consistent with the Seasonal Herbaceous Wetlands (Freshwater) of the
Temperate Lowland Plains were identified within the very north eastern edge of the study area, with another
patch outside the area to the east. This community has been previously identified in the Albury-Wodonga
area. The highest quality of these wetlands were outside of the study area to the east, with only highly
degraded wetlands occurring in the study area. Due to the small size of the wetland patches (less than 0.5
hectares) they do not qualify as the listed community.
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Ecological community

Status

Comments

Granite Foothills Spring Wetland (North-east

FFG

Study area is located on a flat plain just above the connected Murray Valley floodplain. The community was

Victoria) Community

not recorded and no spring soaks associated with granite foothills occur within or in the vicinity of the study
area.

Grey Box - Buloke Grassy Woodland

FFG

Remnant Grey Box trees or woodland not recorded within or in the nearby vicinity of the study area.

FFG

The study area in mapped as a treed EVC and contains very few native grass and forb species. What remains

Community
Northern Plains Grassland Community

in the adjacent road reserve is very sparse and not species-rich, and does not meet the condition thresholds
to be considered part of this community.
Lowland Riverine Fish Community of the

FFG

Southern Murray-Darling Basin

Although flat and possibly partially inundated in major flood events, the study area is some distance south of
the Murray River and its anabranches and connected floodplain system. There are no permanent or semipermanent waterways in the study area and therefore no fish habitat.

Victorian Temperate Woodland Bird
Community
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FFG

Woodland birds using plantation and remnant trees outside the study area may be part of this community,
but the study area lacks native vegetation and does not contribute to this community.
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Appendix 2 Fauna
The following abbreviations and symbols are relevant to this Appendix:
Code

Meaning

Reference

National listings (EPBC Act)
EX

Extinct

CR

Critically endangered

EN

Endangered

VU

Vulnerable

NT

Near threatened

CD

Conservation dependent

PMST

Commonwealth Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act)

Protected Matters Search Tool

State listings (FFG Act)
x

Extinct

cr

Critically endangered

e

Endangered

v

Vulnerable

t

Threatened

P

Protected (fish only)

Victorian Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (FFG
Act)

Pest animal status (CaLP Act)
PS

Declared pest animal

Victorian Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994
(CaLP Act)

Introduced species

Victorian Biodiversity Atlas (VBA)

Other
*
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A2.1 Fauna species recorded from the study area
Table A2.1 Vertebrate fauna recorded from the study area (present assessment)
Status

Scientific Name

Common Name

Indigenous species
Alisterus scapularis

Australian King-Parrot

Anas superciliosa

Pacific Black Duck

Anthochaera carunculata

Red Wattlebird

Cacatua galerita

Sulphur-crested Cockatoo

Chenonetta jubata

Australian Wood Duck

Cracticus nigrogularis

Pied Butcherbird

Crinia parinsignifera

Eastern Sign-bearing Froglet

Crinia signifera

Common Froglet

Dacelo novaeguineae

Laughing Kookaburra

Egretta novaehollandiae

White-faced Heron

Entomyzon cyanotis

Blue-faced Honeyeater

Eolophus roseicapilla

Galah

Falco cenchroides

Nankeen Kestrel

Grallina cyanoleuca

Magpie-lark

Gymnorhina tibicen

Australian Magpie

Haliastur sphenurus

Whistling Kite

Hirundo neoxena

Welcome Swallow

Limnodynastes tasmaniensis NCR

Spotted Marsh Frog NCR

Macropus giganteus

Eastern Grey Kangaroo

Malurus cyaneus

Superb Fairy-wren

Manorina melanocephala

Noisy Miner

Ocyphaps lophotes

Crested Pigeon

Pardalotus striatus

Striated Pardalote

Platycercus elegans flaveolus

Yellow Rosella

Rhipidura leucophrys

Willie Wagtail

Smicrornis brevirostris

Weebill

Tachyglossus aculeatus

Short-beaked Echidna

Threskiornis spinicollis

Straw-necked Ibis

Trichoglossus molucannus

Rainbow Lorikeet

Vanellus miles

Masked Lapwing

Introduced species
PS

Oryctolagus cuniculus
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A2.2 Listed fauna species
The following table includes a list of threatened fauna species that have potential to occur within the study area. The list of threatened species is
sourced from the VBA and PMST (accessed on 16 August 2021). Where years are specified for the most recent database records, these refer to
records from the VBA unless otherwise specified. Where no year is specified, the PMST has predicted that the species has potential to occur.
Table A2.3 Threatened fauna species recorded or predicted to occur within 10 km of the study area
Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

Most
recent
database
record

Other
records

Habitat description

Likely
occurrence
in study
area

Rationale for likelihood
ranking

1972

PMST

Native grassland with a
sparse, open structure.

Negligible

PMST

Shallows of wellvegetated freshwater
wetlands.

Low

PMST

Shallow freshwater and
brackish wetlands with
abundant emergent
aquatic vegetation.
Lightly timbered plains
and Acacia scrub.

Negligible

No records of this species and
no suitable native grassland
habitat for this species occurs
within the study area.
No suitable habitat. Small areas
of highly fragmented wetland
habitat occur nearby but are
outside the study area.
No records of this species and
no suitable habitat for this
species within the study area.

National significance
Pedionomus torquatus

Plainswanderer

CR

cr

Rostratula australis

Australian
Painted-snipe

EN

cr

Botaurus poiciloptilus

Australasian
Bittern

EN

cr

Falco hypoleucos

Grey Falcon

VU

v

PMST

Polytelis swainsonii

Superb Parrot

VU

e

PMST
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1977

Red-gum and boxdominated forests and
woodlands.

Negligible

Low

No records of this species and
no suitable habitat for this
species within the study area.
Recorded during prior field
assessment flying over from
the Murray River floodplain. No
suitable habitat exists for this
species within the study area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Lathamus discolor

Swift Parrot

CR

cr

Most
recent
database
record
2018

Hirundapus
caudacutus

White-throated
Needletail

VU

v

1981

Numenius
madagascariensis

Eastern Curlew

CR

cr

PMST

Calidris ferruginea

Curlew
Sandpiper

CR

cr

PMST

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

PMST

PMST

A range of forests and
woodlands, especially
those supporting
nectar-producing tree
species. Also well-treed
urban areas.
An almost exclusively
aerial species within
Australia, occurring
over most types of
habitat, particularly
wooded areas.
Large intertidal
sandflats, banks,
mudflats, estuaries,
inlets, sewage farms,
saltworks, harbours,
coastal lagoons and
bays.
Large intertidal
sandflats, banks,
mudflats, estuaries,
inlets, sewage farms,
saltworks, harbours,
coastal lagoons and
bays.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Low

Low

Rationale for likelihood
ranking

Recent records within 10 km of
the study area. Known to
occupy nearby forest and
woodland habitat, but no
suitable habitat in the study
area.
This chiefly aerial species may
operate in the airspace above
the study area but is unlikely to
use terrestrial habitat within
the study area.

Negligible

No records of this species and
no suitable habitat for this
species within the study area.

Negligible

No records of this species and
no suitable habitat for this
species within the study area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

Most
recent
database
record

Other
records

Habitat description

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Low

PMST

Dry open woodlands
and forests. Typically
forages for fruit and
nectar in mistletoes and
in tree canopies.

PMST

A range of dry
woodlands and forests
dominated by nectarproducing tree species.

Low

PMST

Eucalypt woodland and
forests.

Low

Grantiella picta

Painted
Honeyeater

VU

v

Anthochaera phrygia

Regent
Honeyeater

CR

cr

Phascolarctos cinereus
(combined populations
of Qld, NSW and the
ACT)
Dasyurus maculatus

Koala

VU

Spot-tailed
Quoll

EN

en

PMST

Rainforest and wet and
dry sclerophyll forests
and woodlands.

Negligible

Petauroides volans

Southern
Greater Glider

VU

v

PMST

Wet and damp
sclerophyll forest with
large hollow-bearing
trees.

Negligible
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1973

Rationale for likelihood
ranking

Known from the Chiltern area
but the study area does not
contain habitat. Adjoining
vegetation only contains very
limited suitable feeding
resources (i.e. only several
mistletoe plants were
observed).
This species is known from the
Chiltern-Albury area, however
is regionally exceedingly rare.
Preferred habitat (Box-Ironbark
woodland) for this species is
not within the study area.
No recent records. Nearest
observations are in woodland
areas to the south and west of
Wodonga.
No records of this species. This
species has undergone
considerable range
contractions and within Victoria
is generally restricted to the
East Gippsland area.
No suitable habitat and poor
connectivity in the broader
vicinity of the study area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

Most
recent
database
record
2013

Other
records

Habitat description

PMST

Rainforest, wet and dry
sclerophyll forest,
woodland and urban
areas.

PMST

Woodlands including
those dominated by
Mallee, Belah, Black Box
and River Red-gum.

Low

PMST

Woodland and
grassland with partially
buried rocks.

Negligible

Natural temperate
grassland, grassy
woodland and exotic
grassland.
Adults are most
common in woodlands,
floodplains, grasslands,
and open and disturbed
areas.

Negligible

Still or slow-flowing
waterbodies and
surrounding terrestrial
vegetation.

Negligible

Pteropus poliocephalus

Grey-headed
Flying-fox

VU

v

Nyctophilus corbeni

South-eastern
Long-eared Bat

VU

e

Aprasia parapulchella

Pink-tailed
Worm-Lizard

VU

e

Delma impar

Striped Legless
Lizard

VU

e

PMST

Crinia sloanei

Sloane's
Froglet

EN

e

PMST

Litoria raniformis

Growling Grass
Frog

VU

v

PMST
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2008

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Low

Low

Rationale for likelihood
ranking

Closest known camp is located
at Padman's Park in Albury,
which is approximately 9 km
north of the study area. No
suitable habitat for the species
in the study area.
No records of this species, and
no suitable habitat. But may be
suitable habitat for this species
in adjoining areas of the study
area.
No records of this species and
no suitable rocky habitat for
this species within the study
area.
No records of this species and
no suitable habitat for this
species within the study area.
No suitable habitat. Seasonal
wetlands near the study area
are not connected to other
larger permanent wetland
refuge sites such as well
vegetated farm dams.
No recent records of this
species. The small seasonal wet
depression has a very low
likelihood of supporting this
species.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

Most
recent
database
record

Other
records

Habitat description

PMST

Still or slow-moving
waters of rivers,
billabongs, lakes and
swamps.
Streams characterised
by a high abundance of
large woody debris.
A diverse range of
stream habitats in the
Murray-Darling basin;
principally the main
channels of rivers and
their major tributaries.
Streams with clear
water and deep, rocky
holes with abundant
cover.
Natural temperate
grassland, grassy
woodland and pasture
supporting spear
grasses and wallaby
grasses and exotic
grassland dominated by
Chilean needle grass.

Galaxias rostratus

Flat-headed
Galaxias

CR

v

Maccullochella
macquariensis

Trout Cod

EN

e

2011

PMST

Maccullochella peelii

Murray Cod

VU

e

2011

PMST

Macquaria australasica

Macquarie
Perch

EN

e

PMST

Synemon plana

Golden Sun
Moth

CR

v

PMST

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Low

Negligible

Negligible

Rationale for likelihood
ranking

No recent records of this
species. Some suitable habitat
within watercourses further to
the north of the study area.
No suitable aquatic riverine
habitat for this species within
the study area.
No suitable aquatic riverine
habitat for this species within
the study area.

Negligible

No suitable aquatic riverine
habitat for this species within
the study area.

Negligible

No recent records for this
species and no suitable native
grassland habitat present
within the study area.

Low

Limited suitable habitat but
records in the area suggest this
species, although unlikely to be
present, but may visit the study
area or adjoining area on
occasion.

State significance
Geopelia cuneata

Diamond Dove
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v

2002

Drier woodlands and
scrub, spinifex and
mulga.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Burhinus grallarius

Bush Stonecurlew

cr

Most
recent
database
record
1984

Egretta garzetta

Little Egret

e

2009

Ardea intermedia
plumifera

Plumed Egret

cr

2017

Ardea alba modesta

Eastern Great
Egret

v

2019

Ixobrychus dubius

Australian
Little Bittern

e

1981

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Open woodland, treed
farmland.

Swamps, billabongs,
floodplain pools,
mudflats, mangroves
and channels; breeds in
trees standing in water.
Densely-vegetated
freshwater wetlands
including lakes, swamps
and billabongs. Breeds
in trees standing in
water.
Flooded crops, pasture,
swamps, lagoons,
saltmarsh, sewage
ponds, estuaries, dams,
roadside ditches.
Breeds in trees
standing in water.
Freshwater swamps,
lakes and rivers with
dense reedbeds,
saltmarsh and coastal
lagoons.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

Medium

Rationale for likelihood
ranking

No recent records and no
suitable habitat remains in the
study area due to past land
use.
Some suitable seasonally
inundated habitat which may
be used for foraging in the
study area.

Medium

Some suitable seasonally
inundated habitat which may
be used for foraging in the
study area.

Medium

Some suitable seasonally
inundated habitat which may
be used for foraging in the
study area.

Low

No recent records seasonally
inundated area in the study
area in the form of a wet
depression not likely to be of
habitat value
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Spatula rhynchotis

Australasian
Shoveler

v

Most
recent
database
record
2005

Stictonetta naevosa

Freckled Duck

e

2005

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Prefers large,
permanent lakes and
swamps with deep
water, stable conditions
and abundant aquatic
vegetation. Less
commonly recorded in
small or shallow waters,
such as billabongs,
sewage ponds,
freshwater rivers and
densely vegetated farm
dams. Forages in open
water but nests in
densely vegetated
freshwater wetlands,
where fringing
vegetation may be an
important habitat
feature.
Large freshwater
wetlands, generally with
dense vegetation.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Low

Low

Rationale for likelihood
ranking

Recent records within 10 km of
the study area but no open
water and no suitable habitat
for the species in the study
area.

Recent records within 10 km of
the study area but no open
water and no suitable habitat
for the species in the study
area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Aythya australis

Hardhead

v

Most
recent
database
record
2014

Oxyura australis

Blue-billed
Duck

v

2006

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Likely
occurrence
in study
area

Rationale for likelihood
ranking

A mainly aquatic
species preferring large,
deep freshwater
environments with
abundant aquatic
vegetation, including
slow moving areas of
rivers. Also occurs in
brackish wetlands and
may be found in deep
dams and water
storage ponds.
Occasionally in
estuarine and littoral
habitats such as
saltpans, coastal
lagoons and sheltered
inshore waters. Avoids
main streams or rivers,
except in calm reaches
where aquatic flora is
developed.
Open or densely
vegetated wetlands.

Low

Recent records within 10 km of
the study area but no open
water and no suitable habitat
for the species in the study
area.

Low

Recent records within 10 km of
the study area but no open
water and no suitable habitat
for the species in the study
area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Biziura lobata

Musk Duck

v

Most
recent
database
record
2014

Accipiter
novaehollandiae

Grey Goshawk

e

1998

Hieraaetus
morphnoides

Little Eagle

v

2010

Haliaeetus leucogaster

White-bellied
Sea-Eagle

e

2019

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

A largely aquatic
species preferring deep
water on large,
permanent swamps,
lakes and estuaries with
abundant aquatic
vegetation. Often
occurs in areas of dense
vegetated cover within
a wetland. Less
commonly recorded in
small or shallow waters,
such as billabongs,
sewage ponds,
freshwater rivers and
densely vegetated farm
dams.
Rainforest, gallery
forest, tall wet forest
and woodland. Also
partially cleared
agricultural land.
Woodland and open
areas. Rabbits are a key
component of their
diet. Nesting occurs in
mature trees in open
woodland or riparian
vegetation.
Coastal areas such as
beaches and estuaries,
inland wetlands and
major inland streams.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Low

Rationale for likelihood
ranking

Recent records within 10 km of
the study but no open water
and no suitable habitat for the
species in the study area.

Low

Very few records, however the
species may rarely frequent the
study area searching for prey.

Medium

Numerous records in the
general area and the species is
likely to frequent the study
area on occasion searching for
prey.

Low

Species is known to forage
along major rivers and streams
and may fly over the study area
on occasion.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Falco subniger

Black Falcon

cr

Most
recent
database
record
2017

Ninox connivens

Barking Owl

cr

2019

Neophema pulchella

Turquoise
Parrot

v

1987

Woodlands and
associated grasslands.

Low

Tringa glareola

Wood
Sandpiper

e

1980

Well-vegetated shallow
freshwater wetlands
with emergent aquatic
plants and dense
fringing vegetation.

Low

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Woodlands, open
country and around
terrestrial wetlands
areas, including rivers
and creeks. Mostly
hunts over open plains
and undulating land
with large tracts of low
vegetation. Primarily
occurs in arid and semiarid zones in the north,
north-west and west of
Victoria, though can be
forced into more
coastal areas by
droughts and
subsequent food
shortages.
Eucalypt forests and
woodlands.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Medium

Low

Rationale for likelihood
ranking

Numerous records in the
general area and the species is
likely to frequent the study
area on occasion searching for
prey.

Numerous records in the
general area but no suitable
habitat for the species in the
study area.
Numerous records in the area
but generally limited to higher
quality bushland. The species
could infrequently visit the
study area moving between
more suitable areas of habitat.
No recent records. This species
is unlikely to forage in the small
seasonal depression in the
study area due to lack of
habitat.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

Most
recent
database
record
1978

Other
records

Habitat description

PMST

Migrates to Australia
from Eurasia in August
where it inhabits a wide
variety of coastal and
inland wetlands with
muddy margins before
departing north in
March.
A variety of ephemeral
and permanent inland
wetlands and sheltered
coastal wetlands.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Low

Actitis hypoleucos

Common
Sandpiper

v

Tringa nebularia

Common
Greenshank

e

Melanodryas cucullata

Hooded Robin

v

2016

Woodlands of eucalypt,
Mallee, semi-cleared
farmland.

Low

Pomatostomus
temporalis

Grey-crowned
Babbler

v

1980

Open forests and
woodlands.

Low

Pyrrholaemus
sagittatus

Speckled
Warbler

e

2018

Low

Stagonopleura guttata

Diamond
Firetail

v

2014

Eucalypt woodland with
rocky gullies, ridges,
tussock grasses and a
sparse shrub
understorey.
Open forests and
woodlands with a
grassy ground layer.
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PMST

Low

Low

Rationale for likelihood
ranking

No recent records. This species
is unlikely to forage in the small
seasonal depression in the
study area due to lack of
habitat.

No records within 10 km. This
species is unlikely to forage in
the small seasonal depression
in the study area due to lack of
habitat.
Occurs within woodlands
around Wodonga but no
suitable habitat for the species
in the study area.
No recent records. Limited
habitat in the study area
although nearby planted
vegetation may be suitable
foraging habitat for species.
Known from the local area but
tends to inhabit higher quality
bushland. No suitable habitat
for the species in the study
area.
Occurs within woodlands
around Wodonga but no
suitable habitat for the species
in the study area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Phascogale tapoatafa

Brush-tailed
Phascogale

v

Most
recent
database
record
1949

Petaurus norfolcensis

Squirrel Glider

v

2019

Drier woodlands,
riverine woodland and
coastal forest.

Low

Ornithorhynchus
anatinus

Platypus

v

2013

Negligible

Varanus varius

Lace Monitor

e

2018

A variety of freshwater
waterbodies,
particularly those with
stable banks suitable
for burrows, and
shallow waters for
foraging.
A variety of wooded
habitats, including
woodlands; shelters in
hollow trunks, limbs
and logs.

Vermicella annulata

Bandy Bandy

e

2006

Grassy woodland,
Mallee and spinifexcovered sandhills.

Low

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Drier sclerophyll forests
and woodlands.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

Low

Rationale for likelihood
ranking

No recent records. Only known
from higher quality wooded
areas some distance to the
south and west of the study
area.
No habitat in the study area.
Some records and suitable
habitat in the vicinity but
limited connectivity between
remnants mean this species is
unlikely to occur in areas
adjoining the study area.
No suitable watercourses in the
study area but the species is
likely to occur in larger
watercourses on the Murray
River floodplain.

Limited habitat in the general
area and multiple roads, rail
and fragmentation are
significant barriers. No suitable
habitat for the species in the
study area.
Limited local records are
generally restricted to higher
quality bushland areas.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Emydura macquarii

Murray River
Turtle

cr

Most
recent
database
record
1998

Limnodynastes
interioris

Giant Bullfrog

e

2011

Pseudophryne bibronii

Brown Toadlet

e

2009

A wide variety of
woodland, forest and
grassland habitats.

Low

Melanotaenia fluviatilis

Murray-Darling
Rainbowfish

e

1961

Rivers and streams of
the Murray-Darling
basin.

Negligible

Euastacus armatus

Murray Spiny
Crayfish

t

2010

Large and small flowing,
cool-water streams in
pasture and sclerophyll
forest.

Low

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

A medium sized
freshwater turtle that
inhabits inland river
systems including the
Murray-Darling
catchment.
Semi-arid woodlands
and shrublands.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Low

Rationale for likelihood
ranking

Low

No suitable habitat. Study area
at the southern limit of species
range, but cannot be
discounted from occurring in
the vicinity.
Study area is highly disturbed
from past and current land use.
No suitable habitat for the
species in the study area.
No recent records and no
suitable watercourses in the
study area, but the species
could occur in watercourse on
the Murray River floodplain to
the north.
No suitable watercourses in the
study area but the species is
likely to occur in the deeper
watercourses on the Murray
River floodplain to the north.

No suitable watercourses in the
study area but the species is
likely to occur in some
watercourses on the Murray
River floodplain.
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A2.3 Migratory species (EPBC Act listed)
Table A2.4 Migratory fauna species recorded or predicted to occur within 10 km of the study area
Scientific name

Common name

Most recent record

Migratory species
Gallinago hardwickii

Latham's Snipe

2005

Plegadis falcinellus

Glossy Ibis

1991

Hirundapus caudacutus

White-throated Needletail

PMST

Apus pacificus

Fork-tailed Swift

PMST

Numenius madagascariensis

Eastern Curlew

PMST

Tringa glareola

Wood Sandpiper

1980

Actitis hypoleucos

Common Sandpiper

PMST

Tringa nebularia

Common Greenshank

PMST

Calidris ferruginea

Curlew Sandpiper

PMST

Calidris acuminata

Sharp-tailed Sandpiper

2005

Calidris melanotos

Pectoral Sandpiper

PMST

Motacilla flava

Yellow Wagtail

PMST

Rhipidura rufifrons

Rufous Fantail

PMST

Myiagra cyanoleuca

Satin Flycatcher

PMST
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Summary
Biosis Pty Ltd was commissioned by Australian Gas Infrastructure Group (AGIG) to undertake a flora and
fauna assessment of an area of land proposed for a hydrogen production plant, as well as the land where a
hydrogen pipeline and electricity connections associated with the plant will be installed. These assessments
are being undertaken as two separate investigations due to the different approvals pathways for the
hydrogen plant and the associated gas/electricity connections. This report deals with the hydrogen pipeline
and the 66kV electricity connection that are proposed in the vicinity of the West Wodonga Wastewater
Treatment Plant on Old Barnawartha Road, West Wodonga, Victoria. A separate report prepared by Biosis
addresses flora and fauna matters for the hydrogen plant site.
This assessment is part of the approvals for the Hydrogen Park Murray Valley (HyP Murray Valley), which is a
world-first hydrogen blending project in terms of its market outreach to around 40,000 existing residential,
commercial and industrial connections, and its co-location with the wastewater treatment industry. From
mid-2023, the project’s 10 megawatt (MW) electrolyser will produce renewable hydrogen for blending with
natural gas at up to 10% volume into regional Victoria and New South Wales (NSW) at the twin cities of AlburyWodonga, providing a stepping-stone to decarbonisation for more than 5.2 million gas connections in
Australia. HyP Murray Valley integrates gas, electricity and water facilities for the benefit of customers,
delivering jobs and growth to the region and commencing the decarbonisation of gas consumption.
Ecological values and impacts
Key ecological values and possible impacts identified within the connections study area are as follows:


Three large scattered trees in the west of the study area, south of Old Barnawartha Road, including
hollow bearing specimens and one dead standing tree. However, the site infrastructure proposed for
this area is outside of the relevant Tree Protection Zones (TPZs).



One small multi-stemmed scattered tree in the road reserve just north of Old Barnawartha Road and
with a TPZ in close proximity to the proposed excavation for the gas pipeline, which is likely to be
impacted by works. This small scattered tree has been deemed lost due to its proximity to the
proposed works area.



Three small patches of derived Plains Grassy Woodland Ecological Vegetation Class (EVC), dominated
by Blackwood Acacia melanoxylon regrowth, located in close proximity to the hydrogen pipeline works
area, on the west side of the Bidstrup Road reserve. These patches have been deemed lost due to
their proximity to the proposed works area.



One small patch of derived Plains Grassy Woodland EVC, dominated by Blackwood regrowth, located
in close proximity to the proposed overhead electricity connection on the east side of the Bidstrup
Road. This patch has been deemed lost due to its proximity to the proposed works area.



Two scattered trees, including hollow-bearing specimens on the east side of Bidstrup Road,
overhanging the south-west corner of the hydrogen production plant, the TPZs of which are not
impacted by the proposed connections.



Two patches of treed Plains Grassy Woodland EVC, dominated by mature Eucalypt species with a
predominantly weedy ground layer, located in close proximity to the hydrogen production plant
works area on the east side of the Bidstrup Road reserve. These patches are well away from the
proposed connections works area and will not be impacted.



One stand of planted trees approximately 30-40 years in age, which may provide foraging habitat for
woodland birds and common mammals. The vegetation contains a mixture of non-local and locally
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indigenous eucalypt species, with a ground layer devoid of native vegetation and dominated by
pasture grasses and weed species. The south-east corner of the planted vegetation will be impacted
by the hydrogen pipeline and temporary works area. Being planted vegetation which is not recruiting,
this vegetation is not subject to assessment and planning permit requirements under Clause 52.17 of
the Victoria Planning Provisions and the Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native
vegetation. However, the temporary works area in the vicinity of the planted vegetation will be
reduced by 5 metres to minimise impacts to this vegetation and its local habitat values, particularly
for woodland birds.


A seasonal creek line which contains predominantly introduced vegetation which intersects the study
area to the south of Plunketts Road, where a temporary works area for the electricity connection is
proposed. This creek line would provide occasional habitat for wetland birds and frogs. The creek line
is well away from the proposed temporary works area and will not be impacted.



A patch of derived native grassland/native pasture, in the western portion of the study area south of
Plunketts Road. This derived grassland has less than 25 per cent total perennial understorey plant
cover and therefore does not constitute a patch under the Guidelines for the removal, destruction or
lopping of native vegetation. However, the grassland still has ecological values given the surrounding
landscape is highly modified. The footprint of the proposed temporary works area will be reduced to
avoid any impact to the area of derived native grassland/native pasture.



Native vegetation that occurs in the study area and the broader landscape, including the derived
native grassland, contains floristic elements characteristic of a threatened woodland community. This
native vegetation in the study area does not represent the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely’s Red Gum Grassy Woodland and Derived
Native Grassland due to high levels of modification and fragmentation that has resulted in very small
patch size and loss of native plant cover in the understorey.



Several common and threatened woodland bird species associated with the Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Act 1988 (FFG Act) listed Victorian Temperate Woodland Bird Community may occasionally
use planted vegetation and remnant trees in the study area. Due to the minor impacts on native and
planted vegetation it is unlikely any significant effect would occur on this suite of birds or local
woodland bird populations more generally.



Potential habitat for one significant flora species and nine significant fauna species, including:
–

Superb Parrot Polytelis swainsonii (EPBC listed as vulnerable, FFG Act listed as endangered)

–

Swift Parrot Lathamus discolor (EPBC listed as critically endangered and FFG listed as critically
endangered)

–

Grey-headed Flying-fox Pteropus poliocephalus (EPBC listed as vulnerable and FFG Act listed as
vulnerable)

–

Little Egret Egretta garzetta (FFG listed as endangered)

–

Plumed Egret Ardea intermedia plumifera (FFG listed as critically endangered)

–

Eastern Great Egret Ardea alba modesta (FFG listed as vulnerable)

–

Little Eagle Hieraaetus morphnoides (FFG listed as vulnerable)

–

Black Falcon Falco subniger (FFG listed as critically endangered)

–

Diamond Firetail Stagonopleura guttata (FFG listed as vulnerable)

–

Umbrella Grass Digitaria divaricatissima var. divaricatissima (FFG listed as endangered).
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The above species and communities have some potential to occur in the study area and may use or be
associated with pasture, plantation and remnant trees. The proposal involves the removal of one small
scattered tree, three small patches of regenerating wattles and some planted vegetation. This minor
vegetation removal will not constitute a significant impact or effect on these species or communities.
Government legislation and policy
An assessment of the project in relation to key biodiversity legislation and policy is provided and summarised
below.
Legislation / policy

Relevant ecological
feature on site

Permit / approval required

Notes

EPBC Act

Potential habitat for

Referral not deemed

Matters of national environmental

Superb Parrot, Swift

necessary but may be

significance likely to occur in the

Parrot and Grey-headed

undertaken for legal

study area are unlikely to be

Flying Fox.

certainty.

significantly impacted by the minor
impacts to native and planted
vegetation.

FFG Act

Habitat for threatened

Protected Flora Permit not

Site is a mix of private and public

woodland and wetland

required as no protected

land.

birds and potential

flora was record on public

presence of the Victorian

roadsides in the study area.

Temperate Woodland
Bird Community.
Planning &

Applies to any native

A planning permit is generally Three small patches of native

Environment Act

vegetation to be

required in Victoria to

vegetation on Bidstrup Road and

removed, destroyed or

remove, destroy or lop native

one small scattered tree on Old

lopped.

vegetation. However, the

Barnawartha Road have been

hydrogen pipeline will be

deemed lost for the pipeline

approved via licence issued

connections works areas. These will

under the Pipelines Act 2005,

be offset in accordance with the

which negates the need for

Guidelines for the removal, destruction

local planning permits. All

or lopping of native vegetation to

mitigation measures can

ensure policy compliance and

captured through the

environmental mitigation as part of

environmental management

the licence application under the

requirements of the licence.

Pipelines Act 2005.

Not applicable

Comply with requirements to

CaLP Act

Eleven noxious weeds

control/eradicate

recorded in the study
area
EE Act

Biodiversity values

Referral not considered

Given the minor areas of native

necessary for potential

vegetation removal proposed in the

significant effects on

study area, the individual potential

biodiversity values

effects criteria or the combination of
potential effects criteria in the
Ministerial Guidelines would not be
triggered for biodiversity impacts.
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Legislation / policy

Relevant ecological
feature on site

Permit / approval required

Notes

Water Act

Waterways

A works on waterways permit The proposed development does
from the North East

not involve construction or

Catchment Management

maintenance activities that affect

Authority is not considered

beds and banks of waterways,

necessary.

riparian vegetation or quality or
quantity of water in local waterways.

Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation (the Guidelines)
Based on the current design, the proposed connections works will require the removal of 0.078 hectares of
native vegetation, including one small scattered tree, from within location category 2. This vegetation removal
is based on patches and trees that have been deemed lost due to TPZ encroachment on Old Barnawartha
Road and Bidstrup Road. Therefore, the project will be assessed on the intermediate assessment pathway.
The strategic biodiversity value score of the native vegetation to be removed is 0.524 indicating native
vegetation to be impacted is in poor to moderate condition.
If an approval is granted, the offset requirements would be 0.041 general habitat units. The general offset
must be within the North East Catchment Management Authority or Wodonga City Council municipal district,
and must have a minimum strategic biodiversity value score of 0.419.
The steps that have been taken during the design of the development to ensure that impacts on biodiversity
from the removal of native vegetation have been minimised include:


Using HHD to under-bore the Hume Freeway and rail reserves to avoid native vegetation in these
public land corridors.



Siting the hydrogen pipeline connection to the hydrogen production plant to avoid large scattered
trees and larger patches of native vegetation on Bidstrup Road.



Siting the hydrogen pipeline connection to the existing Wodonga Lateral gas pipeline to avoid
scattered trees south of Old Barnawartha Road.



Siting the HDD launch site and works area for the 66kV electrical connection south of Plunketts to
avoid areas of derived native grassland and the seasonal creek line in this area.



Locating temporary site storage and compounds on existing disturbed land to minimise impacts to
retained native vegetation.

Biodiversity offsets to mitigate this native vegetation removal can be achieved through purchase of a third
party native vegetation credit. A quote from an offset broker is provided with this report to demonstrate
offsets area available.
Recommendations
The results of this assessment should be incorporated into the project’s design, by adding the native
vegetation mapping information into the planning maps and implementing development and construction
options to ensure the connections works minimise impacts on retained vegetation/habitats, the TPZs of
retained scattered trees or the 15 metre patch protection zones of retained patch vegetation. All areas of
vegetation/habitat nominated in the overall design plan as 'retained' and the TPZ and 15 metre protection
buffers of vegetation adjoining the works areas should be treated as no-go zones. Adequate barriers, fencing
and signage are encouraged to ensure compliance with this recommendation. These retained vegetation
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protection measures should be captured in the relevant Construction and Operation Environmental
Management Plan(s) for the pipeline licence.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Project background

Biosis Pty Ltd was commissioned by Australian Gas Infrastructure Group (AGIG) to undertake a flora and
fauna assessment of an area of land proposed for a hydrogen production plant, as well as the land where a
hydrogen pipeline and electricity connections associated with the plant will be installed. These assessments
are being undertaken as two separate investigations due to the different approvals pathways for the
hydrogen plant and the associated gas/electricity connections. This report deals with the hydrogen pipeline
and the 66kV electricity connection that are proposed in the vicinity of the West Wodonga Wastewater
Treatment Plant on Old Barnawartha Road, West Wodonga, Victoria. A separate report prepared by Biosis
addresses flora and fauna matters for the hydrogen plant site.
This assessment is part of the approvals for the Hydrogen Park Murray Valley (HyP Murray Valley), which is a
world-first hydrogen blending project in terms of its market outreach to around 40,000 existing residential,
commercial and industrial connections, and its co-location with the wastewater treatment industry. From
mid-2023, the project’s 10 megawatt (MW) electrolyser will produce renewable hydrogen for blending with
natural gas at up to 10% volume into regional Victoria and New South Wales (NSW) at the twin cities of AlburyWodonga, providing a stepping-stone to decarbonisation for more than 5.2 million gas connections in
Australia. HyP Murray Valley integrates gas, electricity and water facilities for the benefit of customers,
delivering jobs and growth to the region and commencing the decarbonisation of gas consumption.
The key components of the project are as follows:


Hydrogen Production Plant consisting of a 10MW electrolyser and balance of plant located on the
corner of Bidstrup Rd and Old Barnawartha Rd, West Wodonga (addressed in a separate Biosis
report).



A new Hydrogen Pipeline connecting the Hydrogen Production Plant into the existing gas distribution
network. Two small surface facilities will also be required on the existing Wodonga Lateral (Pipeline
Licence 219) to provide for the blending of Hydrogen into the existing gas distribution network
(addressed in this report).



Provision of a new 66kV power connection from the existing Ausnet electricity network to the
Hydrogen Production Facility (addressed in this report).

1.1.1

Hydrogen pipeline

A hydrogen pipeline (H2 Pipeline), approximately 600 metres in length, will provide for the injection of
hydrogen from the hydrogen production plant into the existing gas distribution network. The proposed route
of the H2 Pipeline heads in a westerly direction from the Hydrogen Production Plant, crossing Bidstrup Road
and then continuing through private land before connecting to the existing Wodonga Lateral gas pipeline
(PL219), adjacent to where PL219 crosses Old Barnawartha Rd.
The H2 pipeline will be a buried, high strength steel pipeline with an internal diameter of 100 millimetres. The
pipeline will be buried to a minimum depth of 1.2 metres and will be located within a 10 metre wide
easement. The pipeline will be designed in accordance with the relevant design standards including AS2885
and ASME B31.12. Corrosion protection will be provided by an external pipeline coasting and a cathodic
protection system.
For construction, an additional temporary workspace adjacent to the easement up to 15 metre wide will be
required (total Right of Way (RoW) up to 25 metres). Following completion of construction, the RoW will be
© Biosis 2021 – Leaders in Ecology and Heritage Consulting
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rehabilitated, and vegetative cover (grass/pasture) established with view to returning land to its previous use
as soon as practical.
1.1.2

66kV electricity connection

A connection enquiry has been made to AusNet for a proposed 10 MW load connection to the 66 kV
distribution network. This connection will necessitate a new 66kV line running from the existing 66 kV
network on the southern side of the Hume Freeway to a new switch yard within the Hydrogen Production
Plant footprint.
The new connection will be installed under the freeway and adjacent rail line using Horizontal Directional
Drilling (HDD) techniques before running overhead along Greenhill Road and Bidstrup Road. Additional
temporary working space south of Plunketts Road has been identified to support the setup and execution of
the proposed HDD.

1.2

Scope of assessment

The objectives of this investigation are to:


Describe the vascular flora (ferns, conifers, flowering plants) and vertebrate fauna (mammals, birds,
reptiles, frogs, fishes).



Map native vegetation and other habitat features.



Conduct a vegetation quality assessment (where required).



Review the implications of relevant biodiversity legislation and policy, including Victoria’s Guidelines
for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation ('the Guidelines').



Identify potential implications of the proposed development and provide recommendations to assist
with development design.



Recommend any further assessments of the site that may be required.

1.3

Location of the study area

The connections study area is located approximately 7.5 kilometres north-west of Wodonga (Figure 1). The
study area encompasses private land and the road reserves of Old Barnawartha Road, Bidstrup Road,
Greenhill Road and Plunketts Road. As discussed above HDD will be used to install the electricity connection
under the Hume Freeway and rail corridor and ground disturbance in these areas is not required. Therefore,
the Hume Freeway and rail corridor reserves were not assessed in detail.
The private land north of the rail reserve is zoned Industrial 1 Zone (IN1Z), and the adjacent roadsides are also
part of the Industrial 1 Zone (IN1Z). The private land at the electricity connection site on Plunketts Road, south
of the Hume Freeway is zoned Farming Zone (FZ). The railway corridor is zoned Public Use Zone - Transport
(PUZ4) and the Hume Freeway is zoned Road Zone – Category 1 (RDZ1). The eastern part of the study area is
covered by an Environmental Significance Overlay – Schedule 5 (ESO5). This ESO relates to the Baranduda and
West Wodonga wastewater treatment plant buffer areas. The objective of the ESO is to protect the treatment
plants from encroachment of development and associated uses which may adversely impact on the ongoing
operation of the plants.
The study area is within the:


Victorian Riverina Bioregion (in the central and northern parts of the construction footprint) and
Northern Inland Slopes (in the south)

© Biosis 2021 – Leaders in Ecology and Heritage Consulting
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Kiewa River Basin (north-east catchment)



Management area of the North East Catchment Management Authority (CMA)



City of Wodonga (Wodonga Planning Scheme).
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2. Methods
2.1

Database review

In order to provide a context for the study area, information about flora and fauna from within 10 kilometres
of the study area (the ‘local area’) was obtained from relevant biodiversity databases, many of which are
maintained by the Victorian Government Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) or
the Australian Government Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment (DAWE). Records from the
following databases were collated and reviewed:


DELWP’s Victorian Biodiversity Atlas (VBA), including the ‘VBA_FLORA25, FLORA100 & FLORA
Restricted’ and ‘VBA_FAUNA25, FAUNA100 & FAUNA Restricted’ datasets



DAWE’s Protected Matters Search Tool for matters protected by the Commonwealth Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act)

Other sources of biodiversity information were examined including:


DELWP’s NatureKit mapping tool



DELWP’s Habitat Importance maps



DELWP’s Native Vegetation Information Management (NVIM) system



Planning Scheme overlays relevant to biodiversity based on http://planningschemes.dpcd.vic.gov.au.



Biosis 2020. Wodonga Waste Water Treatment Plant: Capacity and Emissions Reduction Flora and
fauna assessment. Report for North East Water. M Looby. Biosis Pty Ltd. Wangaratta office. Project no
34046



Biosis 2021. Preliminary Flora and Fauna Assessment for Gas Connection at West Wodonga Waste
Water Treatment Plant. M Looby and M Terry. Biosis Pty Ltd. Wangaratta office. Project no 34432.

2.2

Definitions of threatened species or communities

The conservation status of a species or ecological community is determined by its listing status under
Commonwealth or State legislation / policy (Table 1).
Table 1

Conservation status of threatened species and ecological communities

Conservation status
National

Listed as nationally critically endangered, endangered or vulnerable under the EPBC Act

State

Listed as extinct, extinct in the wild, critically endangered, endangered, vulnerable or conservation
dependent in Victoria under the FFG Act

Lists of threatened species generated from the databases are provided in Appendix 1 (flora) and Appendix 2
(fauna) and the species have been assessed to determine their likelihood of occurrence based on the process
outlined below.
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2.3

Determining likelihood of occurrence of listed threatened species

Likelihood of occurrence indicates the potential for a species or ecological community to occur regularly
within the study area. It is based on expert opinion, information in relevant biodiversity databases and
reports, and an assessment of the habitats on site. Likelihood of occurrence is ranked as negligible, low,
medium, high or recorded. The rationale for the rank assigned is provided for each species in Appendix 1
(flora) and Appendix 2 (fauna).Those species for which there is little or no suitable habitat within the study
area are assigned a likelihood of low or negligible and are not considered further.
Only those species listed under the EPBC Act or the FFG Act (hereafter referred to as ' threatened species') are
assessed to determine their likelihood of occurrence. The habitat value for threatened species is calculated
by the Habitat Importance Modelling produced by DELWP (DELWP 2017a). Where threatened species are
recorded in the study area this is noted in Appendix 1 (flora) and Appendix 2 (fauna).
Threatened species which have at least medium likelihood of occurrence are given further consideration in
this report. The need for targeted survey for these species is also considered.

2.4

Site investigation

2.4.1

Flora assessment

The flora assessment was undertaken on 24 August 2021 by Matt Looby (Senior Ecologist) and Stuart
Mendham (Consultant Botanist). A list of flora species was collected and this list will be submitted to DELWP
for incorporation into the (VBA). Planted species have not been recorded unless they are naturalised.
Native vegetation is defined in the Victoria Planning Provisions as 'plants that are indigenous to Victoria,
including trees, shrubs, herbs, and grasses' (Clause 73.01).
The Guidelines classify native vegetation into two categories (DELWP 2017a):


A patch of native vegetation (measured in hectares) is either:
–

An area of native vegetation, with or without trees, where at least 25 percent of the total
perennial understorey cover is native plants.

–

An area with three or more native canopy trees where the drip line (i.e. the outermost
boundary of a tree canopy) of each tree touches the drip line of at least one other tree,
forming a continuous canopy.

–

Any mapped wetland included in the Current wetlands map, available in DELWP systems and
tools.

Patch vegetation is classified into ecological vegetation classes (EVCs). An EVC contains one or more floristic
(plant) communities, and represents a grouping of broadly similar environments. Definitions of EVCs and
benchmarks (condition against which vegetation quality at the site can be compared) are determined by
DELWP.


A scattered tree is defined as a native canopy tree that does not form part of a patch of native
vegetation.

A canopy tree is a mature tree that is greater than three metres in height and is normally found in the upper
layer of a vegetation type. Ecological vegetation class descriptions provide a list of the typical canopy species.
A scattered tree is defined as either small or large, and is determined using the large tree benchmark for the
relevant EVC. The extent of a small scattered tree is the area of a circle with a 10 metre radius (i.e. 0.031
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hectares), while the extent of a large scattered tree is a circle with a 15 metre radius (i.e. 0.070 hectares). A
condition score is applied to each scattered tree based on information provided by DELWP's NVIM.
A Vegetation Quality Assessment (VQA) was undertaken for all patches of native vegetation identified in the
study area. This assessment is consistent with DELWP's habitat hectare method (DSE 2004) and the
Guidelines (DELWP 2017a). For the purposes of this assessment the limit of the resolution for identification of
a patch of native vegetation was taken to be 0.001 habitat hectares (Hha). That is, if a discrete patch native
vegetation was present with sufficient cover but its condition and extent would not have resulted in the
identification of at least 0.001 habitat hectares, the vegetation patch of vegetation was not mapped or
included in the assessment.
Where relevant, notes were made on specific issues such as noxious weed infestations, evidence of
management works, current grazing impacts and the regeneration capacity of the vegetation.
Species nomenclature for flora follows the Victorian Biodiversity Atlas (VBA).
2.4.2

Fauna assessment

The study area was investigated on the evening of 12 August (one-off nocturnal survey for the threatened
Sloane’s Froglet (Crinia sloanei) and 24 August 2021 for general fauna survey to determine its values for fauna.
A list of fauna species recorded is provided in Appendix 2 (fauna). Fauna values were determined primarily on
the basis of the types and qualities of habitat(s) present. All species of fauna observed during the assessment
were noted and active searching for fauna was undertaken. This included direct observation, searching under
rocks and logs, examination of tracks and scats and identifying calls. Particular attention was given to
searching for significant species and their habitats. Fauna species were recorded with a view to characterising
the values of the site and the investigation was not intended to provide a comprehensive survey of all fauna
that has potential to utilise the site over time.
2.4.3

Permits

Biosis undertakes flora and fauna assessments under the following permits and approvals:

2.5



Wildlife Authorisation issued by DELWP under the Victorian Wildlife Act 1975 (Permit Number
10010119)



Permit to Take/Keep Protected Flora issued by DELWP under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988
(FFG Act) (Permit Number 10010120)



Permit to Take Protected Fish issued by DELWP under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (FFG
Act) (Permit Number 10010121)



Approvals 30.17 and 19.18 issued by the Wildlife and Small Institutions Animal Ethics Committee of
the Victorian Government Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources
(DEDJTR)



Scientific Procedures Fieldwork Licence issued by DEDJTR’s Wildlife and Small Institutions Animal
Ethics Committee (Licence Number 20020).

Qualifications

Ecological surveys provide a sampling of flora and fauna at a given time and season. There are a number of
reasons why not all species will be detected at a site during survey, such as low abundance, patchy
distribution, species dormancy, seasonal conditions, and migration and breeding behaviours. In many cases
these factors do not present a significant limitation to assessing the overall biodiversity values of a site.
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The current flora and fauna assessment was conducted in late winter, which is a suitable time for surveying
land on and adjacent to a floodplain where seasonally inundated areas may be at their best condition state,
or on low hills in northern Victoria. The survey timing and effort was considered appropriate to characterise
the biodiversity values of the site and assess impacts likely to result from native vegetation removal.
No detailed assessments of the Hume Freeway or rail corridor were undertaken as these areas will be underbored using HDD and no surface disturbance or vegetation impacts are expected.

2.6

Legislation and policy

The implications for the project were assessed in relation to key biodiversity legislation and policy including:

2.7



Matters listed under the EPBC Act, associated policy statements, significant impacts guidelines, listing
advice and key threatening processes



Threatened taxa, communities and threatening processes listed under Section 10 of the FFG Act and
associated action statements and listing advice



Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation (DELWP 2017a)



Planning and Environment Act 1987 – specifically Clauses 12.01-2, 52.17 and 66.02 and Overlays in the
Wodonga Planning Scheme, albeit requirements under the Victoria Planning Provisions and local
planning schemes is to be addressed through provisions under the Pipelines Act 2005.



Pipelines Act 2005



Water Act 1989



Environment Effects Act 1978



Noxious weeds and pest animals lists under the Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 (CaLP Act).

Mapping

AGIG supplied shapefiles of the indicative footprints for site development across the proposed development
area, including the electricity connection south of Plunketts Road, the HDD location and route for the
electricity connection to the hydrogen plant, the connection facilities, the hydrogen pipeline route to the plant
and the associated temporary works area, as well as the 11,627 square metre compound site where the
utilities connections will terminate and the hydrogen production plant will be located.
Mapping was conducted using hand-held GPS-enabled tablets and aerial photo interpretation. The accuracy
of this mapping is therefore subject to the accuracy of the tablets (generally ± 5 metres) and dependent on
the limitations of aerial photo rectification and registration.
Mapping has been produced using a Geographic Information System (GIS). Electronic GIS files which contain
our flora and fauna spatial data are available to incorporate into design concept plans. However this mapping
may not be sufficiently precise for detailed design purposes.
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3. Results
The ecological features of the study area are described below and mapped in Figure 2.
Species recorded during the flora and fauna assessment are listed in Appendix 1 (flora) and Appendix 2
(fauna). Unless of particular note, these species are not discussed further.
Threatened species recorded or predicted to occur in the local area is also provided in those appendices,
along with an assessment of the likelihood of the species occurring within the study area.
The study area north of the rail reserve is generally flat, being on an alluvial terrace/plain above of the active
floodplain of the Murray River. The study area south of the Hume Freeway and Plunketts Road is more
undulating and raised above the alluvial terrace/plain to the north. This is recognised in the DELWP
bioregional mapping, with the southern part of the study area being in the Northern Inland Slopes bioregion,
and the northern part of the study area being in the Victorian Riverina bioregion.

3.1

Vegetation and fauna habitat

The connections study area supports limited native vegetation, restricted for the most part to six scattered
trees, several small patches of regenerating patch native vegetation and derived native grassland/pasture in
the south of the study area. The most significant of the vegetation in the study area are the low to medium
quality patches of treed Plains Grassy Woodland EVC along the eastern side of Bidstrup Road, in the northeastern part of the study area. These patches will not being impacted by the connections project. The derived
native grassland area south of Plunketts Road does not constitute a patch due to native grass, predominantly
Red-leg Grass Bothriochloa macra, representing less than 25 per cent of the total perennial understorey plant
cover in this area. Despite this, the values of this native grasses have been considered in the project design,
and given the dominance of weeds and pastures in the study area, the area of derived grassland will
protected from impacts with a 15 metre protection buffer.
There is a stand of single-aged planted vegetation on private property along the route of the proposed
hydrogen pipeline, north of Old Barnawartha Road, which is between 30 and 40 years old and is a mixture of
locally indigenous and non-indigenous eucalypts. The trees are planted in obvious rows (see photos in
Appendix 3) and there is no recruitment of the eucalypts occurring due to significant grazing and livestock
congregation under these trees. The trees do not contain hollows and, although made up of a mix of local
and non-local trees with no native understorey, do provide some foraging and habitat value for woodland
birds and common mammal species.
There are also some habitat values (remnant and planted trees) along the rail reserve and Hume Freeway
corridors in the south of the study area as observed from nearby roadsides. As these areas are being underbored using HDD, impacts on these values are not expected to occur. The remaining parts of the study area
has been significantly modified through removal of original woodland vegetation, road construction and
maintenance of associated linear reserve areas, and the private property in the study area has been cleared,
cropped and these sites have been historically grazed by livestock.
All six of the scattered trees in the study area occur as isolated individuals where the surrounding vegetation
is non-native. These include two trees just east of Bidstrup Road which have diameter at breast height (DBH)
measurements of 73 and 83 centimetres and include some hollows. There are also three scattered trees,
including hollow-bearing trees, one just within and two south of the existing pipeline easement, south of Old
Barnawartha Road in the western part of the study area. These trees have DBH measurements of 46, 60 and
111 centimetres. Although isolated, all of these scattered trees would provide habitat for native mammals,
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woodland birds and microbats. Efforts have been made to avoid the TPZs of these larger scattered trees and
all will be retained. There is one small (13 centimetre DBH) multi-stemmed scattered tree in the road reserve
just north of Old Barnawartha Road, which is likely to be impacted by works and has been deemed lost due to
TPZ encroachment. There are also three small patches of derived Plains Grassy Woodland EVC on the
southern end of Bidstrup Road which consist of regenerating Blackwood Acacia melanoxylon. Although not
being removed, the connections intersect more than 10% of the TPZs around these patches, and they have
been deemed lost as part of this assessment. The single-aged planted vegetation along the route of the gas
pipeline will also be impacted by the project’s works, however the trees are planted and will therefore not
require assessment under the Guidelines. Despite this, all efforts have been made to avoid and minimise
losses to these trees, with the temporary works area being reduced from 15 metres down to 10 metres in the
vicinity of the planted vegetation.
A small seasonal creek line occurs south of Plunketts Roads and is highly modified supporting woody weeds
and predominantly introduced vegetation.
Representative photos of the study area, patch vegetation, scattered trees and the seasonal creekline are
provided Appendix 3.
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Table 2

Summary of vegetation and habitat types within the study area (see Figure 2 for mapping and Appendix 3 for photographs)

Vegetation or habitat type

Description

Location

Significant values

Plains Grassy Woodland
EVC 55_61 (treed)

Structure: Open woodland to 25 metres tall on well-drained

In road reserve of

Plains Grassy Woodland patches are small

fertile soils on flat or gently undulating plains.

Bidstrup Road, on

and highly fragmented but do provide habitat

Character species: Blakely’s Red-gum Eucalyptus blakelyi canopy

the eastern side,

resources for fauna, particularly small

with occasional White Box E. albens supporting a number of

north of the

resident woodland birds and mobile species

Mistletoes Amyema spp. over a highly modified understorey.

derived patches.

such as the threatened Superb Parrot Polytelis

Bioregional Conservation
Status (BCS): Endangered

Where a midstorey is present, it is dominated by Blackwood,

swainsonii. Large hollow-bearing trees in this

however the midstorey is absent from most patches. The

vegetation type may also provide habitat for

understorey is highly modified, with the native component

common possum species and microbats.

reduced to scattered Rushes Juncus spp. and native grasses
including Copper-awned Wallaby-grass Rytidosperma fulvum and
Red-leg Grass Bothriochloa macra.
Weeds: Very high cover of annual and perennial weed species
including Great Brome Bromus diandrus, Oat grasses Avena spp.,
Toowoomba Canary Grass Phalaris aquatica, Small-flower Mallow
Malva parviflora and Barley grass Hordeum spp.
Plains Grassy Woodland
EVC 55_61 (regenerating)
Bioregional Conservation
Status (BCS): Endangered

Occurs as derived/regenerating woody vegetation where the

In the southern

The derived Plains Grassy Woodland patches

eucalypt canopy is absent and dense stands of Blackwood Acacia

end of the road

are very small and highly fragmented, and are

melanoxylon occur on Bidstrup Road. The three patches contain

reserve on both

affectively a monoculture of Blackwood

no canopy species and little other remnant vegetation.

sides of Bidstrup

regrowth. However, given the lack of shrubs

Road.

in the study area, these patches do provide
foraging and habitat resources for fauna,
particularly small resident woodland birds.
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Vegetation or habitat type

Description

Location

Significant values

Scattered trees

Six scattered remnant trees occur in the study area (there are

Three scattered

Scattered eucalypts in the study area are

other trees and patches in the section involving the under-bore of

trees occur in the

isolated, but still offer some foraging, roosting

the rail and Hume Highway reserves, but this area is excluded due

west of the study

and nesting habitat for a range of woodland

to no impacts being made in this area). Some of the larger trees

area, near the gas

birds, common possum species and

contain hollows.

connection to the

microbats.

Wodonga line.
One occurs on the
road reserve of
Old Barnawartha
Road. Two are in
the reserve of
Bidstrup Road in
the east of the
study area.
Derived native

This is a small area of native grass cover, predominantly Red-leg

In private

The native grass area does not constitute a

grassland/pasture

Grass Bothriochloa macra, but the grass does not make up 25% of

property south of

patch according to the Guidelines, but given

the perennial ground cover in the area, and is hence not

Plunketts Road, in

the persistence of the native grass within

considered a patch under the Guidelines.

the west portion

what is otherwise a matrix of weed and

of that part of the

pasture species, it was considered important

study area.

to recognise the values that this area may
have given the paucity of native grasses in the
remainder of the study area.

Planted vegetation

This vegetation type is a single stratum tree plantation of various

In private

Planted eucalypts in this area offer foraging,

locally indigenous and non-indigenous eucalypt species. The trees

property in the

roosting and nesting habitat for a range of

are planted in obvious rows, have no native understorey and are

centre of the

woodland birds, common possum species

subject to ongoing heavy livestock grazing.

study area, just

and microbats. Planted Ironbarks and Yellow

north of Old

Box trees may provide occasional foraging

Barnawartha

habitat for the threatened Grey-headed Flying

Road.

Fox. No hollow-bearing trees were recorded
amongst the planted eucalypts.
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Vegetation or habitat type

Description

Location

Significant values

Predominantly introduced

Cropped areas and open pasture dominated by Toowoomba

Majority of the

Provides foraging habitat for common birds

vegetation

Canary Grass, Wimmera Rye-grass Lolium rigidum, Paspalum

study area.

and mammals.

Paspalum dilatatum and annual species. Native vegetation in these
areas is limited and consists of minimal scattered native grasses
and herbs.
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3.2

Landscape context

The study area occurs in a rural and semi-industrial landscape on the edge of Wodonga. The study area is
intersected in the southern portion by the Hume Freeway corridor, and north-east rail corridor. To the east
and north-east, the site is border by light industry and the Wodonga WWTP. Physical habitat connectivity to
larger patches of woodland vegetation to the south is limited due to the major physical barriers caused by the
freeway and rail corridor. There is some connectivity to the modified riparian and floodplain habitats
associated with the Murray River to the north, and small patches of remnant woodland and planted trees
along Old Barnawartha Road to the east. Waterbirds that are likely to use the treatment lagoons of the
adjacent WWTP may also use the seasonal creek line in the south of the study area.

3.3

Threatened species and ecological communities

Threatened species recorded or predicted to occur within 10 kilometres of the study area or from the
relevant catchment (aquatic species) are listed in Appendix 1 (flora) and Appendix 2 (fauna). An assessment of
the likelihood of these species occurring in the study area and an indication of where within the site (i.e. which
habitats or features of relevance to the species) is included. A summary of those species recorded or with a
medium or higher likelihood of occurring in the study area is provided in Table 3.
Table 3

Summary of EPBC and FFG Act listed species most likely to occur in the study area

Species name

Listing status

Area of value within the study area

Superb Parrot Polytelis

Vulnerable under EPBC Act

May forage in remnant trees, paddocks and

swainsonii

Endangered under FFG Act

planted eucalypts. This species was recorded
flying over the study area from the north by
Biosis in previous studies in the local area in
October 2020.

Swift Parrot Lathamus discolor

Critically endangered under EPBC

May forage in remnant trees, paddocks and

Act and FFG Act

planted eucalypts.

Grey-headed Flying-fox

Vulnerable under EPBC Act and

May forage in remnant trees, paddocks and

Pteropus poliocephalus

FFG Act

planted eucalypts.

Little Egret Egretta garzetta

Endangered under FFG Act

May occasionally forage in the seasonal creek
line and broader pastured areas located within
the study area.

Plumed Egret Ardea intermedia

Critically endangered under FFG

May occasionally forage in the seasonal creek

plumifera

Act

line and broader pastured areas located within
the study area.

Eastern Great Egret Ardea alba

Vulnerable under FFG Act

modesta

Likely to forage in the seasonal creek line and
broader pastured areas located within the study
area.

Little Eagle Hieraaetus

Vulnerable under FFG Act

morphnoides
Black Falcon Falco subniger

May occasionally hunt over farmland in the study
area.

Critically endangered under FFG

May occasionally hunt over farmland in the study

Act

area.
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Species name

Listing status

Area of value within the study area

Diamond Firetail Stagonopleura

Vulnerable under FFG Act

May forage in remnant trees, paddocks, derived

guttata

grassland and planted eucalypts.

Umbrella Grass Digitaria

Endangered under FFG Act

divaricatissima var.

May colonise local roadsides and derived
grasslands during wet summers.

divaricatissima

3.3.1

DELWP habitat importance modelling for threatened species

To support decision making under the Guidelines, DELWP has produced maps for Victoria showing the
modelled extent of habitat for most threatened species. These maps are called 'habitat importance maps'
and they assign a 'habitat importance score' to a location based on the importance of that location in the
landscape as habitat for a particular threatened species, in relation to other suitable habitat for that species
(DELWP 2017a).
Under the Guidelines, these maps form the basis for determining the impact of potential native vegetation
removal on threatened species. The maps only apply where a proposal to remove native vegetation is
considered on detailed assessment pathway. The habitat importance scores are used to calculate the type
and extent of biodiversity offsets required for native vegetation removal that impacts on individual
threatened species habitat.
Determination of the requirement for a species offset based on the extent of impact to one or more rare or
threatened species is addressed in Section 5.
3.3.2

Threatened ecological communities

EPBC Act listed communities
Six EPBC Act listed threatened ecological communities are predicted to occur in the 10 kilometre project
search area (Appendix 1). Of these, only three warrant further consideration based on the landscape setting,
vegetation communities and floristics recorded in the study area, these are:


White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely’s Red Gum Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland



Seasonal Herbaceous Wetlands (Freshwater) of the Temperate Lowland Plains



Native Grasslands of the Murray-Valley Plains.

The study area contains limited native vegetation including two remnant tree species (Blakely’s Red-gum and
White Box) indicative of the White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely’s Red Gum Grassy Woodland and Derived Native
Grassland community. The presence of these trees as individual remnant specimens or in highly modified
woodland patches was reviewed against the determination criteria published by DEH (2006). It has been
determined that due to the lack of intact stands of woodland vegetation, the high weed cover and lack of nongrass species diversity, that remnant trees and patches in the study area do not qualify as the EPBC Act listed
community.
There are no seasonally herbaceous wetlands in the study area and the only seasonally inundated area is an
incised seasonal creek line. The Seasonal Herbaceous Wetlands (Freshwater) of the Temperate Lowland
Plains is not considered to be present in the study area due to the lack of wetland vegetation.
The key diagnostics of the Native Grasslands of the Murray-Valley Plains community, as stated in TSSC (2012)
is the absence of tree species and the presence of diverse grass and forb species. The study area contains
some native grass cover but is mostly dominated by weeds and pasture. The surrounding area also has a
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high prevalence of pasture and weed species, and the native species which do occur are very scattered and
have a low diversity of species present. The pre-1750 vegetation is also mapped as a tree-dominated
woodland community of Plains Grassy Woodland. It has therefore been determined that due to the limited
native grasses and forbs persisting within or nearby the study area, the high weed cover and lack of grass
species diversity where they do occur, and the treed EVC mapped for the area, that the study area and its
immediate surrounds do not qualify as the listed threatened grassland community.
FFG Act listed communities
There are five FFG Act listed threatened ecological communities that are predicted to occur in the project
search area (Appendix 1):


Granite Foothills Spring Wetland (North-east Victoria) Community



Grey Box - Buloke Grassy Woodland Community



Northern Plains Grassland Community



Lowland Riverine Fish Community of the Southern Murray-Darling Basin



Victorian Temperate Woodland Bird Community.

The Granite Foothills Spring Wetland community does not occur as no groundwater discharge points with
characteristic wetland and woodland vegetation were recorded in the study area. As noted above, no
remnant Grey Box trees occur in the study area excluding the occurrence of the Grey Box-Buloke community.
Likewise, the limited and sparse native grass cover in and nearby the study area also exclude the Northern
Plains Grassland Community. While the distance from the Murray River and lack of permanent or semipermanent aquatic habitat in the study area excludes the Lowland Riverine Fish Community of the Southern
Murray-Darling Basin from being present.
A range of common and threatened woodland birds may forage in or move through the study area using
planted and remnant trees. These species are likely to use the study area as part of a network of remnant and
planted woodland habitats in the Wodonga area indicating the likely presence of the Victorian Temperate
Woodland Bird Community.

3.4

Further survey recommendations

No further surveys are considered necessary.
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4. Biodiversity legislation and government policy
This section provides an assessment of the project in relation to key biodiversity legislation and government
policy. This section does not describe the legislation and policy in detail. Where available, links to further
information are provided.

4.1

Commonwealth

4.1.1

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999

The EPBC Act applies to developments and associated activities that have the potential to significantly impact
on Matters of National Environmental Significance (MNES) protected under the Act.
Link for further information including a guide to the referral process is available at:
http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/index.html.
MNES relevant to the project are summarised in Table 4. It includes an assessment against the EPBC Act
policy statements published by the Australian Government which provide guidance on the practical
application of EPBC Act.
Table 4

Assessment of project in relation to the EPBC Act

MNES

Project specifics

Assessment against significant impact
guidelines

EPBC Act listed

38 EPBC listed species have been recorded or

Three species have some potential to occur in

species

are predicted to occur in the project search

the study area and may use the plantation and

area. The likelihood of these species

remnant trees as a foraging resource: Superb

occurring in the study area is assessed in

Parrot, Swift Parrot and Grey-headed Flying-fox.

Appendix 1 (flora) and Appendix 2 (fauna).

Superb Parrot is likely to occasionally fly over or
forage in the study area. Grey-headed Flying-fox
is also a highly mobile species that feeds across
large areas nightly and occurs in colonies in
Albury. Swift Parrots are seasonal (winter)
migrants to north-east Victoria. The connections
works involving the removal of one small
scattered tree, small patches of regenerating
native vegetation and planted vegetation will not
constitute a significant impact on these highly
mobile species.

EPBC Act listed

Six threatened EPBC ecological communities

Only limited native vegetation cover occurs in the

ecological

have been recorded or are predicted to occur

study area including two remnant tree species

communities

in the project search area. Only three of these (Blakely’s Red Gum and White Box) indicative of
have been deemed relevant and were

the White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely’s Red Gum

assessed as part of this report.

Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
community. It has been determined that due to a
lack of intact stands of woodland vegetation, the
high weed cover levels and lack of non-grass
species diversity that remnant trees in the study
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MNES

Project specifics

Assessment against significant impact
guidelines
area do not qualify as the Box-Gum Woodland
threatened community.
There are no seasonally herbaceous wetlands in
the study area and the only seasonally inundated
area is an incised seasonal creek line. The
Seasonal Herbaceous Wetlands (Freshwater) of
the Temperate Lowland Plains is not considered
to be present in the study area due to the lack of
wetland vegetation.
The study area supports limited native grass
cover. The surrounding landscape is also lacking
extensive native grass and forb diversity and
what remains is very sparse within a weeddominant ground cover. The lack of diversity and
cover of native grasses and the mapping of the
area as a tree-dominated EVC excludes the
Northern Plains Grassland threatened
community from being considered present.

Migratory species

Fourteen EPBC listed migratory species have

Fourteen EPBC listed migratory species have

been recorded or are predicted to occur in

been recorded or are predicted to occur in the

the project search area (Appendix 2).

project search area (Appendix 2).

Wetlands of

The study area is identified as being within

The nearest Ramsar site is 150-200 kilometres

international

the catchment of seven Ramsar sites.

from the study area. The study area does not

importance

drain directly into these Ramsar sites and the

(Ramsar sites).

development is not likely to result in a significant
impact.

On the basis of criteria outlined in the relevant Significant Impact Guidelines it is considered unlikely that a
significant impact on a Matter of National Environmental Significance would result from the proposed
connections works in the study area. Referral of the proposed action to the Australian Government Minister
for the Environment to determine whether the action requires approval under the EPBC Act is therefore
unlikely to be required.

4.2
4.2.1

State
Pipelines Act 2005

The gas transmission network in Victoria is licensed by the Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning (DELWP) under the Pipelines Act 2005. We understand the hydrogen pipeline will be licenced under
this Act and Construction and Operational Environmental Management Plan(s) will be prepared. These plans
detail the environmental management framework and outline legal obligations under Commonwealth, State
and Local environmental regulations. These plans also details relevant mitigation and environmental
protection measures used to minimise impacts of operation, maintenance, minor construction and
suspension activities. We understand that licenced pipelines are exempt from requiring a planning permit
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under Clause 52.17 of the local planning scheme and such requirements are dealt with through the
provisions of the Pipelines Act 2005.
4.2.2

Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (FFG Act)

The FFG Act is the key piece of Victorian legislation for the conservation of threatened species and
communities and for the management of potentially threatening processes. Under the FFG Act a permit is
required from DELWP to 'take' protected flora species. Permit exemptions under the FFG Act generally apply
to the non-commercial removal of protected flora from private land, unless there is ‘critical habitat’ that has
been declared on the land. Authorisation under the FFG Act is required to collect, kill, injure or disturb listed
fish on private or public land.
Link for further information: https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/conserving-threatened-species/victoriasframework-for-conserving-threatened-species
The FFG Act defines public land as Crown land or land owned by, or vested in, a public authority, while private
land is defined as any land other than public land. A public authority is defined in the FFG Act as a body
established for a public purpose by or under any Act and includes:


an Administrative Office



a Government Department



a municipal council



a public entity



a State-owned enterprise.

The study area is a mix of private land and public roadsides and contains limited native vegetation cover
which supports some habitat for 10 FFG Act listed species and one threatened ecological community
(Temperate Woodland Bird Community). The removal of one small scattered tree, three small patches of
regenerating native vegetation and a small area of planted vegetation is considered unlikely to result in any
significant residual impacts on FFG Act listed species and communities.
No protected flora species have been recorded on the public roadsides in the study area (Appendix 1). The
private land parts of the study area also do not contain any declared ‘critical habitat’ for the purposes of the
FFG Act. On this basis, a protected flora permit is not required.
4.2.3

Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 (CaLP Act)

The CaLP Act identifies and classifies certain species as noxious weeds or pest animals, and provides a system
of controls on noxious species.
Eleven declared noxious weeds identified in the study area are listed in Appendix 1.
AGIG must take all reasonable steps to eradicate regionally prohibited weeds, prevent the growth and spread
of regionally controlled weeds, and prevent the spread of and as far as possible eradicate established pest
animals. The State is responsible for eradicating State prohibited weeds from all land in Victoria.
Link for further information: http://agriculture.vic.gov.au/agriculture/pests-diseases-and-weeds.
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4.2.4

Planning and Environment Act 1987 (incl. Planning Schemes)

The Planning and Environment Act 1987 controls the planning and development of land in Victoria, and
provides for the development of planning schemes for all municipalities.
Of particular relevance to the development proposal are controls relating to the removal, destruction or
lopping of native vegetation contained within the Wodonga Planning Scheme (the Scheme), including permit
requirements. The Scheme (Clause 73.01) defines ‘native vegetation’ as 'Plants that are indigenous to Victoria,
including trees, shrubs, herbs, and grasses'. It is an objective of Clause 12.01-2 of the State Planning Policy
Framework (Native Vegetation Management) that removal of native vegetation results in no net loss in the
contribution made by native vegetation to Victoria’s biodiversity.
Clause 52.17 (Native Vegetation) requires a planning permit to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation
including some dead native vegetation. However, we understand the licencing of the hydrogen pipeline under
the Pipelines Act 2005 negates the requirement for a planning permit to remove native vegetation associated
with the connections works.
Victoria's Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation
The Guidelines are incorporated into the Victoria Planning Provisions and all planning schemes in Victoria
(DELWP 2017a). The Guidelines replaced the previous incorporated document titled Permitted clearing of
native vegetation – Biodiversity assessment guidelines (DEPI 2013) on 12 December 2017.
The purpose of the Guidelines is to guide how impacts to biodiversity should be considered when assessing a
permit application to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation. The objective for the guidelines in Victoria is
'No net loss to biodiversity as a result of the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation'.
A detailed assessment of the implications for the project under the Guidelines is provided in Section 5 of this
report. Under the Guidelines, there are three assessment pathways for assessing native vegetation removal:
basic, intermediate and detailed.
A detailed determination of the assessment pathway for compliance with this State-wide policy through the
Pipelines Act 2005 licencing process is provided in Section 5.2. In summary, the removal of native vegetation
must meet the requirements of, and be assessed in, the intermediate assessment pathway.
4.2.5

Environment Effects Act 1978

The Environment Effects Act 1978 establishes a process to assess the environmental impacts of a project. If
applicable, the Act requires that an Environment Effects Statement (EES) be prepared by the proponent. The
EES is submitted to the Minister for Planning and enables them to assess the potential environmental effects
of the proposed development.
The general objective of the assessment process is to provide for the transparent, integrated and timely
assessment of the environmental effects of projects capable of having a significant effect on the environment (DSE
2005b).
The ‘Ministerial Guidelines for Assessment of Environmental Effects under the Environment Effects Act 1978’
(DSE 2005b) provide a range of criteria that can be used to determine whether an EES may be required for a
project. These criteria relate to individual potential environmental effects and a combination of (two or more)
potential environmental effects.
Potential significant environmental effects according to the Ministerial Guidelines relate to impacts on native
vegetation, threatened species, wetlands and aquatic habitats. Given the small area of proposed native
vegetation and habitat removal (0.078 hectares) associated with the project, the individual potential effects
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criteria or the combination of potential effects criteria in the Ministerial Guidelines would not be triggered for
biodiversity impacts.
4.2.6

Water Act 1989

The primary purpose of the Water Act 1989 is to provide a framework for the allocation and management of
surface water and groundwater throughout Victoria. It provides a principal mechanism for maintenance of
ecosystem functions including those of aquatic ecosystems. Under By-Laws created by the relevant Authority
under the Act, the authorities regulate the works within and in the vicinity of waterways.
The proposed development does not involve construction or maintenance activities that affect beds and
banks of waterways, riparian vegetation or quality or quantity of water in local waterways. A works on
waterways permit from the North East Catchment Management Authority is not considered necessary.
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5. Victoria's Guidelines for the removal, destruction or
lopping of native vegetation
The Guidelines were introduced in December 2017. They set out and describe the application of Victoria’s
statewide policy in relation to assessing and compensating for the removal of native vegetation in order to
achieve the objective of ‘no net loss to biodiversity as a result of the removal, destruction or lopping of native
vegetation’.
This objective is to be achieved through Victoria's planning system using an assessment approach that relies
on strategic planning and the permit and offset system. The key policy for achieving no net loss to biodiversity
is the three-step approach of avoid, minimise and offset:


Avoid the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation to ensure that the important
biodiversity values of native vegetation continue to be delivered into the future.



Minimise impacts resulting from the removal of native vegetation that cannot be avoided.



Provide an offset to compensate for the biodiversity impact resulting from the removal of native
vegetation.

The steps that have been taken during the design of the development to ensure that impacts on biodiversity
from the removal of native vegetation have been minimised include:


Using HHD to under-bore the Hume Freeway and rail reserves to avoid native vegetation in these
public land corridors.



Siting the hydrogen pipeline connection to the hydrogen production plant to avoid large scattered
trees and larger patches of native vegetation on Bidstrup Road.



Siting the hydrogen pipeline connection to the existing Wodonga Lateral gas pipeline to avoid
scattered trees south of Old Barnawartha Road.



Siting the HDD launch site and works area for the 66kV electrical connection south of Plunketts to
avoid areas of derived native grassland and the seasonal creek line in this area.



Locating temporary site storage and compounds on existing disturbed land to minimise impacts to
retained native vegetation.

DELWP has provided biodiversity information tools to assist with determining the assessment pathway
associated with the removal of native vegetation and the contribution that native vegetation within the study
area makes to Victoria's biodiversity.
All planning permit applications to remove native vegetation are assigned to an assessment pathway
determined by the extent and location of proposed native vegetation removal. The assessment pathway will
dictate the information to be provided in a planning permit application and the decision guidelines the
responsible authority (e.g. Council) and/or DELWP as a referral authority will use to assess the permit
application.
The biodiversity information tools have two components:
Site-based information
The site-based information is observable at a particular site. Biosis has collected the requisite site-based
information for the assessment against the Guidelines.
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Landscape scale information
Landscape scale information requires consideration of information beyond the site. This information is
managed by DELWP and can be accessed via the NVIM.
The following section summarises the results of the site-based assessment and the outputs generated by the
Native Vegetation Removal Report, which identifies the assessment pathway on which the planning
application will be assessed. The full Native Vegetation Removal Report can be viewed in Appendix 4.

5.1

Proposed removal of native vegetation

The extent of native vegetation patches, the location of large trees within patches and any scattered trees
were mapped within the study area (Figure 2) and the condition was assessed in relation to standard
methods provided by DSE (2004) and pre-determined EVC benchmarks:
https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/biodiversity/bioregions-and-evc-benchmarks.
The proposed removal of native vegetation was assessed in accordance with the connections proposal
provided by AGIG and Attexo. The connections works will encroach the TPZ of one small scattered tree on Old
Barnawartha Road and three small patches of regenerating native vegetation on Bidstrup Road. This native
vegetation has been deemed lost due to the nature of the works (excavation and soil disturbance) and will
result in the removal of 0.078 hectares of native vegetation, comprising 0.047 hectares of patch vegetation
and one small scattered tree equivalent to 0.031 hectares of native vegetation (Figure 3). Spatial data
(shapefiles) of proposed vegetation removal were uploaded to NVIM to generate a Native Vegetation Removal
Report for the project. This is provided in Appendix 4 and summarised in the following sections.
5.1.1

Vegetation quality and patch removal

A continuous area of the same EVC is termed a ‘habitat zone’. Different habitat zones exists where there are
different EVCs present and/or discrete (non-continuous) patches of the same EVC. A separate vegetation
quality assessment was conducted for each habitat zone. Three habitat zones all in the same condition state
that will be impacted were identified for EVC 55 in the study area along Bidstrup Road. As this project is on
the intermediate pathway the modelled condition score from NVIM was applied to these patches as per
Appendix 4.
5.1.2

Tree removal

It is proposed to remove one small scattered tree along Old Barnawartha Road (Figure 3). For projects that
propose to remove scattered trees, the extent of scattered trees is calculated using the standard extents
described in Section 2.4.1. Further details for this tree (size, condition score, photograph and circumference) is
provided in Table 5.
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Table 5

Details of scattered tree within the study area
Species Condition Circumference
&
score
(cm)
number
within
study
area

Photo (24 Aug 2021)

Small
scattered
tree

Blakely’s
Red-

0.20

47

gum
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5.2

Determining the assessment pathway

Applications to remove native vegetation are categorised into one of three assessment pathways: basic,
intermediate or detailed. Two factors are used to determine the assessment pathway for a permit
application, the location and extent of the native vegetation proposed to be removed. Location has been
divided into three possible categories by DELWP, and has been pre-determined by DELWP for all locations in
Victoria. The location of a particular site is determined using the location map available in the Native
Vegetation Information Management (NVIM) system (http://nvim.depi.vic.gov.au).
The extent of native vegetation proposed to be removed determines the assessment pathway by considering
the following:


The total area (hectares) of native vegetation (including any patches and scattered trees) proposed to
be removed



Whether any large trees are proposed to be removed, either as scattered trees or occurring in
patches.

It is proposed to remove < 0.5 hectares and no large trees from within location category 2, therefore the
removal of this native vegetation must meet the requirements of, and be assessed in, the intermediate
assessment pathway. These requirements are provided in Appendix 4.

5.3

Offset requirements

In order to ensure a gain to Victoria’s biodiversity that is equivalent to the loss resulting from the proposed
removal of native vegetation, compensatory offsets are required. Losses and gains are measured in general
or species habitat scores or units. The offset must also include at least one large tree for every large tree
removed.
Under the Guidelines any losses of vegetation within sites that are assessed under the intermediate
assessment pathway can be offset by the provision of a 'general offset'.
The general offset requirements are provided in Appendix 4 and summarised in Table 6.
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Table 6

Summary of DELWP Native Vegetation Removal Report

Attribute

Outcome

Notes

Location category

Location 2

The native vegetation is in an area mapped as an
endangered EVC (EVC 55). According to DELWP, removal
of less than 0.5 hectares of native vegetation in this
location will not have a significant impact on any habitat
for a rare or threatened species.

Native vegetation removal
extent
Assessment pathway
Strategic Biodiversity Value
Score

0.078 hectares

Three small patches and one small scattered tree

Intermediate

-

0.524

Mid to low range value.

Modelled habitat for
threatened species

Extent is below 0.5 hectares and removal will not have a
Yes

significant impact on any habitat for a rare or

Offset type

General

General habitat units must be offset.

Offset multiplier

1.5

Multiplier for general offsets.

0.041 general habitat units

-

North East CMA or

The offset site must be located within the same

Wodonga City Council

Catchment Management Authority boundary or

Offset amount: general
habitat units
General offset vicinity

threatened species according to DELWP.

municipal district as the native vegetation to be
removed.
General offset minimum
Strategic Biodiversity Value

0.419

-

Score

5.4

Proposed offset strategy

AGIG intends to purchase the offset credits from the Victorian native vegetation credit register. A quote has
been obtained from a registered broker to purchase the general habitat units to satisfy the offset
requirements as specified in Section 5.3.
Details of the offset credit quote are provided in Appendix 5.
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6. Key ecological values and recommendations
The study area is dominated by introduced and planted vegetation but does support small areas of remnant
patch vegetation from one EVC and scattered small and large trees. This vegetation is in low condition within
a highly fragmented landscape. The majority of these patches contain values for woodland and wetland bird
species, including some threatened bird species, and provide habitat resources for a range of common frog,
mammal and reptile species. Planted eucalypts on the site may provide occasional foraging habitat for the
threatened Superb Parrot, Swift Parrot and Grey-headed Flying-fox.
The connections works will result in the assumed loss of three small patches of regenerating EVC 55 on
Bidstrup Road and one small scattered tree on Old Barnawartha Road due to TPZ encroachment.
A summary of potential implications of works in the study area and recommendations to minimise impacts
during the design phase of the project is provided in Table 7.
Table 7

Summary of key ecological values, potential implications of developing the study area
and recommendations to minimise ecological impacts during the design phase.

Ecological feature Implications of development
(No further
surveys are
considered
necessary.
Figure 2)

Recommendations

Native

The permanent removal of 0.078 hectares Avoid and minimise removal of native vegetation, in

vegetation

of vegetation including one small tree.

accordance with the Guidelines. Refer to Section 5.
Retained vegetation should be fenced off and treated
as no-go zones.
Identify and implement appropriate offsets for
vegetation losses as outlined in Section 5.3.

Threatened

Removal of potential habitat for

Avoid and minimise removal of native vegetation,

species and

significant flora and fauna species (as

scattered trees and planted trees.

ecological

identified in Table 3).

communities

Construction and post-construction management
Specific detail relating to preventing impacts to retained native vegetation and aquatic and terrestrial habitat
adjoining the study area should be addressed in a project-specific Construction Environmental Management
Plan. This will include issues relating to contractors such as environmental inductions, installation of
temporary fencing/signage, biosecurity measures, drainage and sediment control.
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Appendix 1 Flora
The following abbreviations and symbols are relevant to this Appendix:
Code

Meaning

Reference

National listings (EPBC Act)
EX

Extinct

CR

Critically endangered

EN

Endangered

VU

Vulnerable

PMST

Commonwealth Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act)

Protected Matters Search Tool

State listings (FFG Act)
x

Extinct

cr

Critically endangered

e

Endangered

v

Vulnerable

t

Threatened

P

Protected (public land only)

Victorian Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (FFG
Act)

Weed status (CaLP Act)
SP

State prohibited species

RP

Regionally prohibited species

RC

Regionally controlled species

R

Victorian Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994
(CaLP Act)

Restricted species

Other
#

Native species outside its natural range
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A1.1 Flora species recorded from the study area
Table A1.1 Flora species recorded from the study area
Status

Scientific Name

Common Name

Indigenous species
Acacia melanoxylon

Blackwood

Amyema miquelii

Box Mistletoe

Amyema miraculosa subsp. boormanii

Fleshy Mistletoe

Bothriochloa macra

Red-leg Grass

Carex appressa

Tall Sedge

Chloris truncata

Windmill Grass

Epilobium billardiereanum

Variable Willow-herb

Eragrostis parviflora

Weeping Love-grass

Eucalyptus blakelyi

Blakely's Red-gum

Planted

Eucalyptus melliodora

Yellow Box

Planted

Eucalyptus tricarpa

Red Ironbark

Planted

Eucalyptus viminalis

Manna Gum

Geranium potentilloides

Soft Crane's-bill

Geranium spp.

Crane's Bill

Juncus spp.

Rush

Lomandra filiformis

Wattle Mat-rush

Lythrum hyssopifolia

Small Loosestrife

Rytidosperma caespitosum

Common Wallaby-grass

Rytidosperma fulvum

Copper-awned Wallaby-grass

Rytidosperma racemosum var. racemosum

Slender Wallaby-grass

Introduced species

RC
RC
RC

RC

Aira spp.

Hair Grass

Arctotheca calendula

Cape Weed

Asphodelus fistulosus

Onion Weed

Avena fatua

Wild Oat

Briza minor

Lesser Quaking-grass

Bromus hordeaceus

Soft Brome

Callitriche stagnalis

Common Water-starwort

Carthamus lanatus

Saffron Thistle

Cenchrus clandestinus

Kikuyu

Centaurea solstitialis

St Barnaby's Thistle

Cerastium glomeratum s.l.

Common Mouse-ear Chickweed

Cirsium vulgare

Spear Thistle

Cynodon dactylon var. dactylon

Couch

Cyperus eragrostis

Drain Flat-sedge

Dactylis glomerata

Cocksfoot

Dittrichia graveolens

Stinkwort
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Status

Scientific Name

Common Name

RC

Echium plantagineum

Paterson's Curse

Ehrharta longiflora

Annual Veldt-grass

Eragrostis curvula

African Love-grass

Erigeron bonariensis

Flaxleaf Fleabane

Erodium botrys

Big Heron's-bill

Erodium moschatum

Musky Heron's-bill

Galium aparine

Cleavers

RC

Genista monspessulana

Montpellier Broom

RC

Hypericum perforatum subsp. veronense

St John's Wort

Hypochaeris radicata

Flatweed

Kickxia elatine

Hairy Toadflax

Lactuca saligna

Willow-leaf Lettuce

Lactuca serriola

Prickly Lettuce

Lepidium africanum

Common Peppercress

Ligustrum lucidum

Large-leaf Privet

Lolium rigidum

Wimmera Rye-grass

Modiola caroliniana

Red-flower Mallow

Oxalis pes-caprae

Soursob

Panicum capillare

Common Millet

Paspalum dilatatum

Paspalum

Phalaris aquatica

Toowoomba Canary-grass

Plantago lanceolata

Ribwort

Poa annua s.s.

Annual Meadow-grass

Populus spp.

Poplar

Romulea rosea

Onion Grass

Rorippa palustris

Marsh Yellow-cress

RC

Rosa rubiginosa

Sweet Briar

RC

Rubus anglocandicans

Common Blackberry

Rumex crispus

Curled Dock

Salvia spp.

Sage

Setaria parviflora

Slender Pigeon Grass

Sisymbrium spp.

Mustard

Solanum nigrum s.s.

Black Nightshade

Sonchus oleraceus

Common Sow-thistle

Stachys arvensis

Stagger Weed

Trifolium angustifolium var. angustifolium

Narrow-leaf Clover

Verbascum virgatum

Twiggy Mullein

Verbena bonariensis var. bonariensis s.s.

Purple-top Verbena

Vicia sativa

Common Vetch

Xanthium spinosum

Bathurst Burr

RC

R

RC
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A1.2 Listed flora species
The following table includes threatened flora species that have potential to occur within the study area. The list of threatened species is sourced from
the VBA and PMST (accessed on 16 August 2021). Where years are specified for the most recent database records, these refer to records from the
VBA unless otherwise specified. Where no year is specified, the PMST has predicted that the species has potential to occur. A proportion of the flora
habitat descriptions have been reproduced with permission from the Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria (RBGV 2020).
Table A1.2 Threatened flora species recorded or predicted to occur within 10 km of the study area
Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

Most
recent
database
record

Other
records

Habitat description

Likely
occurrence
in study
area

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

2004

PMST

Swampy areas, mainly along the
Murray River between Wodonga
and Echuca with scattered
records from southern Victoria.

Low

2009

PMST

Open, grassy understorey in Box
Ironbark and dry foothill forests.

Negligible

PMST

Woodlands, typically in or
around the margins of springs,
soaks and water bodies; often
occurring in almost pure stands.

Negligible

Wetland habitats on
the site are limited,
grazed and highly
fragmented. They are
dominated by
introduced species and
some grazing tolerant
native wetland species.
No suitable intact
woodland or dry forest
habitat within the
study area due to land
use history.
No records nearby.
Not recorded during
site survey and no
suitable habitat
remaining on site.

National significance
Amphibromus fluitans

River Swamp
Wallaby-grass

VU

Caladenia concolor

Crimson
Spider-orchid

VU

e

Eucalyptus cadens

Warby Range
Swamp-gum

VU

e
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

Most
recent
database
record

Other
records

Habitat description

A variety of grassland, wetland
and floodplain communities on
finely textured soils; sometimes
in exposed, sparsely vegetated
sites, on dry and eroded clay
scolds.
Grasslands of the Victorian
Volcanic Plains, primarily on
acidic clay soils derived from
basalt, with occasional
occurrences on adjacent
sedimentary, sandy-clay soils.
Not know in Victoria,
Prasophyllum aff. petilum
(Murchison) is now regarded as
Prasophyllum argillaceum.
Relatively dry woodland
habitats. Taxonomy of this
species not determined within
Victoria, but possible population
of this species recorded within
Box Ironbark forest near
Chiltern.
Grassland, shrubland and
woodland habitats on heavy
soils subject to waterlogging
and/or drought conditions in
summer.

Lepidium
monoplocoides

Winged
Peppercress

EN

e

PMST

Leucochrysum albicans
subsp. tricolor

White Sunray

EN

e

PMST

Prasophyllum petilum

Tarengo Leek
Orchid

EN

PMST

Prasophyllum validum

Sturdy Leekorchid

VU

PMST

Senecio macrocarpus

Large-headed
Fireweed
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VU

cr

PMST

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

Negligible

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

No recent records and
only known from
further west in Victoria.
No suitable habitat
due to land use history
within the study area.
No recent or nearby
records. No suitable
habitat due to land use
history within the
study area.

Negligible

See notes on
taxonomy change.

Negligible

No recent records. No
suitable habitat for this
species within the
study area.

Negligible

No recent records.
Sole nearby record
located in Beechworth.
Due to land use
history, unlikely to be
suitable habitat within
the study area
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Scientific name

Swainsona recta

Common
name

Mountain
Swainson-pea

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

EN

cr

Most
recent
database
record
1887

Other
records

Habitat description

PMST

Open woodlands with grassy
understorey.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

Conspicuous species
not detected on site.
Due to land use
history, no suitable
habitat within the
study area.
No recent records and
due to land use
history, no suitable
habitat within the
study area.
Nearest records in
wooded hills well to
the south. Due to land
use history, no suitable
habitat within the
study area.
No suitable habitat in
study area. Remaining
wetland areas heavily
grazed and disturbed.

No recent records of
this species, and no
suitable habitat due to
land use history within
the study area.

State significance
Acacia omalophylla

Yarran Wattle

cr

1988

Belah Casuarina pauper,
Rosewood Alectryon spp. and
Box communities occurring on
solonized brown earths.

Negligible

Brachyscome gracilis
subsp. gracilis

Dookie Daisy

e

1886

Sandy clay loams or shallow
rocky soils in open Eucalypt
woodlands and forests in the
north and north-east.

Negligible

Calotis lappulacea

Yellow Burrdaisy

v

2008

Dry rocky country, open
woodland, and fertile, loam or
clay soils.

Negligible

Cyperus leptocarpus

Button Rush

e

2004

Open, damp places such as
sandy stream-banks or drying
lake margins.

Negligible
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Daviesia genistifolia s.s.

Broom Bitterpea

e

Most
recent
database
record
2004

Digitaria
divaricatissima var.
divaricatissima

Umbrella Grass

e

2011

Mostly on heavier soils prone to
occasional flooding.

Medium

Diuris dendrobioides

Wedge Diuris

cr

1770

In Victoria, confined to small
populations growing in remnant
grassy woodland near
Wodonga.

Low

Eriocaulon scariosum

Common
Pipewort

e

2004

Bog communities and drainage
areas, often where there is
running water.

Negligible

Gratiola pumilo

Dwarf
Brooklime

e

1994

Seasonally inundated
depressions, typically river flats
and lake margins, on alluvial
soils.

Negligible

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Dry sclerophyll forests.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

A conspicuous species
not recorded on site.
Due to land use
history, no suitable
habitat within the
study area.
Nearest records in
wooded hills well to
the south. Due to land
use history, unlikely to
be suitable habitat
within the study area.
No recent records. Due
to land use history and
dominant non-native
species, unlikely to be
suitable habitat within
the study area.
No suitable habitat
and past land use
make the site
unsuitable for this
species.
No suitable habitat
and past land use
make the site
unsuitable for this
species.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Indigofera adesmiifolia

Tick Indigo

e

Most
recent
database
record
1887

Pultenaea foliolosa

Small-leaf
Bush-pea

e

2014

Rytidosperma
richardsonii

Straw Wallabygrass

e

2006

Senecio garlandii

Woolly
Ragwort

cr

2012

Swainsona behriana

Southern
Swainson-pea

e

1907

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Rare and confined to drier hill
country in north-east Victoria.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

Confined to small areas in the
north-east, from the Warby
Range to Myrtleford and
Wodonga areas, and in
Gippsland near Briagolong and
north of Dargo, usually in dry,
open-forest.
The only specimens at the
Melbourne Herbarium are from
the grounds of Geelong
Grammar School at Corio, near
Springhurst, Rutherglen and
Dookie.
Dry forests and woodlands on
poor stony soil.

Negligible

Grasslands and grassy
woodlands.

Negligible

Low

Negligible

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

Conspicuous species
not detected on site.
Past land use make the
site unsuitable for this
grazing sensitive
species.
No suitable habitat
and past land use
make the site
unsuitable for this
species.

Scant records for this
species and no close
by records. Past land
use make the site
unlikely to contain this
species.
Recent record of a
single plant recorded
within 5km of the
study area, but due to
land use history no
suitable habitat within
the study area.
No recent records and
due to land use
history, no suitable
habitat within the
study area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Swainsona galegifolia

Smooth
Darling-pea

cr

Most
recent
database
record
2011

Swainsona reticulata

Kneed
Swainson-pea

e

1884

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Densely timbered, Grassy Dry
Forest on steep, south-facing
slopes; more prominent in areas
where grass cover is low and
sparse.
Mainly in NW but with doubtful
eastern record from near
Wodonga. Usually growing on
alluvial flats in grassland or
grassy woodland.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

Negligible

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

No recent records and
due to land use
history, no suitable
habitat within the
study area.
No recent records and
due to land use
history, no suitable
habitat within the
study area.
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A1.3 Threated ecological communities
The following table includes the threatened ecological communities that have potential to occur within the project area. The list of threatened ecological
communities has been compiled with reference to characteristics of FFG Act threatened communities (SAC 2013) and predictive output from the PMST
(accessed on 16 August 2021).
Table A1.3 Threatened ecological communities predicted to occur within 10 km of the project area.
Ecological community

Status

Comments

Buloke Woodlands of the Riverina and Murray-

EPBC

No Buloke trees were recorded in the study area.

EPBC

Remnant Grey Box trees or woodland were not recorded in the study area.

EPBC

Remnant Blakely’s Red-gum and White Box trees recorded in the study area but these stands do not meet the

Darling Depression Bioregions
Grey Box (Eucalyptus microcarpa) Grassy
Woodlands and Derived Native Grasslands of
South-eastern Australia Endangered
Community
White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely's Red Gum

condition thresholds to be considered part of this community.

Grassy Woodland and Derived Native
Grassland Critically Endangered Community.
Weeping Myall Woodlands

EPBC

Weeping Myall does not occur in the study area or naturally in this part of Victoria.

Native Grasslands of the Murray Valley Plains

EPBC

Land use history has impacted negatively on native grasses in the study area. The study area contains only
scattered native grass species and derived grassland. What remains in the adjacent road reserves and
paddocks is very sparse and not species-rich, and does not meet the condition thresholds to be considered
part of this community.

Seasonal Herbaceous Wetlands (Freshwater) of

EPBC

connections study area.

the Temperate Lowland Plains
Granite Foothills Spring Wetland (North-east
Victoria) Community

No wetlands that meet the landform and wetland floristics of this community were recorded in the

FFG

Study area is located on a flat plain just above the connected Murray Valley floodplain. The community was
not recorded and no spring soaks associated with granite foothills occur within or in the vicinity of the study
area.
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Ecological community

Status

Comments

Grey Box - Buloke Grassy Woodland

FFG

Remnant Grey Box trees or woodland were not recorded within or in the nearby vicinity of the study area.

FFG

Land use history has impacted negatively on native grasses in the study area. The study area contains only

Community
Northern Plains Grassland Community

scattered native grass species and derived grassland. What remains in the adjacent road reserves and
paddocks is very sparse and not species-rich, and does not meet the condition thresholds to be considered
part of this community.
Lowland Riverine Fish Community of the

FFG

Southern Murray-Darling Basin

Although flat and possibly partially inundated in severe flood events, most of the study area is some distance
south of the Murray River and its anabranches and connected floodplain system. There is no permanent
water in the study area and therefore no fish habitat.

Victorian Temperate Woodland Bird

FFG

Woodland birds using planted vegetation and remnant trees in the study area may be part of this community.

Community
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Appendix 2 Fauna
The following abbreviations and symbols are relevant to this Appendix:
Code

Meaning

Reference

National listings (EPBC Act)
EX

Extinct

CR

Critically endangered

EN

Endangered

VU

Vulnerable

NT

Near threatened

CD

Conservation dependent

PMST

Commonwealth Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act)

Protected Matters Search Tool

State listings (FFG Act and DELWP Advisory List)1
x

Extinct

cr

Critically endangered

e

Endangered

v

Vulnerable

t

Threatened

P

Protected (fish only)

Victorian Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (FFG
Act)

Pest animal status (CaLP Act)
PS

Declared pest animal

Victorian Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994
(CaLP Act)

Introduced species

Victorian Biodiversity Atlas (VBA)

Other
*

The DELWP Advisory Lists for Threatened Terrestrial and Invertebrate Fauna were revoked in 2021 and are
superseded by the current list of threatened species under the FFG Act 1988.
1
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A2.1 Fauna species recorded from the study area
Table A2.1 Vertebrate fauna recorded from the study area (present assessment)
Status

Scientific Name

Common Name

Indigenous species
Alisterus scapularis

Australian King-Parrot

Anas superciliosa

Pacific Black Duck

Anthochaera carunculata

Red Wattlebird

Cacatua galerita

Sulphur-crested Cockatoo

Chenonetta jubata

Australian Wood Duck

Cracticus nigrogularis

Pied Butcherbird

Crinia parinsignifera

Eastern Sign-bearing Froglet

Crinia signifera

Common Froglet

Dacelo novaeguineae

Laughing Kookaburra

Egretta novaehollandiae

White-faced Heron

Entomyzon cyanotis

Blue-faced Honeyeater

Eolophus roseicapilla

Galah

Falco cenchroides

Nankeen Kestrel

Grallina cyanoleuca

Magpie-lark

Gymnorhina tibicen

Australian Magpie

Haliastur sphenurus

Whistling Kite

Hirundo neoxena

Welcome Swallow

Limnodynastes tasmaniensis NCR

Spotted Marsh Frog NCR

Macropus giganteus

Eastern Grey Kangaroo

Malurus cyaneus

Superb Fairy-wren

Manorina melanocephala

Noisy Miner

Ocyphaps lophotes

Crested Pigeon

Pardalotus striatus

Striated Pardalote

Platycercus elegans flaveolus

Yellow Rosella

Rhipidura leucophrys

Willie Wagtail

Smicrornis brevirostris

Weebill

Tachyglossus aculeatus

Short-beaked Echidna

Threskiornis spinicollis

Straw-necked Ibis

Trichoglossus molucannus

Rainbow Lorikeet

Vanellus miles

Masked Lapwing

Introduced species
PS

Oryctolagus cuniculus
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A2.2 Listed fauna species
The following table includes a list of threatened fauna species that have potential to occur within the study area. The list of threatened species is
sourced from the VBA and PMST (accessed on 16 August 2021). Where years are specified for the most recent database records, these refer to
records from the VBA unless otherwise specified. Where no year is specified, the PMST has predicted that the species has potential to occur.
Table A2.2 Threatened fauna species recorded or predicted to occur within 10 km of the study area
Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

Most
recent
database
record

Other
records

Habitat description

Likely
occurrence
in study
area

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

1972

PMST

Native grassland with a sparse,
open structure.

Negligible

PMST

Shallows of well-vegetated
freshwater wetlands.

Low

PMST

Shallow freshwater and brackish
wetlands with abundant
emergent aquatic vegetation.

Negligible

PMST

Lightly timbered plains and
Acacia scrub.

Negligible

No records of this
species and no
suitable native
grassland habitat for
this species occurs
within the study area.
Only small areas of
highly fragmented
wetland habitat
occurs in the study
area.
No records of this
species and no
suitable habitat for
this species within
the study area.
No records of this
species and no
suitable habitat for
this species within
the study area.

National significance
Pedionomus torquatus

Plainswanderer

CR

cr

Rostratula australis

Australian
Painted-snipe

EN

cr

Botaurus poiciloptilus

Australasian
Bittern

EN

cr

Falco hypoleucos

Grey Falcon

VU

v
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1977
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

Most
recent
database
record

Other
records

Habitat description

PMST

Red-gum and box-dominated
forests and woodlands.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Medium

Polytelis swainsonii

Superb Parrot

VU

e

Lathamus discolor

Swift Parrot

CR

cr

2018

PMST

A range of forests and
woodlands, especially those
supporting nectar-producing
tree species. Also well-treed
urban areas.

Medium

Hirundapus
caudacutus

White-throated
Needletail

VU

v

1981

PMST

An almost exclusively aerial
species within Australia,
occurring over most types of
habitat, particularly wooded
areas.

Low

Numenius
madagascariensis

Eastern Curlew

CR

cr

PMST

Large intertidal sandflats, banks,
mudflats, estuaries, inlets,
sewage farms, saltworks,
harbours, coastal lagoons and
bays.

Negligible
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Rationale for
likelihood ranking

Recorded during
previous field
assessments in the
local area flying over
from the Murray
River floodplain.
Species may
occasional occur in
the study area.
Recent records within
5 km of the study
area. Known to visit
nearby forest and
woodland habitat,
and may occasionally
occur in the study
area.
This chiefly aerial
species may operate
in the airspace above
the study area but is
unlikely to use
terrestrial habitat
within the study
area.
No records of this
species and no
suitable habitat for
this species within
the study area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

Most
recent
database
record

Other
records

Habitat description

Large intertidal sandflats, banks,
mudflats, estuaries, inlets,
sewage farms, saltworks,
harbours, coastal lagoons and
bays.
Dry open woodlands and
forests. Typically forages for fruit
and nectar in mistletoes and in
tree canopies.

Calidris ferruginea

Curlew
Sandpiper

CR

cr

PMST

Grantiella picta

Painted
Honeyeater

VU

v

PMST

Anthochaera phrygia

Regent
Honeyeater

CR

cr

Dasyurus maculatus

Spot-tailed
Quoll

EN

en
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1973

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

Low

PMST

A range of dry woodlands and
forests dominated by nectarproducing tree species.

Low

PMST

Rainforest and wet and dry
sclerophyll forests and
woodlands.

Negligible

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

No records of this
species and no
suitable habitat for
this species within
the study area.
Known from the
Chiltern area but the
site only contains
very limited suitable
feeding resources
(i.e. only several
mistletoe plants were
observed).
This species is known
from the ChilternAlbury area, however
is regionally
exceedingly rare.
Preferred habitat
(Box-Ironbark
woodland) for this
species is not within
the study area.
No records of this
species. This species
has undergone
considerable range
contractions and
within Victoria is
restricted to the East
Gippsland area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

Petauroides volans

Southern
Greater Glider

VU

v

Pteropus poliocephalus

Grey-headed
Flying-fox

VU

v

Nyctophilus corbeni

South-eastern
Long-eared Bat

VU

e

Aprasia parapulchella

Pink-tailed
Worm-Lizard

VU

e

Delma impar

Striped Legless
Lizard

VU

e
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Most
recent
database
record

2013

2008

Other
records

Habitat description

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

PMST

Wet and damp sclerophyll forest
with large hollow-bearing trees.

PMST

Rainforest, wet and dry
sclerophyll forest, woodland and
urban areas.

Medium

PMST

Woodlands including those
dominated by Mallee, Belah,
Black Box and River Red-gum.

Low

PMST

Woodland and grassland with
partially buried rocks.

Negligible

PMST

Natural temperate grassland,
grassy woodland and exotic
grassland.

Negligible

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

No suitable habitat
and poor connectivity
in the broader vicinity
of the study area.
Closest known camp
is located at
Padman's Park in
Albury,
approximately 9 km
north of the study
area. Some suitable
foraging habitat
occurs in the study
area.
No records of this
species, but may be
suitable habitat for
this species within
the study area.
No records of this
species and no
suitable rocky habitat
for this species within
the study area.
No records of this
species and no
suitable habitat for
this species within
the study area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status
EPBC

FFG

Most
recent
database
record

Other
records

Habitat description

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Low

Crinia sloanei

Sloane's Froglet

EN

e

PMST

Adults are most common in
woodlands, floodplains,
grasslands, and open and
disturbed areas.

Litoria raniformis

Growling Grass
Frog

VU

v

PMST

Still or slow-flowing waterbodies
and surrounding terrestrial
vegetation.

Negligible

Galaxias rostratus

Flat-headed
Galaxias

CR

v

PMST

Still or slow-moving waters of
rivers, billabongs, lakes and
swamps.

Low
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Rationale for
likelihood ranking

A seasonal creekline
and roadside drains
occur in the study
area but these
habitats are not
connected to other
larger permanent
wetland refuge sites
such as well
vegetated farm dams.
This lack of habitat
connectivity mean
this species has a low
likelihood of
occurring in the study
area.
No recent records of
this species; the
seasonal creekline
and roadside drains
have a very low
likelihood of
supporting this
species.
No recent records of
this species, some
suitable habitat
within watercourses
just north of the
study area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Maccullochella
macquariensis

Trout Cod

EN

e

Most
recent
database
record
2011

Maccullochella peelii

Murray Cod

VU

e

2011

Macquaria australasica

Macquarie
Perch

EN

e

PMST

Synemon plana

Golden Sun
Moth

CR

v

PMST

EPBC

FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

PMST

Streams characterised by a high
abundance of large woody
debris.

PMST

A diverse range of stream
habitats in the Murray-Darling
basin; principally the main
channels of rivers and their
major tributaries.
Streams with clear water and
deep, rocky holes with abundant
cover.

Negligible

Natural temperate grassland,
grassy woodland and pasture
supporting spear grasses and
wallaby grasses and exotic
grassland dominated by Chilean
needle grass.

Negligible

Negligible

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

No suitable aquatic
riverine habitat for
this species within
the study area.
No suitable aquatic
riverine habitat for
this species within
the study area.
No suitable aquatic
riverine habitat for
this species within
the study area.
No recent records for
this species and no
suitable grassland
habitat present
within the study area.

State significance
Geopelia cuneata

Diamond Dove

v

2002

Drier woodlands and scrub,
spinifex and mulga.

Low

Burhinus grallarius

Bush Stonecurlew

cr

1984

Open woodland, treed farmland.

Negligible
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Limited suitable
habitat but records in
the area suggest this
species although
unlikely to be
present, but may visit
the study area on
occasion.
No recent records
and no suitable
habitat remains in
the study area due to
past land use.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Egretta garzetta

Little Egret

e

Most
recent
database
record
2009

Ardea intermedia
plumifera

Plumed Egret

cr

2017

Densely-vegetated freshwater
wetlands including lakes,
swamps and billabongs. Breeds
in trees standing in water.

Medium

Ardea alba modesta

Eastern Great
Egret

v

2019

Medium

Ixobrychus dubius

Australian Little
Bittern

e

1981

Flooded crops, pasture, swamps,
lagoons, saltmarsh, sewage
ponds, estuaries, dams,
roadside ditches. Breeds in trees
standing in water.
Freshwater swamps, lakes and
rivers with dense reedbeds,
saltmarsh and coastal lagoons.

Spatula rhynchotis

Australasian
Shoveler

v

2005

Prefers large, permanent lakes
and swamps with deep water,
stable conditions and abundant
aquatic vegetation. Less
commonly recorded in small or
shallow waters, such as
billabongs, sewage ponds,
freshwater rivers and densely
vegetated farm dams. Forages in
open water but nests in densely
vegetated freshwater wetlands,
where fringing vegetation may
be an important habitat feature.

Low

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Swamps, billabongs, floodplain
pools, mudflats, mangroves and
channels; breeds in trees
standing in water.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Medium

Low

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

Some suitable
seasonal creekline
habitat which may be
used for foraging in
the study area.
Some suitable
seasonal creekline
habitat which may be
used for foraging in
the study area.
Some suitable
seasonal creekline
habitat which may be
used for foraging in
the study area.
No recent records
but some suitable
seasonal wetland
habitat in the study
area.
Recent records within
10 km of the study
area but no open
water and no suitable
habitat for the
species in the study
area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Stictonetta naevosa

Freckled Duck

e

Most
recent
database
record
2005

Aythya australis

Hardhead

v

2014

Oxyura australis

Blue-billed
Duck

v

2006

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Large freshwater wetlands,
generally with dense vegetation.

A mainly aquatic species
preferring large, deep
freshwater environments with
abundant aquatic vegetation,
including slow moving areas of
rivers. Also occurs in brackish
wetlands and may be found in
deep dams and water storage
ponds. Occasionally in estuarine
and littoral habitats such as
saltpans, coastal lagoons and
sheltered inshore waters. Avoids
main streams or rivers, except in
calm reaches where aquatic
flora is developed.
Open or densely vegetated
wetlands.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Low

Low

Low

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

Recent records within
5 km of the study
area but no open
water and no suitable
habitat for the
species in the study
area.
Recent records within
10 km of the study
area but no open
water and no suitable
habitat for the
species in the study
area.

Recent records within
5 km of the study
area and this species
may occasionally
forage in small
seasonal wetlands in
the study area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Biziura lobata

Musk Duck

v

Most
recent
database
record
2014

Accipiter
novaehollandiae

Grey Goshawk

e

1998

Hieraaetus
morphnoides

Little Eagle

v

2010

Haliaeetus leucogaster

White-bellied
Sea-Eagle

e

2019

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

A largely aquatic species
preferring deep water on large,
permanent swamps, lakes and
estuaries with abundant aquatic
vegetation. Often occurs in areas
of dense vegetated cover within
a wetland. Less commonly
recorded in small or shallow
waters, such as billabongs,
sewage ponds, freshwater rivers
and densely vegetated farm
dams.
Rainforest, gallery forest, tall wet
forest and woodland. Also
partially cleared agricultural
land.
Woodland and open areas.
Rabbits are a key component of
their diet. Nesting occurs in
mature trees in open woodland
or riparian vegetation.
Coastal areas such as beaches
and estuaries, inland wetlands
and major inland streams.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Low

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

Low

Very few records
however the species
may occasionally
occur in the study
area.
Numerous records in
the general area and
the species is likely to
forage over the study
area.
Species is known to
forage along major
rivers and streams
and may fly over the
site on occasion.

Medium

Low

Recent records within
10 km of the study
but no open water
and no suitable
habitat for the
species in the study
area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Falco subniger

Black Falcon

cr

Most
recent
database
record
2017

Ninox connivens

Barking Owl

cr

2019

Neophema pulchella

Turquoise
Parrot

v

1987

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Woodlands, open country and
around terrestrial wetlands
areas, including rivers and
creeks. Mostly hunts over open
plains and undulating land with
large tracts of low vegetation.
Primarily occurs in arid and
semi-arid zones in the north,
north-west and west of Victoria,
though can be forced into more
coastal areas by droughts and
subsequent food shortages.
Eucalypt forests and woodlands.

Woodlands and associated
grasslands.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Medium

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

Low

Numerous records in
the general area but
no suitable habitat
for the species in the
study area.
Numerous records in
the area but
generally limited to
higher quality
bushland. The
species could
infrequently visit the
study area moving
between more
suitable areas of
habitat.

Low

Numerous records in
the general area and
the species is likely to
frequent the study
area on occasion
searching for prey.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Tringa glareola

Wood
Sandpiper

e

Most
recent
database
record
1980

Actitis hypoleucos

Common
Sandpiper

v

1978

Tringa nebularia

Common
Greenshank

e

Melanodryas cucullata

Hooded Robin

v

Pomatostomus
temporalis

Grey-crowned
Babbler

v

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

PMST

Habitat description

Well-vegetated shallow
freshwater wetlands with
emergent aquatic plants and
dense fringing vegetation.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Low

Migrates to Australia from
Eurasia in August where it
inhabits a wide variety of coastal
and inland wetlands with muddy
margins before departing north
in March.
A variety of ephemeral and
permanent inland wetlands and
sheltered coastal wetlands.

Low

2016

Woodlands of eucalypt, Mallee,
semi-cleared farmland.

Low

1980

Open forests and woodlands.

Low

PMST

Low

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

No recent records.
This species may
occasionally forage in
small seasonal
wetlands in the study
area.
No recent records.
This species may
occasionally forage in
small seasonal
wetlands in the study
area.
No records within 10
km. This species may
occasionally forage in
small seasonal
wetlands in the study
area.
Occurs within
woodlands around
Wodonga but no
suitable habitat for
the species in the
study area.
No recent records.
Limited habitat in the
study area although
nearby planted
vegetation may be
suitable foraging
habitat for species.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Pyrrholaemus
sagittatus

Speckled
Warbler

e

Most
recent
database
record
2018

Stagonopleura guttata

Diamond
Firetail

v

2014

Open forests and woodlands
with a grassy ground layer.

Medium

Phascogale tapoatafa

Brush-tailed
Phascogale

v

1949

Drier sclerophyll forests and
woodlands.

Negligible

Petaurus norfolcensis

Squirrel Glider

v

2019

Drier woodlands, riverine
woodland and coastal forest.

Low

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Eucalypt woodland with rocky
gullies, ridges, tussock grasses
and a sparse shrub understorey.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Low

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

Known from the local
area but tends to
inhabit higher quality
bushland. No suitable
habitat for the
species in the study
area.
Occurs within
woodlands around
Wodonga and the
species may forage in
derived grassland
habitat in the study
area.
No recent records.
Only known from
higher quality
wooded areas some
distance to the south
and west of the study
area.
Some records and
suitable habitat in the
vicinity but limited
connectivity between
remnants mean this
species is unlikely to
occur in the study
area.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Ornithorhynchus
anatinus

Platypus

v

Most
recent
database
record
2013

Varanus varius

Lace Monitor

e

2018

A variety of wooded habitats,
including woodlands; shelters in
hollow trunks, limbs and logs.

Low

Vermicella annulata

Bandy Bandy

e

2006

Grassy woodland, Mallee and
spinifex-covered sandhills.

Low

Emydura macquarii

Murray River
Turtle

cr

1998

A medium sized freshwater
turtle that inhabits inland river
systems including the MurrayDarling catchment.

Low

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

A variety of freshwater
waterbodies, particularly those
with stable banks suitable for
burrows, and shallow waters for
foraging.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Negligible

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

No suitable
watercourses in the
study area but the
species is likely to
occur in watercourse
on the Murray River
floodplain.
Limited habitat in the
general area and
multiple roads, rail
and fragmentation
are significant
barriers. No suitable
habitat for the
species in the study
area.
Limited local records
are generally
restricted to higher
quality bushland
areas.
No suitable
watercourses or
dams in the study
area but the species
is likely to occur in
watercourse on the
Murray River
floodplain.
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Scientific name

Common
name

Conservation status

Limnodynastes
interioris

Giant Bullfrog

e

Most
recent
database
record
2011

Pseudophryne bibronii

Brown Toadlet

e

2009

A wide variety of woodland,
forest and grassland habitats.

Low

Melanotaenia fluviatilis

Murray-Darling
Rainbowfish

e

1961

Rivers and streams of the
Murray-Darling basin.

Negligible

Euastacus armatus

Murray Spiny
Crayfish

t

2010

Large and small flowing, coolwater streams in pasture and
sclerophyll forest.

Low

EPBC
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FFG

Other
records

Habitat description

Semi-arid woodlands and
shrublands.

Likely
occurrence
in study
area
Low

Rationale for
likelihood ranking

Study area at the
southern limit of
species range, but
cannot be discounted
from occurring in the
vicinity.
Study area is highly
disturbed from past
and current land use.
No suitable habitat
for the species in the
study area.
No recent records
and no suitable
watercourses in the
study area, but the
species could occur in
watercourse on the
Murray River
floodplain to the
north.
No suitable
watercourses in the
study area but the
species is likely to
occur in watercourse
on the Murray River
floodplain to the
north.
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A2.3 Migratory species (EPBC Act listed)
Table A2.3 Migratory fauna species recorded or predicted to occur within 10 km of the study area
Scientific name

Common name

Most recent record

Migratory species
Gallinago hardwickii

Latham's Snipe

2005

Plegadis falcinellus

Glossy Ibis

1991

Hirundapus caudacutus

White-throated Needletail

PMST

Apus pacificus

Fork-tailed Swift

PMST

Numenius madagascariensis

Eastern Curlew

PMST

Tringa glareola

Wood Sandpiper

1980

Actitis hypoleucos

Common Sandpiper

PMST

Tringa nebularia

Common Greenshank

PMST

Calidris ferruginea

Curlew Sandpiper

PMST

Calidris acuminata

Sharp-tailed Sandpiper

2005

Calidris melanotos

Pectoral Sandpiper

PMST

Motacilla flava

Yellow Wagtail

PMST

Rhipidura rufifrons

Rufous Fantail

PMST

Myiagra cyanoleuca

Satin Flycatcher

PMST
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Appendix 3 Study area photos (all taken on 24 Aug 2021)

Photo 1 Looking west across the gas pipeline route from near the corner of Bidstrup Road and Old
Barnawartha Road.

Photo 2

Looking south along the approximate route of the power connection on Greenhill
Road.
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Photo 3 Three small derived zones of Plains Grassy Woodland. Two scattered trees behind patch on
the right; Treed Plains Grassy Woodland patches in background; looking approximately north up
Bidstrup Road (see Figure 2).

Photo 4 Looking approximately east down the eastern portion of the gas pipeline route. The
termination point on Bidstrup Road visible in the distance.
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Photo 5 Looking west along the central portion of the gas pipeline route. The linear single-stratum
planted vegetation is visible in the middle of the photo.

Photo 6 Looking northwest into area of planted local and non-local eucalyptus species, with the
obvious trees rows visible in the background (see Figure 2).
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Photo 7 Looking approximately south-east, at the end of the planted vegetation which may
experience some disturbance from the gas pipeline and the reduced temporary works area (see
Figure 2).

Photo 8 Looking approximately west along the western portion of the proposed gas pipeline.
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Photo 9 Looking west at the small multi-stemmed scattered tree to be removed located just north of
Old Barnawartha Road in the road reserve (see Figure 2).

Photo 10Looking approximately east along the proposed gas pipeline route. Photo taken from the
approximate western most extent of the pipeline before the existing pipeline crosses Old
Barnawartha Road.
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Photo 11Looking approximately east across the approximate area of the gas connection
infrastructure, with the three scattered trees on and south of the existing easement pictured in the
distance (see Figure 2).

Photo 12Large scattered tree (dead) with hollows, located in the current gas easement just south of
Old Barnawartha Road; looking approximately north (see Figure 2).
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Photo 13Large scattered tree with hollows located south of the current gas easement just south of
Old Barnawartha Road; looking approximately east (see Figure 2).

Photo 14Scattered tree with mistletoe, located south of the current gas easement just south of Old
Barnawartha Road; looking approximately east (see Figure 2).
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Photo 15Looking approximately south along the proposed power connection route on Greenhill Road
with the rail reserve and Hume Highway in the background.

Photo 16Looking approximately south across the proposed power connection under-bore route at the
end of Greenhill Road, with the rail reserve in the foreground and Hume Highway in the background.
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Photo 17Looking approximately south-east from Plunketts Road, across the northern end of the
derived native grassland area, with Poplar Trees on the creek line in the background.

Photo 18 Looking north down the seasonal creek line which is running along the western edge of the
south-west portion of the study area. The creek is dominated by exotic grasses and woody weed
species.
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Photo 19Looking north across the derived native grassland area towards Plunketts Road in the
background. The foreground show the dead and emerging St Barnaby’s Thistles coming up through
the pasture.

Photo 20Looking west across the proposed power connections work area, with the derived native
grassland area and its 15 m protection buffers located in the background.
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Photo 21Looking approximately north across the Hume Freeway and rail corridor, with Greenhill
Road visible in the background.

Photo 22Looking approximately south-west towards the power connection site south of Plunketts
Road. The disturbed and weed dominated road reserve visible in the foreground.
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Appendix 4 Native Vegetation Removal Report
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Native vegetation removal report
A report to support an application to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation in the
Intermediate Assessment Pathway using the modelled condition score
This report provides information to support an application to remove native vegetation in accordance with
the Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation. The report is not an assessment
by DELWP or local council of the proposed native vegetation removal. Biodiversity information and offset
requirements have been calculated using modelled condition scores contained in the Native vegetation
condition map.
Date and time:

14 September 2021 09:50 AM

Lat./Long.:

-36.0936109515919,146.815781778661

Address:

OLD BARNAWARTHA ROAD WEST
WODONGA 3690

Native vegetation report ID:
374-20210914-008

166 OLD BARNAWARTHA ROAD WEST
WODONGA 3690
Address unknown

Assessment pathway
The assessment pathway and reason for the assessment pathway
Assessment pathway

Intermediate Assessment Pathway

Extent of past plus
proposed native
vegetation removal

0.078 hectares

No. large trees

0 large tree(s)

Location category

Location 2
The native vegetation is in an area mapped as an Endangered Ecological Vegetation Class.
Removal of less than 0.5 hectares of native vegetation will not have a significant impact on any
habitat for a rare or threatened species.

Offset requirement
The offset requirement that will apply if the native vegetation is approved to be removed
Offset type

General offset

Offset amount

0.041 general habitat units

Offset attributes
Vicinity

North East Catchment Management Authority (CMA) or Wodonga City Council

Minimum strategic biodiversity
value score

0.419

Large trees

0 large tree(s)
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Biodiversity information about the native vegetation
Description of any past native vegetation removal
Any native vegetation that was approved to be removed, or was removed without the required approvals, on the same property or
on contiguous land in the same ownership, in the five year period before the application to remove native vegetation is lodged is
detailed below.

Permit/PIN number

Extent of native vegetation (hectares)

None entered

0 hectares

Description of the native vegetation proposed to be removed
Extent of all mapped native vegetation

0.078 hectares

Condition score of all mapped native vegetation

0.463

Strategic biodiversity value score of all mapped native vegetation

0.524

Extent of patches native vegetation

0.078 hectares

1

0.015 hectares

2

0.016 hectares

3

0.016 hectares

4

0.031 hectares

Extent of scattered trees

0 hectares

No. large trees within patches

0 large tree(s)

No. large scattered trees

0 large tree(s)

No. small scattered trees

0 small tree(s)

Additional information about trees to be removed, shown in Figure 1
Tree ID

Tree circumference (cm)

Benchmark
circumference (cm)

Scattered / Patch

N/A
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Tree size
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Other information
Applications to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation must include all the below information. If an
appropriate response has not been provided the application is not complete.
Photographs of the native vegetation to be removed
Recent, dated photographs of the native vegetation to be removed must be provided with the application. All photographs must
be clear, show whether the vegetation is a patch of native vegetation or scattered trees, and identify any large trees. If the area
of native vegetation to be removed is large, provide photos that are indicative of the native vegetation.
Ensure photographs are attached to the application. If appropriate photographs have not been provided the application is not
complete.

Topographical and land information
Description of the topographic and land information relating to the native vegetation to be removed, including any ridges, crests
and hilltops, wetlands and waterways, slopes of more than 20 percent, drainage lines, low lying areas, saline discharge areas,
and areas of existing erosion, as appropriate. This may be represented in a map or plan. This is an application requirement
and your application will be incomplete without it.
See Biosis report

Avoid and minimise statement
This statement describes what has been done to avoid the removal of, and minimise impacts on the biodiversity and other values
of native vegetation. This is an application requirement and your application will be incomplete without it.
See Biosis report

Defendable space statement
Where the removal of native vegetation is to create defendable space, a written statement explaining why the removal of native
vegetation is necessary. This statement must have regard to other available bushfire risk mitigation measures. This statement is
not required if your application also includes an application under the Bushfire Management Overlay.
Not applicable

Offset statement
An offset statement that demonstrates that an offset is available and describes how the required offset will be secured. This is an
application requirement and your application will be incomplete without it.
See Biosis report
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Next steps
Applications to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation must address all the application requirements
specified in Guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation.If you wish to remove
the mapped native vegetation you are required to apply for a permit from your local council. This Native
vegetation removal reportmust be submitted with your application and meets most of the application
requirements. The following needs to be added as applicable.
Property Vegetation Plan
Landowners can manage native vegetation on their property in the longer term by developing a Property Vegetation
Plan (PVP) and entering in to an agreement with DELWP.
If an approved PVP applies to the land, ensure the PVP is attached to the application.
Applications under Clause 52.16
An application to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation is under Clause 52.16 if a Native Vegetation Precinct Plan
(NVPP) applies to the land, and the proposed native vegetation removal is not in accordance with the relevant
NVPP. If this is the case, a statement that explains how the proposal responds to the NVPP considerations must be
provided.
If the application is under Clause 52.16, ensure a statement that explains how the proposal responds to the NVPP
considerations is attached to the application.

© The State of Victoria Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
Melbourne 2021.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International licence.
You are free to re-use the work under that licence, on the condition that you credit the
State of Victoria as author. The licence does not apply to any images, photographs or
branding, including the Victorian Coat of Arms, the Victorian Government logo and
the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning logo. To view a copy of
this licence, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/au/deed.en
Authorised by the Victorian Government, 8 Nicholson Street, East Melbourne.
For more information contact the DELWP Customer Service Centre 136 186

www.delwp.vic.gov.au

Disclaimer
This publication may be of assistance to you but the State of Victoria and
its employees do not guarantee that the publication is without flaw of any
kind or is wholly appropriate for your particular purposes and therefore
disclaims all liability for any error, loss or other consequence which may
arise from you relying on any information in this publication.
Obtaining this publication does not guarantee that an application will meet
the requirements of Clauses 52.16 or 52.17 of planning schemes in
Victoria or that a permit to remove native vegetation will be granted.
Notwithstanding anything else contained in this publication, you must
ensure that you comply with all relevant laws, legislation, awards or orders
and that you obtain and comply with all permits, approvals and the like that
affect, are applicable or are necessary to undertake any action to remove,
lop or destroy or otherwise deal with any native vegetation or that apply to
matters within the scope of Clauses 52.16 or 52.17 of planning schemes in
Victoria.
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Figure 1 ±Map of native vegetation to be removed, destroyed or lopped
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Figure 2 ±Map of property in context
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Figure 3 ±Biodiversity information maps
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Appendix 1 - Details of offset requirements
Native vegetation to be removed
Extent of all
mapped native
vegetation (for
calculating habitat
hectares)

0.078

The area of land covered by a patch of native vegetation and/or a scattered tree, measured in hectares.
Where the mapped native vegetation includes scattered trees, each tree is assigned a standard extent and
converted to hectares. A small scattered tree is assigned a standard extent defined by a circle with a 10
metre radius and a large scattered tree a circle with a 15 metre radius.
The extent of all mapped native vegetation is an input to calculating the habitat hectares.

Condition score*

0.463

The condition score of native vegetation is a site-based measure that describes how close native vegetation
is to its mature natural state. The condition score is the weighted average condition score of the mapped
native vegetation calculated using the Native vegetation condition map.

Habitat hectares

0.036

Habitat hectares is a site-based measure that combines extent and condition of native vegetation. It is
calculated by multiplying the extent of native vegetation by the condition score:
Habitat hectares = extent x condition score

Strategic
biodiversity value
score

0.524

The strategic biodiversity value score represents the complementary contribution to Victoria¶s biodiversity of a
location, relative to other locations across the state. This score is the weighted average strategic biodiversity
value score of the mapped native vegetation calculated using the Strategic biodiversity value map.

General landscape
factor

0.762

The general landscape factor is an adjusted strategic biodiversity value score. It has been adjusted to reduce
the influence of landscape scale information on the general habitat score.

General habitat
score

0.027

The general habitat score combines site-based and landscape scale information to obtain an overall
measure of the biodiversity value of the native vegetation. The general habitat score is calculated as follows:
General habitat score = habitat hectares x general landscape factor

* Offset requirements for partial removal: If your proposal is to remove parts of the native vegetation in a patch (for example only understorey plants) the condition
score must be adjusted. This will require manual editing of the condition score and an update to the calculations that the native vegetation removal tool has provided:
habitat hectares, general habitat score and offset amount.

Offset requirements
Offset type

General
offset

A general offset is required when the removal of native vegetation does not have a significant impact on
any habitat for rare or threatened species. All proposals in the Basic and Intermediate assessment
pathways will only require a general offset.

Offset multiplier

1.5

This multiplier is used to address the risk that the predicted outcomes for gain will not be achieved, and
therefore will not adequately compensate the biodiversity loss from the removal of native vegetation.

Offset amount
(general habitat
units)

0.041

The general habitat units are the amount of offset that must be secured if the application is approved. This
offset requirement will be a condition to any permit or approval for the removal of native vegetation.

Minimum strategic
biodiversity value
score

0.419

The offset site must have a strategic biodiversity value score of at least 80 per cent of the strategic
biodiversity value score of the native vegetation to be removed. This is to ensure offsets are located in
areas with a strategic biodiversity value that is comparable to the native vegetation to be removed.

Vicinity

North East
CMA or
Wodonga
City Council

The offset site must be located within the same Catchment Management Authority boundary or municipal
district as the native vegetation to be removed.

Large trees

0 large tree
(s)

The offset site must protect at least one large tree for every large tree removed. A large tree is a native
canopy tree with a Diameter at Breast Height greater than or equal to the large tree benchmark for the local
Ecological Vegetation Class. A large tree can be either a large scattered tree or a large patch tree.

General habitat units required = general habitat score x 1.5
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Our reference: VLQ-7327
Your reference: Old Barnawartha Rd,
West Wodonga

16 September 2021
Matt Looby
Biosis
mlooby@biosis.com.au
Dear Matt
RE: Quotation for the supply of native vegetation credits

Vegetation Link is an accredited offset provider with the Department of Environment, Land,
Water & Planning (DELWP). We offer a specialised brokerage service to enable permit
holders and developers to identify suitable native vegetation credits to meet their planning
permit offset requirements.
Based on the information you have provided, I understand you require the following native
vegetation offset:
Offset type

Vicinity

General habitat
units (GHU)

Min. strategic
biodiversity value
(SBV)

Large
trees

General

North East CMA

0.041

0.419

0

To meet your offset requirements, you can purchase native vegetation credits from a third
party as per the option quoted below1. This quotation is valid for 14 days, subject to credit
availability and landholder pricing.
Fixed price trade pathway - offset site located in the Towong Shire area
(approx. 2-3 week turnaround from acceptance of quote)
Cost of native vegetation credits – invoiced by DELWP

$6,150.00

Transaction fees – invoiced by Vegetation Link

$790.00

Total (ex. GST)

$6,940.00

Total (inc. GST)

$7,634.00

If you would like to purchase credits, let us know that you accept the quote and return the
attached purchaser details form by email. Upon receipt of the form, we will begin the trade
process. Further details of the process for credit allocation is in the FAQ below.
Should you have any queries, please do not hesitate to contact us on 1300 VEG LINK (1300
834 546) or email offsets@vegetationlink.com.au.
Sincerely,

Tesha Mahoney
Biodiversity Offset Broker
1

Note that the transaction fee includes DELWP NVOR transfer and allocation fees and a Vegetation Link fee
Vegetation Link Pty Ltd
ABN: 92 169 702 032
www.vegetationlink.com.au
1300 VEG LINK (1300 834 546) | offsets@vegetationlink.com.au | PO Box 10 Castlemaine VIC 3450

FAQs
What is a third party offset?
A third party offset is an offset site owned by another landowner who manages and
protects native vegetation on their land. Landowners who establish these offset sites are
required to:


Enter into a Landowner Agreement for the specified offset site. A landowner
agreement is in perpetuity and is binding upon the current and future landowners
of the site. It permanently restricts use of the site for many purposes.



Implement a detailed 10-year Management Plan endorsed by the DELWP Native
Vegetation Offset Register to manage and improve the biodiversity values of the
site.

How is the price of native vegetation offset credit (GHUs, GBEUs
etc.) determined?
Landowners who own offset sites set their own price for native vegetation credits. They
determine the price based on numerous factors. This includes but not limited to site
establishment, the cost to manage the site in perpetuity (e.g., maintain fencing, control pest
species), foregone use cost, and administrative costs. Depending on how the site is
registered, the credit fee may be paid to either DELWP or directly to the landowner.
Further information about the work some of our landowners are doing can be found on the
Vegetation Link website.

What is the process after I accept the quote?
After you accept the quote and return the purchaser table, the following steps will be
undertaken:
1.

We will set up a contract between the parties involved and send the contract out
for signing by all parties.

2.

Once the contract is signed by all parties, invoices will be issued for the fees listed
in the quotation. We will send you two invoices, one for our transaction fee invoiced
by Vegetation Link and one for the credit fee, usually to be paid to DELWP or the
landowner. We recommend providing remittances for your payments.

3. Once payments are received, Vegetation Link will send you an allocated credit
extract from the Native Vegetation Offset Register and your executed contract as
evidence that you have purchased the offset.

How long will the process take? When will I get my credits?
Generally, the process from quote acceptance to having evidence of allocated credits takes
between 2-6 weeks. This is dependent on a range of factors including the type of
landholder agreement, contract types and organisational workflows. We work as quickly as
possible to get your credits to you within this time period.
We note that you cannot remove vegetation until you have been given permission by the
Responsible Authority (usually the council that has issued your permit).
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What happens if I don’t have a permit yet?
When people are buying credits before a permit is issued, the following three options are
most common:


You can pay for the offsets before the planning permit is available, and then the
offsets are allocated to the permit when it is available. This will incur an additional
$50 fee from DELWP. When considering this option, it is important to realise that
your estimated offset requirements may be different than the actual permit
requirements.



You can wait for the planning permit to be approved first and then request a quote
to meet the requirements in your permit. Should credits be available, you can then
start the offset purchase process. We then use the planning permit number for
allocating the credits. Allocating credits to the permit is evidence that you have
purchased your offset.



You can request a quote to confirm availability and to get an idea of the cost of
offsetting before you apply for a permit. Once you receive the planning permit you
can request an updated quote. It is at this point that you can then go through the
offset purchase process.

We cannot guarantee credit availability until a) contracts are executed, or b) credits have
been held via a pending trade lodged with DELWP Native Vegetation Offset Register.
We cannot guarantee price until a) a quote has been accepted within 14 days, and b) a
Credit Trading Agreement is signed within 21 days, and c) the invoice for the credits is paid
within 28 days of the date the invoice is issued.

If I sign the contract, does that mean I MUST pay for the credits?
Yes, you have entered into a contract agreeing to pay for the offset credits therein and are
required to pay for those credits. The credits must be paid for within 28 days of the date of
the invoice.

Can you hold the credits for me, as I want to pay later?
We are unable to hold credits for later payment. Please also see ‘What happens if I don’t
have a permit yet?’ above.

For further information, see our website or the DELWP website.
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